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Abstract 
The introduction of the special paper on Commonwealth Literature 
at the Post Graduate level and the paper called 'Novel other than British and 
American' at the Under Graduate level at AMU were the two major eventualities 
which led to this study. In the paper offered to the M A students, the grouping 
together of Literatures from atleast four of the Commonwealth nations into one 
paper was basically a makeshift arrangement. The objectives behind the formulation 
of such separate area as courses for special study remained vaguely described and 
therefore unjustified. The teacher and students, were both uncertain as to why and 
how to hold the disparate units together. 
The study emerges out of such immediate dilemma and it hopes to 
clarify certain problematic concerns related to the student of the Commonwealth 
Literature. Most Commonwealth criticism follows either 
(a) a justificatory approach; or 
(b) a confrontationist approach; 
In approach (a) usually a defensive stand is taken by local critics and a 
supportive non-critical, indulgent stand is adopted by the Western critic. In both 
cases, the issue of language use, nomenclature and the event cycle of colonial 
history are the routes by which the argument is moved. 
Approach (b) invariably adopts the Post-Colonial Discourse as its norm 
of presenting the argument. According to this approach, the commonness of 
Commonwealth Literatures emerges from the fact that all these Literatures have 
walked • • • through the fires of enslavement and therefore are anguished, 
embattled units of creative expression. 
This study attempts to explode the myth of commonness which is 
created through these above mentioned stands. An attempt is made to trace the 
phases of growth of the Commonwealths after the political freedoms of each one 
of the colonised nations. 
The political and social and cultural history of a nation is, no doubt 
reflected in its Literature. If we follow the argument as such, then, the Literatures 
of the enslaved and embattled nations like India and Africa, should reflect the 
culture cringe or atleast a hangover of the colonial times. Recent critism which 
takes its cue from the Post-Colonial Discourse theory interprets all writings in the 
light of this assumption. 
However, the dispassionate and objective study of the new Literatures 
(especially Poetry and Fiction) indicates an obvious absence of such general 
colonial mindbend among the Commonwealth artists. The study posits itself 
beyond the generally accepted theory that the artist f rom the erstwhile 
Commonwealth nations is, in any way, a creature of confusions or a dumb 
imitator. 
The study adopts the view that anxieties of criticism and the imperatives 
of finding a sound critical idiom have sent the critics into wild theorising. But, 
this thesis proceeds to prove that the artist from the Commonwealth nations has 
managed to keep himself above the political issues for the most part. 
It is necessary to distinguish between those erstwhile colonies which are 
essentially English speaking nations (eg. Newzealand, Australia etc.) and those 
which are non-native in terms of the tongue (eg. India and Africa). The present 
study takes up the second category for consideration of the question of common 
perspective in Literature. The central argument is that, inspite of differences of 
language, culture and historic events the main enterprise of Literature remains the 
same viz., an evaluation and interpretation of Life and Man. The human image is 
at the core of all writings. As a specimen of the 'non-native' Commonwealth 
Literatures, this study concentrates on two major Commonwealth Literatures in 
English ie., Indian Literature in English and African Literature in English. 
The study clarifies its position vis a vis the choice of Indian Literature 
in English and African Literature in English as broad categories. There has been 
a great discussion about the consideration of Indian Literature in English as part 
of the body of Indian Literature (inclusive of the Literatures of all Indian 
languages as well as English). Another view is to consider Indian Literature in 
English as an extension of or as a part of the mainstream English Literature. 
As for Literature in English from Africa, a small arbitration has had to 
be made ie., Nigeria has been taken as the illustrative norm for the broad spectrum 
of African Literature in English in order to concretise the evaluation. 
About Africans writing in English, there has been much criticism 
regarding their use of English. It has been taken as one of the necessary critical 
exercises to comment upon the use of English by these writers. 
The critical preoccupation with the question of language has been 
attempted to be countered by raising the question of the Englishness of English 
Literature. 
The second aspect on which the thesis has found it necessary to make an 
emphatic statement is the question of National Identity. Until the Eighties it was 
common critical fashion to regard the Literatures emanating from the newly 
independent Commonwealth nations as being Literatures of quest for selfhood. In 
the post 1980 years, this theory has found voice in the idiom of Post-Colonial 
Discourse. While not denying the value of the Post-Colonial Discourse angle of 
assessment or the 'quest for self motif in the Commonwealth Literatures in 
English, it is also important to establish that the exotica of 'Selfhood' or the 
raucuous and separatist cry for National Identity are not the only concerns of the 
Commonwealth Literatures under question. 
Often these Literatures appear to project the Identity issue. But to see 
this projection as springing out of any conflict with the mainstream Euro-Western 
literary tradition is to problematise an issue. 
As far as one can see it, the Commonwealth artist uses quest for self 
motif in an apolitical neutral way, in a bid to allow himself space for new ways 
of self-expression. After all the universal function of Literature is to interpret life 
in different ways and the universal habit of the Literature is to transcend 
boundaries of time and space. 
After declaring its opposedness to the overplay with the issues of 
National Identity and Language Use, the study proceeds to establish that Fiction 
among all literary genres is the most eclectic and that it allows space of the artist 
to exploit his growing taste for plurality in matters of thematic strains as well as 
techlniques. The long fiction of the two Literatures in question is distinctive 
because the narrative literary form is bound by limitations of space and time. But 
such form-specific features do not prevent the fictionists from exploring life 
under the surface of reality. In this way, all novels are excercises in the quest for 
the unknown. In depth study of novels will reveal the novelist's statement 
regarding the truth that he has discovered hidden underneath the patterns of 
interactive and expeijential spectrum of the Human Self s movements through life. 
The thematic base of the novels, then, is the focus of attention. The 
Reader-Critic should learn to scratch the surface of the text; he should recognise 
the 'flags' which the artist willingly or unwillingly sets flying. The sub-stratum of 
the novel ie., the perspectives of the novelist are only hinted at by the novelist and 
the reader should decode the signs to reach the meaning of the text. 
In the process of this unravelling, he will have to adopt various 
methodologies. Since the writer's experiential base is the reality around him, and 
since the writer is definitely an entity shaped as he is by his immediate environ, 
it is also necessary to formulate a view of the writer as a man/woman of his/her 
land. 
In chapter III an analysis of Indian and African writers' literary character 
is attempted to be made vis a vis a statement of the typology of the national 
character. This helps to analyse the ideals and objectives for various backgrounds. 
Interestingly, separate analyses have resulted in a sharp possibility of commonness 
of artistic vision in the seemingly disparate works of fiction. The study proceeds 
to add a third and very meaningful dimension to the dipolar assesments by taking 
up the character study of the British literature. The fascinating feature of such an 
addition is that the hiatus that is usually created between the colonised psyche and 
that of the coloniser is obliterated and the reader-critic is invited to observe the 
phenomenon of colonization as a powerful brain storming medium which affects 
all alike. 
The parallelising excercise is the core of the thesis. In chapter IV, some 
significant British, Indian and African fiction-texts are taken up for close study 
with the intention of discovering the thematic core of each separately. The method 
used in this search for the thematic core is that, instead of recounting at length the 
plot and its convolutions, the centrality of authorial vision is culled out, by means 
of identifying the 'flags' — the recurrent significant signs that are forgrounded 
through tensions of language, image etc. The plot juncture, the selection of 
narrative devices and the development of character are some of the specifics 
which help in this process of foregrounding. As such, the analysis of different 
texts brings out only an artistic, individual difference in the selection and 
presentation of material. The generalisations on each novel clearly point to a 
commonality of artistic purpose. The more deep we study the more are we able 
to establish that the Commonwealth Literature is as rooted in projecting the 
universalising function of Literature as any other Literature does. 
The study establishes that a centipetal plurality is as much evident in the 
many faceted treatment of the human idiom as it is in the techniques employed in 
the creative enterprise. The two Literatures under study boast of native oral as 
well as written traditions. Both these systems, when they arrive at the juncture of 
expressing themselves in English, are said to have gone through a second birth. 
Finally, the onus for releasing the study of Commonwealth Literature in 
English from restricting and narrow considerations lie with the critic. The 
Western as well as the native critics need to learn to apply a comprehensive 
yardstick of criticism which is neither reductionalinor rejectionist. For this, a 
strong empathetic orientation has to be built up on the basis of pre-readings into 
literary, cultural, religious and ethnic tradition of any new Literature. And only 
then can the critic, whether Western or native, make cohesive and meaningful 
comment. 
Commonwealth criticism should opt for a comfortable heterogenity. 
The Classical, Oriental and the Occidental streams of evaluatory norms, and the 
post-structuralist and semiotic modes of analysis can easily co-exist. In Indian 
English criticism, the local critic will not and cannot escape the currents of the 
Indian aesthetic system. In African English literary criticism, with the writers 
themselves so keenly responding to ethno-historic reverberations, the evaluation 
of fictional works will naturally mould itself along considerations of socio-
\ 
political realities. 
The Commonwealth critic should first internalise the native critical 
1 
model and then learn to extend it to suit the interpretation of modern text. Then 
he should proceed to imbibe the critical equipment of Western poetics. Many 
theoretical relativist interpretations have been made by writers like Krishna 
Rayan (with reference to Indian Literature) and Bernth Lindfors (with reference 
to African Literature)«1hese theorists have tried to establish commonalities 
between the Euro-Western poetic and the Indian and African literary systems. 
The Afro-Asian literary systems have a lot to give to the Euro-Western 
system. Western artists are continually appropriating, adapting and using special 
features of orality and extraordinary grammatology of the New Literatures. The 
streams of creativity and criticism cross each other continually. There is a 
constant shift of roles and degrees of domination of one or the other from time to 
time. No literary system, however sophisticated and evolved its poetic may be, 
can boast of immutaibility. Normally, as Krishna Rayan says in Towards a 
Rewritten Indian Poetic' (Indian Literature, 160, March-April, 1994), "a literary 
system has its origin in a linguistically plural state. 
The decolonization of the mind is possible when we understand thatf the 
differences between bodies of Literature are only at surface level. Once the critic 
and the artist avail themselves of all essential paraphernalia of pre-reading, they 
will be in a happy position to make parallelising discoveries without any anxieties 
over the issues of infli^ce,independence.elt-
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Introduction 
The study comes out of some problematic years of coping with new 
courses on the Post-graduate curriculum at the Aligarh Muslim University. The 
initial shape of the new venture was no different from those at other Departments 
at other Universities and their approaches to literary studies. Problems arose 
because the background material available in the libraries was meager and the 
teachers as well as the students were required to tackle ethos(es) which were 
unfamiliar to them, not to speak of the fact that the new area of study was still quite 
suspect. 
Reading and re-reading into the new Literatures and continued hunts for 
new opinion have enlarged my own vision, and, I am able to notice a dialectic 
emerging not only in my tone of voice as a teacher presenting the case of 
Commonwealth Literature to sets of new students but also in the stances of not a 
few of the earlier detractors. It is pleasure indeed to see conversions away from a 
stubborn faithlessness towards admissions of faith, however grudging that may be. 
In the course of this study, I shall attempt to state this new dialectic which 
has evolved, out of a desire to set right a critical stance which at the moment still 
oscillates between glib appreciation and facile dismissal. As a teacher faced with 
the daily need to communicate value points of courses of study and to guide the 
students towards opinion-formation, or as a student of Literature who is wary of 
ideological polemics, I have found it difficult to accept the many -isms into which 
literary criticism seems lately to have ensnared its own dialectic. In short, I am 
wary of theories, and, more so, of naming (and thereby limiting) the theoretical 
positions. As teachers we need to keep abreast of the new approaches, but I am 
skeptical about the use of theory in the classroom as a device in the teaching of 
Literature. 
My opinion is that there is LITERATURE and not Literatures and I have 
relied on samplings to evidence the presence of a connecting principle in various 
Literatures. It is no doubt not a novel method, but it serves the need of the moment, 
being open to the possibilities of comparative assessments. For my purpose, I have 
isolated two areas, acutely conscious however, of the enormous breadth of the 
undertaking.My study starts with a few basic assumptions. For example, it assumes 
and adopts, with only a brief justificatory note in Chapter I, the thesis that there is 
something called an African Literature in English, not with standing the obvious and 
ubiquitous rejoinder — Which Africa ? I have assumed the unity of the Africas 
according to the position of the post-colonial status. My arguments for the oneness 
of the Literatures from the many Africas will of course be the same as any possible 
arguments for the statement of unity of Indian Literature in English from Kerala or 
Andhra Pradesh or Punjab or Gujarat. It is in the spirit of a quest for commonness 
that the main issue of my work has been taken up. 
The choice of the Literatures of the two continents is based on the 
aspects of colonial residue that distinguishes them one from the other : The Indian 
Literature in English had much to fall back on after turning away from the early 
habits of imitations. Backed by a rich indigenous literary tradition in the vernacular, 
in possession of acquired treasures of Persian and Arabic influences, and equipped 
with a sophisticated system of Aesthetics of Sanskrit Literature, the Indian literary 
endeavour in English has been able to enter the notice of the world with greater 
confidence than any other new Literature in English. 
The African Literature in English is also unique in the way it has evolved 
and brought waves of change into the mother Literature. This Literature has now 
reached the capability of contributing freshness to the existing modes of English 
Literature, and has created a new rhythm which a fascinated world finds itself 
readily swaying to. Right out of a fluid and amorphous world of oral tradition and 
folklore, song and dance, the African writer in English has made his presence felt 
in a medium which until recently was alien to him. 
So much for the choice of the areas for study. My main endeavour, 
however, will be to establish the universal aspect of creativity in all literary 
expression as an inherent factor of the very ethos of these two areas, thus moving 
away from the general tendency of according to English Literature, the status of 
guide to good taste and mentor of morality. On the other hand, I shall also be wary 
in the extreme, of a shrill anti-English stand. 
In my opinion, the mainstay of the significance of the new Literatures is 
the inner dimension that they possess. It is this same quality which commands a 
world focus. I shall attempt to prove, with ample support from samples, the 
inwardness — the presence of a spiritual introversion — projected by the writers 
of both these cultural-literary groups as an essence of the true expression of life. 
I believe that an unprejudiced and sincere critical assessment of this aspect of the 
new Literatures in English will go a long way in the building up of a canon which is 
more universal and relevant to the current interest in an international approach to 
Literature. 
My aim in this work is two-fold : to make a statement of concern against 
separateness of identities, and to suggest a methodology of a supra-theoretical, 
broad-based, humane criticism : a blueprint for a constructive, non-alienating 
strategy. 
The tone I shall adopt will in the main, be discursive and argumentative 
because I feel that my thesis does not need so much data as an inner .conviction. 
Wherever my argument seems to require evidence, I shall provide it abundantly; not 
difficult to do so, given the prolificity of output in the new Literatures in English. 
The chief endeavour of the study will be to bring about a qualitative evaluation of 
these differently identifiable Literatures in so much as they contribute to the 
universals of creativity. It is all very well for modern critics like Edward Said to 
advocate a political and ideological vocality among writers, but it is truly imperative 
that the local and topical references be now lifted out of a limiting context into a 
myth-making enterprise; otherwise we shall fail to draw a line of the fine, but fine, 
distinction that separates realism from reality and Literature from History. 
Sufficient material of thematic perspective is available to prove that. 
Literature, be it of any land and any people, operates under the law of unity within 
diversity. Diversities of individual predilections are but a natural phenomenon and 
should be recorded faithfully. It is these diversities which accord to Literature its 
ever new aspect. The history of English Literature has innumerable examples of 
this pattern. The methodology of most major histories has been to record the 
beginnings of a literary era by showing that it is the corollary to some social, 
cultural or political world event. Literature is never divorced from reality and as 
such the writer is not an island. Even writers who have made conscious breaks from 
the society of their times, (like Emily Dickinson had done in the New England of 
19th century), have never been totally free from the influences around them. The 
island is affected by the winds that blow over it and is able, in turn, to affect the 
climate around itself. 
Having recorded the diversities, the historians of Literature still proceed 
to place the writers and their ages on a continuum of the progress of human ideas. 
The focus of their attention has always been Man ... his capacity to create; his 
material a rich amalgam of his three visions : past, present and future. Literary 
history celebrates this vision and its mode of such celebration has been a flexible 
mode — moving freely between generalities and specifics, erecting slogans, 
christening some patterns with ideological titles — but always doing the same 
thing, ie, centering the attention on Man's potential to express. That is not to say 
that historians have been blind to faults and failing of the men and women whose 
work they recorded, but the overall perspective has been directed towards stating 
the oneness of human identity. 
A. 'Mainstream' vs 'New' Literatures in English : 
The most striking phenomenon of 20th century has been that English 
Literature as a core body of Literature has inspired the burgeoning of so many new 
groups. This very fact makes it necessary for us to take up and tackle two issues 
which (to my mind) are too separatist in their implicit meanings, and which detract 
from the study of Literature some of the humanism which is its true characteristic. 
The first of these issues is one which is given unnecessary credence and 
over which much ink has been wasted. That is the issue of nomenclature. The second 
is the issue of 'Englishness vs Otherness'. There have been passionate arguments 
and not less passionate rej oinders on both the issues. I shall record briefly the more 
important voices on both the issues, while proceeding to present an equally 
passionate third voice which can, thankfully be seen emerging — a voice of 
integration, synthesis and universality. Taking its cue from the supreme ideologies 
of oneness of worldview like Geothe and Marx (wonderful to talk of them in the 
same breath!), this third voice is being heard more and more, increasingly supported 
by the growing penchant for fairplay, equality and commonness. The inclusiveness 
that marks the world of letters is a fair-weather signal for this third voice of reason 
and world view. 
Whatever we say of the political differences between nations and cold 
political simmerings, the literary artists have quite firmly started to reach their 
hand across seas and meet, equally, at last. Translations, intercontinental movements, 
publishing activity and the competitiveness involved in all the media activity — all 
these phenomena have released the world of letters from nationalistic boundaries. 
The task before the analyst of this situation is to find evidence that the breeze that 
is blowing today in the world of creative letters is not a seasonal wind which will 
change direction and merely pass on; and that. Literature has a staying power and the 
power of humanising all that it surveys, be it political event, history or ideology. 
B. Methodology : 
In the following chapters, 1 shall be simultaneously referring to the many 
critical tools at hand. The comforts of the end of the 20th century scholar are that 
his or her analysis need not be ideologically restricted. On the other hand, the 
critical terminology is vastly extended and enhanced due to the simultaneous 
presence of different schools of critical approach. 
I shall be making use of the historic method in the survey of 
Commonwealth criticism as well as in that of the creative statements of Indian and 
African Fictions in English. A historic approach helps to place art and its analysis 
within a framework of time and place; and renders the relative statements regarding 
tradition and modernity easy to be made. From this point of view, the suggestion of 
a coherent and common identity (which is my main hypothesis), becomes logically 
tested, and hopefully, proved. A natural tool of evaluation will be the text itself 
Even were there to be any objections to the method of historiography, text-study 
would, in its own way, yield sufficient material which would bring out its historic 
contexts, because, the narrative mode, whatever ramifications of technique it may 
adopt, operates under an imposition of a temporal-spatial framework. 
A historical 'contexting' will bring to light the different currents of ideas, 
making it possible for us to make comparatist statements regarding the adjustments 
which have occurred continually between verities like society and artist, text and 
text, one culture and another, between past and the present. These adjustments may 
have been born of response and debt, or conflict and rebellion. The historic and the 
comparatist methods in close combination, make it possible for a two-way evaluation 
to be made : the study of the earlier moment explains how the text was moulded and 
necessitated by what went before; and the study of the later age explains, by reverse 
logic, the inevitability of change and its process. 
It is not the reader-critic's role to question the past because, irreversibility 
is the central code of history. However, the critic may, after a careful study of the 
watersheds of history, evolve the criteria of the value system which should govern 
the literary scholarship and creativity in his own times. And having done that, ij[-he 
finds the results of the historic process going awry, he may make a rigorous 
application of correctives. He must however, use discretion in accepting the 'facts' 
of history as evidence, bearing in mind that, historic 'truth' is almost always the 
victim of prejudice of the time and the idiosyncracies of the recording hand. The 
best history is anyway to be found in fictionalised fact, ie. Literature. The astute 
critic will find sufficient material and evidence in the Literature of the different 
ages. There are differences between one literary period and another, between 
writers of the same period within one nation, between writers of the same period 
but having different backgrounds, between the ideas of the same writer at different 
stages of his life, and so on and so forth. A rich variety of comments can be made 
by using a comparative methodology. 
There are numerous other modes of evaluation available in the present era 
of pluralism., viz.. Linguistic and stylistic approach, psycho-analytical model, the 
high-yielding myth-criticism, sociological criticism, formalistic approach etc. 
The present study will use a free-wheeling model, willing itself to be unselfconscious 
about making inroads into specialised critical jargon and to be unafraid of making 
statements for fear that they may not fit. Having been taught by a pre-theory 
generation of teachers who brought their innate love and a sense of wonder at what 
a close study of the text may reveal, I shall also apply the most natural tool of a 
negatively capable interpretation, which treats Literature as a 'means' rather than 
as an 'end' to understanding. 
While acutely conscious of the vastness of the frame of reference before 
me, I have been compelled to restrict myself to the analysis of Fiction of the period 
which follows the historic withdrawal of colonial rule in India and Africa. The 
Literature of the period preceding this will be used only in the sense of a referable 
tradition. The selection of the genre of Fiction as the specific area of study is not 
because of any idiosyncratic attachment to the form, nor is there any sense of the 
superiority of this form over other genres like non-fiction prose, or poetry or 
drama. Modern fiction has emerged as a complex literary form which, for all its 
earlier looseness of texture, as also for all its later stark silences or blanks, 
combines in itself the elements of all possible literary modes. From the times when 
FR Leavis forwarded the notion of the novel as a 'dramatic poem', this literary form 
has gone on to gather into its fold the attributes of many other literary and extra-
literary modes. 
So I have taken up Fiction in English from the Indian subcontinent and 
Anglophile Africa, especially the Fiction in English from Nigeria, alongside that of 
the Fiction produced in England at similar historic junctures. I shall attempt to 
evolve the thesis of oneness of human enterprise with the help of these Fictions, 
being certain that Fiction will serve me well, as a document of thought, feeling and 
actions of humans by thinking and feeling men and women. 
At times, the venture seemed to me to acquire an amorphousness, making 
me wonder whether I have taken too big a wad to chew. I hope, however, that the 
churning of the oceans of the history of men and women and their minds, will yield 
a drop of nectar which is at once the ocean itself and its essence, too. 
One concession to convenience has been the 'grain test' which I have had 
to apply in my method of samplings. I have been temperamental to some extent in 
choosing not oft-quoted examples but works which are usually overlooked in the 
hunt for big game. However it was gratifying to find the verification of the thesis 
of the factor of a strong inner core and oneness, from a close and unprejudiced 
examination of different-seeming models. 
The 'grain', ie, the representative fictionists have been picked from the 
pot which is still on fire and on the boil. The first generation of writers who put the 
Indian and the African fictions on the world map of Literature are still creatively 
active and have also achieved the status of invocable names. Therefore, the story of 
the Post-colonial beginning merges with the story of the present times, though 
decades of difference seems to separate a Raja Rao or an Anand from the Shashi 
Tharoors and Amitava Ghoshes who are commanding the limelight so vociferously. 
In the same way, Ngugi and Achebe are still strong representative voices even while 
the Meja Mwangis and Ben Okris are carrying fictions into new complexities. The 
longevity of creative life of the earlier generation writers, and the early literary 
adulthood and the glory of the second generation writers gives to the new writings 
a curious touch of double-edgedness. What is a more curious phenomenon, however, 
is the fact that, though the central concerns of the two sets do not appear to be very 
dissimilar, there is a near total mutual silence on both sides. The older voices are 
not to be heard either commending or denouncing or even commenting on the new 
writers; nor do we have the Seths and the Upamanyus and the Mawangis either 
claiming indebtedness or even conceding the greatness of their immediate 
predecessors. (Is the artist a self-contained entity then?) The wonderfully tradition-
oriented Post-modernist fictional strategy of intertextuality in case of the newer 
writers seems confined to their personal erudition and familiarity with the text of 
mostly the European tradition, to the almost complete exclusion of the native 
models. 
But this kind of mutual exclusiveness or stand-offishness will have to be 
taken up and analysed in other contexts. It is not relevant to my present thesis 
directly, though it is certainly one of the factors which has prevented so far the 
emergence of any national canon. Perhaps, what one would desire more, is the 
inclusion of some of these names in the world canon of Literature 
The other happy prospect is that critical efforts will be expended to build 
a poetic which is a cohesive form of the best features of different literary systems 
Critics and scholars like Satchidanandan, Stephen Spender, Peter Forbes, 
UR Ananthamurty etc , are already speaking of the need to evolve a Euro-Western-
Persio-Sanskrit poetic for the assessment of new Literatures in English Already 
critics are experimenting in this area by applying Western yardsticks to oreintal 
works and vice versa This indicates a willingness to eschew rejectiomsm and 
welcome an inclusive approach, and, seeing that this is already an almost 'happened' 
fact, we may proceed 
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Chapter I 
Commonwealth Literature - Terms of Reference 
Though the term Commonwealth Literature has received an almost 
universal currency suggesting an identifiable unity, it is not difficult to see that the 
unity suggested by the term is a highly amorphous, loose-knitted one of artistic 
convenience; and that, the historic overtone implicit in the term is merely a term 
of reference and not a continued avowal of political or even cultural loyalties. The 
history of this new Literature in English is rife with vastly different theories. For 
example, KRS Iyengar sees India as a wasteland at the end of the 18th century. 
Referring to the period of British rule (in terms of its influence in the literary 
world), Iyengar pays homage to the "moment of endurance, assimilation and 
integral transformation". It has been pointed out that this Literature comes to life 
when it responds to or reacts against or defies English tradition and the rigidities 
of such traditionalism. It has also been maintained by many commentators on the 
Commonwealth Literatures that these are not 'new' Literatures but only imitative 
extensions of the central British literary genres. Other schools of thought hold the 
opinion that the new Literatures have to borrow from Western Literature all 
essential, formal, communicative modes. According to him, native Literatures and 
native myth can provide the writer with subject matter and perspective, but the 
language of Literature, the conventions and the genres have been shaped by 
centuries-old European culture. 
There are differences of opinion about the various factors related to 
Commonwealth Literature in English. There are objections to the very concept of 
identifying an area called the Commonwealth in terms of Literature. Much 
disagreement prevails about the nomenclature which attaches to the new Literatures. 
Meenakshi Mukherjee, among the recent critics, is vociferous in her protest 
against what she calls an 'umbrella term': Commonwealth Literature. As she says, 
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"the label to homogenise diverse texts emerging from different regions that differ 
from each other a great deal in culture, geography, ecology, memory — the only 
common factor being British colonial past and the use of language — all this has 
a retrogressive and limiting connotation than a positive integrative function 
One IS surprised that learned critics have tended to interpret the running 
metaphor of colonialism as a mere historical record of reality It is rather unnerving 
that the terms of reference should be drawn out of their original intent and scope 
into frightening terms of'authority' and 'molestation' ^ Aijaz Ahmad's recent work 
adds a new political, theoretical slant to the issue Ahmad objects to the grouping 
of societies (and the Literatures therefrom) as Third World merely because of the 
common experience of Colonialism and Nationalism He would like to project the 
factors of class and gender as bases for identification of any cultural or literary 
units ^ 
Now more than ever, (now that the new nations are quite advanced away 
from the specific problem called the colonial cringe or hangover), it is possible to 
comprehend, how, even in the earliest of the new writings, British Imperialism was 
a reality which was translated into quasi-mythical terms and rendered general and 
abstract, as 'white man', 'they' etc The figure of the immediate enemy has inevitably 
been touched by the myth-making wand of literary metaphor In the recordations of 
fiction, poetry and even in the high propagandist prose writings, especially in the 
hands of sensitive thinkers like Sri Aurobindo, Tagore in India, and Mphahlele, 
Achebe and Ngugi m Africa, the problem was usually identified in terms of 
symbols the common enemy, the scourge, - - rather than«as specific persona Even 
where fictional technique demanded more descriptive idiom-markers like names, 
places etc , these items are used more to type-cast than anything else Local life 
throws up emblematic figures for Literature to define its own cultural ethos For 
example, the mother figure, the chief, the farmer, the seasons, the untouchable etc 
are some elements which represent the Indian ethos generally So also the white 
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man was an emblematic figure representing the problems unique to the particular 
situations and times in which the early generation of these nations began to write 
in English. To identify the Literatures of the erstwhile colonies solely as anti-
British protest literature would be a limitation of art. It is protest literature no 
doubt, but a protest which is not area-bound or event-bound. It is a protest which is 
not always political but a protest which is universal against any kind of abuse of 
human dignity. It is a protest against the malaise, the disorders and the tragedy of 
the human character. Alternatively, it is possible to interpret the recurrent use of 
this pattern and see that the theme of oppression was a fascinating literary choice 
by writers who wished to be taken seriously. However that may be, the least we can 
do is to give them the benefit of meaningful and critical hearing without attaching 
preconceived labels to their intention and their work. 
Identifying the new Literatures as exotic (as was often done in early 
times; and I'm afraid this exercise still continues), was a critical viewpoint which 
was a direct result of prejudice and hegemonic incline. But broad-minded western 
critics like William Walsh and Haydn Williams have shown how it is possible for 
native critics to rise above parochialism in acknowledgment of true merit. There 
are many western critics who often even err on the side of lavish uncritical praise; 
viz the wild enthusiasm of Dylan Thomas about Amos Tutuola in The Observer,'' and 
Williams Walsh's high tributes to Indian writings in English in his various writings. 
To moderate such generous excesses, we have native critics like McAuley, CD 
Narasimiah, Iyengar, Ngugi, Soyinka, Gerald Moore, Chistopher Heywood and 
many others who combine a reasonableness with justifiable national pride and who 
shun parochialism just as they eschew violent reactions. Colonialism is a historic 
fact which is now of the past; and Literatures of Britain as well as the erstwhile 
colonised countries have finished with counting their dead. They have started 
building new cities; and, the memories of past heroism, misdeed, or self-destructive 
folly are factors which fertilize the soil and make it the richer for the experience. 
Like the great Moor of Shakespeare, they see the Truth, they lament it — 'the pity 
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of it all'—, but they rise above their self-pity to set things right, to make amends 
and finally to celebrate the re-establishment of the dignity of Man. The winds of 
change can be seen in subtle but significant shifts in attitudes and emerging policies 
like the recent inclusion of the Literature from England for consideration for the 
Commonwealth Prize in Literature and the growing academic focus on the 
Commonwealth. 
A matter of grave concern is the persistence of some 'purists' who still 
insist on treating the new Literatures in English as something of a passing fad. They 
continue to stand apart in their scholarly cocoons, with 'dispassionate' amusement 
(or tight-lipped disdain), while the advocates of the new Literatures continue to 
feel cornered and driven to defensive positions. Until the broad-based, humanistic 
view of Literature becomes a culture of the scholarly mind, these feuds will not 
cease. Such a rigid rejection will result in either of these two eventualities : (a) the 
Commonwealth scholars will close shop and move on to tested pastures seeking 
easy grants of passage; or, (b)they will lapse into some kind of ultra (pseudo) 
specialist theoretical jargon. One is afraid that in the eventuality of (b), the growing 
body of appreciative reader-critics of the new Literatures may also retreat behind 
the impenetrable facades of heavy-worded theorizing. 
I believe that we should once again invoke, as a life-saving device for the 
genial and humanistic body of literature in the English language, the very quality of 
assimilative breadth which has been one of its chief qualities. Thus alone can we 
question and discard the myth of Englishness of English Literature as a beginnmg 
towards rejections of further sectarian entities like the Australianness or the 
Indianness or Caribbeanness of Literature in English. Of late we have had other 
further confounding divisions of literary identities like West African(ness) and 
South Indian(ness) etc. It we do not heed the advice of great writers like Ngugi, we 
shall go on creating our own little 'colonies of the mind'. 
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This brings me to the second issue which has been made the basis for 
arguments in favour of the separateness of the literary identities, ie, the insularity 
of the language and Literature in English, produced by natives of the British Isles. 
Notwithstanding the notion of the superiority of English brought into vogue by 
some early theorists, commentators and political strategists, English does possess 
a great capacity for assimilation. In linguistic features, English has lent itself to 
variability with remarkable felicity. A history of the English Language will show 
the ready borrowings and the subsequent changes in the phonetic structure, 
vocabulary, grammar and idiom. In the case of Literature too, the story is the same. 
There are innumerable instances of borrowed forms, experimentations, translations 
and thematic imitations. Well-chosen anthologies have always included literary 
pieces in English, admirable for their depth, vigor, crucial significances of felicity 
of tongue and thought, without discrimination of caste, race or sect. We do not read 
or reject Yeats because of his Irishness any more than we should make the 
Africanness of a Tutuola a basis for reading him or rejecting him. 
National Identity is, no doubt, a factor which will facilitate better 
understanding; but, it is only one of the many factors like the Age, the biographical 
verities, scholarship, influences etc. The so called diversity of the texts from' 
different regions is as much a diversity that can exist, let us say, between a 
Coleridge and a Wordsworth — companions, compatriots and colleagues in a 
literary credo —- with common ideals but how diverse! It is a pity that in the study 
of the Commonwealth Literatures, distinctive similarities of racial past, memories 
of cruel repressions and heroic gatherings together of individual dignity which are 
common to the story of evolution of any race, any culture, and nation are generally 
overlooked. 
The very concept of the Commonwealth, the joining hands of the erstwhile 
conquerors with the politically overtaken races, is a beautiful concept of oneness, 
reparations and amends. Whether we call it Commonwealth Literature or New 
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Literatures in English or simply Twentieth Century Literatures, it is clear that even 
the Literature from England has a right and an obligation to join the umbrella; for, 
isn ' t that a new Literature too, striving to find its own Identity, ridden with its own 
ghost of Imperialist ideology of the past, and fighting with the problems of the here 
and now, like unemployment, racialism, crumbling social order (the state of British 
Royalty these days!) and disorder? 
As far as the new Literatures in English are concerned, one is compelled 
to reiterate at this point that the English language came to them as a result of certain 
historic processes. The process of Anglicisation was, of course, different in 
different countries in terms of the degree of intensity and speed. It is an undeniable 
fact that following familiarisation through language-use, the early writers proceeded 
to assimilate and use thought, idiom and other such value points from English 
culture as appeared relevant to their situations. This was neither imposition nor 
plagiarization, but a part of a naturalization process. Borrowings only indicate a 
language in flux. The colonies have enriched themselves at the levels of linguistic 
and literary choices as well as in cultural, social and religious habits as a result of 
the encounter with the West just as they must have done in innumerable earlier 
encounters. The image of the Indian or the African lowdown writer gratefully 
picking up lingui stic and cultural morsels at the feet of great masters may have been 
a part of the Imperialist insular 19th century propaganda for inculcating a pride in 
the British nation. In actual fact, however, the Imperialist nation was able to glean 
for itself many riches not only in terms or political and economic advantages but 
also in language and creative ideas. There are innumerable examples of the influence 
of lndianphi losophy over the Western mind. Inthe second decade of the Twentieth 
century, the African rhythms had begun to reverberate in the creative expressions 
of English writers. The Krio influence on the English language, for example has 
made available, to many Western writers, the choice of an authentic voice in their 
fictions.^ 
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All this clearly indicates an enormous and continuous reciprocal extension 
and enrichment. To bring in the issue of Colonialism repeatedly as the only factor 
behind the achievement or non-achievement of the new Literatures in English is to 
politicise the very issue of creativity. Actually speaking, this viewpoint results 
from the confusion about the British attitude to Western education in the colonies. 
It is necessary to remember that as much as the British imposed an arbitrary and 
unsuitable model of English education in the colonies, they hardly ever imposed 
their will over the creative men of letters. The architects of the new Literatures in 
English were people who learned early that to choose the language of the conquerors 
for creative expression need not necessarily mean involvement in political problems. 
Nor did that mean that these writers were given to 'political quietism'.^ For many 
writers, the English language, with its wider reach, provided a shrewd amplifier of 
the local problems, while for many others, writing in English was the only way of 
communicating with the ruling class in order to argue the credibility of a demand 
for nationhood. There were still many others for whom to write in English was 
merely yet another way of speaking in terms of art. 
The Commonwealth Writer : 
A feature which is common to almost all writers in English from the new 
nations is that they are invariably heir to more than one literary tradition. During 
the colonial rule, they were subjected, with assertive masterfulness, to a Literature 
having a full and consciously modulated canon and sophisticated formal discipline. 
Political turmoil and subsequent independence opened up vistas of self-realisation 
based on nationalistic fervour. Confusion and conflicts between the two memories 
— of the traditional past and colonial past — shaped themselves out into discontent 
with the present. What renders the issue more complex is the addition of many 
more angles to the intricacies of the post-colonial situations; for example, the 
dichotomy of the National Identity into dual aspects: the Native and the Expatriate, 
or, the Vernacularist and the Anglicist etc. With the breakdown and the later 
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diffusion of the British domination, the challenge to these new Literatures became 
greater then ever Now, the Commonwealth writer has to prove the validity of what 
he believes m and has also got to be discrete in the selection of material While 
accepting the multi-traditional aspect of his position, he has yet to stand outside 
that actuality and make a personal statement 
All said and done, the writer of the new Literatures will not be doing badly 
for himself if he remembers to mix (in a judicious manner), his distant past with his 
immediate past and glean meanings for the present He has a vast body of canon to 
choose from and to adopt, he has a wide variety of languages to choose from and to 
use, and, more than anything else, he has acquired a very wide and varied experiential 
base from his colonial past which can be used effectively as material for a literary 
metaphor 
The complexity of the Commonwealth situation has also thrown up many 
unique groupings which answer to the name Chaman Nahal has identified two types 
fo Commonwealth writers (1) Natives with adopted non-native myths, landscapes 
and climate (Immigrants like Ruth Prawer Jhabwala, Ruskin Bond etc ) (2) Non-
natives with adopted native myths, climate, landscape (Nirad Chaudhary, Naipaul, 
Rushdie etc )"' Both the types contain in themselves the quality of expatriateness 
and their work exhibits the additional tensions associated to this condition 
Here it will be relevant to speak of a third type of Commonwealth writers 
- the writer in exile (self-imposed or otherwise) - an artist intensely preoccupied 
with the distance from his mother culture, and often reaching out towards an 
identification with his roots by one or the other means For example, Ngugi 
declares that his future literary tongue will be Kikuyu and not English, Raja Rao will 
probe the metaphysics of India while his life keeps him else where, Walcott makes 
overt bids to 'belong' by a physical move to the land of his birth 'Distancing' seems 
to have an emotional significance for these writers The fear of rootlessness or 
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alienation often sends them into stances of intense and desperate nationalism.® The 
number of this third type is fast increasing now with many young novelists grabbing 
international attention in terms of critical evaluation as well as market. 
Nahal attributes the alienation of the expatriate to his failure to grow 
roots. Before we analyse the quality of 'expatriate' writings, it is necessary to 
consider whether expatriateness is a choice which could have been retracted. Is 
such a choice always voluntary? The position of the expatriate is largely ironic 
What Anne Paloucci ^ says of the Australian expatriates, "Australian in England and 
Anglicised in Australia — the permanent outsider" can be applied to this type. 
Experience shows that the homeward-looking expatriate is better equipped in auto-
projection than the writer bound to and practising on the home soil. The reason 
could be that the writer in exile has acquired that double vision and the distance 
from the immediate moment which is necessary in any artistic enterprise. As 
Edward Said has brilliantly put it while talking of the present configurations of 
interdependent literary experiences (despite growing nationalism), "exile becomes 
something closer to a norm, an experience of crossing boundaries, and charting 
new territories in defiance of the classic canonic closures, however much the loss 
and the sadness of exile may also need acknowledgment and r eg i s t e r i ng" .Even a 
temporary break from the land of birth then becomes a necessity for getting the 
right perspective, as examples of the careers of writers like AK Ramanujan and Raja 
Rao would show. 
The Strategies for the Study of Commonwealth Literatures in English : 
The concept of the Commonwealth Literatures in English is justifiable 
now that it has been historically proved and formally adopted in academic curricula. 
But a complete endorsement of this Literature in terms of a canonical status has yet 
to be made. It is not too difficult to plead for an acceptance of the new Literatures 
into the canonised body of English Literature as new entrants; especially since the 
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present canon of mainstream Literature in English consists of names like the Irish 
Yeats and the Polish (later naturalised) Conrad etc. From this point of view, we can 
now speak of the Commonwealth Literature as a continuation of the story of 
English Literature, and as a stage in its amazing multi-pronged development. The 
distinctions between the different identities will then carry only so much weight as 
do the differences between the various schools of thought in English Literature 
coexisting in the same period. 
The second possibility is for this Literature to be considered independent 
of what we know to be English Literature. One can quite convincingly argue that the 
factor of language is not sufficient ground to fix a parental status to the Literature 
from England. The new Literatures may be speaking the same language but not the 
same tongue, more so because in their present shape, the Literatures from India, 
Africa, the Caribbean Islands and Australia etc. carry almost no overtones of the 
British culture. The 'culture cringe' is over and done with. Even the English used by 
these new writers has acquired a new character, a special identity. 
The most viable approach in these pluralistic times will, however, be the 
comparative mode. In fact, when we use the argument of the Commonwealth 
Literature being either one with or separate from English Literature, we are already 
using a relative metaphor, which is nothing but the use of the comparative model of 
assessment. 
Who will decide these issues, set the tone and state the rules regarding 
the right approach to the study of Commonwealth Literatures? Departments of 
study at the Universities have rarely taken on the role of tastemakers. Most 
teachers still follow the British tradition of teaching the prescribed text 
unquestioningly, continuing to use the jargon that they were used to in their own 
student days. Much experimentation is afoot, but old habits die hard; and one is also 
too conscious that no amount of experimentation with teaching techniques is going 
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to help unless the objectives of teaching and the modes of testing Literature are 
clarified first. 
Role of the Critic : 
It is then upto the critics to take on this responsibility. Fortunately, we 
have many cases of teacher-critics, (which is a more meaningful extension and a 
practical manifestation of the concept of the reader-critic). The teacher, faced with 
the practical problem of negotiating an author and his work in the course of an 
academic programme, encounters difficulties in the- communication of the 
abstractions contained in the text. He makes certain adjustments, adopts certain 
strategies and finds resolutions for his problems. In this process he 'reads' and he 
brings to his reading his own meanings, thus bringing into being, a "readerly text". 
From this point of view, the best possibility would be to give the authority to the 
teacher-critic, so that in the wisdom of practical experience, he may combine all 
the possible modes of reading Literature into one broad-based, meaningful mode. 
Thus would a good teacher-critic (a) use English Literature for its touchstone value 
along with the other canon of world classics, and (b) ensure the parity of the 
Commonwealth Literatures with English and other Literatures by adopting the 
comparative mode and, in general, c) support the concept of the world of ideas 
rather than of limited identities. 
The humane critic, (the Sahradaya) is an indispensable factor in the 
development of literary study. He will evaluate and pronounce, and thus he will 
raise a canon, light beacon lights for future writings, give directions for discrete 
choices, make theoretical statements for the facility of academic presentations. 
Like the life-force that infuses Galatea for the artistic fulfilment of Pygmalion, he 
blows meaning into the heart of Literature for the sake of the seeking learner. 
Unfortunately, the actual critical positions are far from the required 
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ideal. There is even a distinction to be drawn between the Western critics, and the 
critics from the Commonwealth countries. Admittedly, the distinction is now less 
perceptible than before, but at the beginning of the life of these Literatures, ie, in 
the early 20th century, the Western critic was still unable to shake off his sense of 
exotica while dealing with the expression of the colonised people in what the 
Western critic considered to be 'his' language. The critic, from the vantage point of 
his tradition-backed critical equipment, was in turns tolerant, amused (and even 
bemused) by the derring do of the alien voices. The local critic, on his part having 
been trained on the concept of the lone splendour of English Literature, and having 
willed himself out of any attachment to or realisation of his own native tradition, 
was in turns defensive, apologetic or merely ashamed. 
Changing trends have effected changes in the tone of voices and brought 
a breadth of vision to both sides. The increase in the variety of theoretical 
statements has created a ferment in the modes of vision and expression. A near 
pandemonium seems a close possibility now, for the obvious reason that as yet 
these new Literatures have been unable to formalise any workable model of 
aesthetic evaluation. There have been attempts to strike a balanced stance. According 
to Irele "Neither solely sociological nor solely artistic criticism is the solution. 
The alternative to both is a criticism which evaluates the literary quality of the work 
and also discusses the novelists' concern with and treatment of real issues which 
are relevant to the lives of the peop le" .Af loyan , while speaking in the context of 
African Literature, pleads for the psychological, literary and linguistic approaches. 
There is as yet a disarray among critics regarding the criteria to be used 
in the evaluation of the new Literatures in English. Questions are being asked, like, 
'Should the new Literatures be judged by Western critical standards?', 'Is there any 
national aesthetic which is fully equipped to evaluate a multi-lingual literary 
system?' etc. The native critics are seen to be confused in their endeavour by 
ideological considerations and a misplaced and exaggerated sense of nationalism. 
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There is a persistent tendency to look upon the writings in English as a manifestation 
of extended Imperialism or 'Cultural neo-Imperialism', as Eustace Palmer calls it 
in Growth of the African Novel. ^^ 
There have been attempts to evolve a serious aesthetic statement for the 
emerging Literatures in English based on indigenous critical models. In India 
itself, for example, stalwarts like KRS Iyengar and CD Narasimhiah have illustrated 
successfully the application of the Indian aesthetic yardsticks in the analysis of 
English works, especially English works by Indian writers. In masterful expositions, 
in works like Two Cheers for The Commonwealth^^ and Function of Criticism^^, the 
feasibility of applying the Rasa-Dhwani theory etc. to critical assessment of works 
of Literature has been demonstrated. But the average Indian critic of Indian 
Literature in English is not necessarily equipped with a knowledge of the Indian 
aesthetic system. Moreover, such an indigenous model in India falls short of 
comprehensiveness because it fails to include the aesthetic principles of Persian 
and Arabic Literatures. The history of the interaction of Indian Literatures with 
Persian and Arabic Literatures is too clearly evidenced to be easily ignored. Indian 
Literatures have no doubt borrowed much from them.'^ The critic of the New 
Literatures in English who begins to assess without training in and awareness of 
these three literary backgrounds is using incomplete machinery and his critical act 
is nothing but a charade. 
The Commonwealth critic often tends to bring to the evaluation of the 
new Literatures an apparatus which is too heavy. What Irele says about African 
Literature, can be applied to the critical positions in almost all Commonwealth 
Literatures: "Our writers are analysed and commented upon with the use of 
concepts which in certain cases may be at a level well above what the writer himself 
is offering. Related to this use of an over-sophisticated critical approach is the 
application of such rigorous standards of evaluation that, works with a certain 
interest and a certain value in themselves tend to be dismissed out of hand and 
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treated without any sympathy"." At the other extreme of such summary treatment 
is an uncritical effusiveness. Both approaches need to be balanced. 
The critic must be equipped with the knowledge of critical traditions, he 
should be unbiased and, more than anything, he should attach himself to the new 
Literature and its ethos sufficiently to be able to discriminate the extent to which 
he can use Western yardsticks and as to when he should not do so. Criticism has 
been called the 'vision of visions'. It has been described as secondary to the work 
itself.'^ It should engage itself in placing necessary strictures on the writer's art. 
The best criticism implies an effective and intense participation in the creative act. 
The scholar must train himself to examine the various features of the 
body of the new Literatures with an informed and critical eye. The challenge in this 
enterprise is no doubt great, because the distinctiveness of the literary identities 
seems to create insurmountable hurdles. The unevenness in the contours of 
Commonwealth studies is due to a lack of clarity in the tools of evaluation and also 
because there is a confusion between nationalistic and ideological considerations. 
Many scholars consider it obnoxious to apply Western criteria to the 
evaluation of Commonwealth writings, and therefore, they advise a total native 
aesthetic. This is neither possible nor feasible; for example, - Australian or 
Canadian Literature does not boast of any formal native critical system of thought 
which is truly indigenous. Even were it possible to judge the Literatures in English 
in terms of a native aesthetic, as has been quite impressively attempted by CD 
Narasimhiah and KRS Iyengar, it is a tool which has at present, a limited applicability 
due to inadequate pre-grounding. The two Indian critics named above, for example, 
have undoubtedly made very unique contributions to Commonwealth Studies by 
virtue of the fact that they are both comfortably bilingual and that they are familiar 
with the tenets of both Western and Oriental aesthetic traditions. However, even 
their theses suffer from their failure to take into account certain important features 
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of the history of the development of, for example, the Indian aesthetics As they see 
It, (and perhaps the constraints of cohesive argument makes it necessary for them 
to see it so), Indian aesthetics can mean only a Vedic norm They ignore the 
checquered interim history of Indian thought — the various invasions, the resultant 
upheavals, the literary and cultural enrichments and depletions which have definitely 
left their mark on the Indian literate mind and the Literature, irrespective of 
whether they were familiar with the basics of the Indian (Vedic) poetics or the 
Persio-Arabic aesthetic or none The phenomenon of Sanskritisation^® of the Indian 
sensibility has had multiple incarnations and can no more, (except in the cases of 
a few insular and limited schools of thought, or in the hands of a few stubborn and 
conservative academics who refuse to update their old faiths) be found in its 
ancient purity Even the fundamentals of Vedic aesthetics were, m due course of 
successive conquests and cultural admixtures, subjected to many changes 
Commonwealth Literatures vis a vis Change : 
Commonwealth Literatures have not resisted the idea of progress India 
has always been a willing participant in cultural and literary collaborations 
According to GN Devy, "the acceptance of Sanskrit and Persian, as literary languages, 
and of Literature in these languages as viable mode of cultural expression, were 
— 'collaborative projects' Indian history, literary or otherwise, is full of instances 
of acceptance of alien totemic materials — Indian pluralism and eclecticism are 
limitless" 
Devy later goes on to say — "study of other languages and other Literatures 
is highly civilised activity" We can extend this kind of an argument to find acquired 
totemic materials and attempted 'Sanskntisation' in the habits of borrowings and 
lendings not only in the indigenous Literatures but also in English Literature The 
African, Indian, Irish writer, as well as the writer of any other Commonwealth or 
other nation like Russia or Germany, who will ever attempt to write in English, will 
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definitely be a borrower and also a potential agent of enrichment of English. 
So the historian recording event, the critic analysing cause and effect, 
and the scholar selecting material for his art, will have to acclimatise themselves 
with the non-casteist, secular nature of literary expression which is fundamentally 
an enterprise where the capacity to level unevenness overpowers the superficial 
differences so that none is superior to the other. 
Making National Identities the springboard of evaluative exercise is a 
limitation of art and the creative personality of man. The worst damage to literary 
studies is perpetrated by the highly prejudiced and parochial purists of English 
Literature Studies. Their continued refusal to allow fresh fields apart from those 
sanctioned by the Scrutiny canon has succeeded in creating an apartheid of literary 
systems. 
The true spirit of the Leavisian model of evaluation is neither rej ectionist 
nor aggressive. FR Leavis supported the view of the critic of Literature as a 
collaborator. This is very much in tune with the Indian view of a discerning reader 
or critic who approaches the work of art with willingness and sympathy. The term 
used in Sanskrit aesthetics to describe a critic is Sahradaya.^^ The heart of the 
interpreter should endeavour to adjust its rhythm to the tune of the creator-artist 
hoping to achieve a close approximation with the original intention. There is an 
agreement among Western and Oriental literary grammarians that in any evaluatory 
process, a total approximation of the original artistic intent is never possible 
because of layers of refractionary media intruding between the moment of creation 
and that of perusal of the finished object. This divide is very much an extended 
phenomenon of what can be deemed to have happened when the creator-artist tried 
to verbalise his mental abstraction. Again there is a consensus that the word can 
'strive to be' but perhaps never 'be' the reality. Thus the distance between artist and 
interpreter is not a fractured gulf but one which is on a continuum from Truth to an 
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expression of the same Truth. If these common features of Oreintal and Occidental 
interpretive philosophies are realised, the anxieties about differences also will 
cease to be troublesome. 
Outspoken and sober supporters of an international perspective warn 
against a politicisation of literary criticism. In a conscious effort to destroy the 
snobbery which had started to attach itself to the studies of English Literature from 
19th century onwards, Rene Wellek says. "These computations of cultural riches 
according to debtor-creditor calculus in matters of Literature are absurd"." Earlier, 
Mathew Arnold had insisted on the scholarly requisite of Hellenic, Hebraic and 
Eastern Antiquarian studies.^"* Thankfully, these voices are being taken up by major 
scholars all the world round, with the English critics leading the way. Apart from 
this new broadmindedness and a supportive spirit, the art of translation also has 
added a dimension to Commonwealth studies. The Commonwealth writer is no 
more at a disadvantage. He can select or reject freely. He can make smooth transits. 
The older order with its antagonism to change is fast changing. 
The new Literatures have begun to follow a non-conformist traditionalism. 
Swearing by their rich traditions, they yet exercise a skeptic's brake on over 
enthusiastic national sympathies. A clear manifestation of this auto-control 
mechanism is the dominant tone of irony in most Commonwealth writings of the 
recent times. In Two Cheers for the Commonwealth, KRS Iyengar records his 
recognition of a rhythm in the Commonwealth Literatures which he ascribes to "the 
controlling factors of history and geography": no less than to English language and 
Literature. He adds, "parallel to the colonial to Commonwealth status, there has 
been witnessed also the movement, at the cultural level, from imitation and 
immaturity to creative experimentation and conscious adulthood. Without denying 
the inherited tradition and without blindly accepting the imported tradition, the new 
writer has grown wings of creative expression and is boldly advancing towards new 
horizons".^' 
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One advantage of the recent ferment in literary theory is that the modern 
writer, reader and the critic are gradually being freed from an "isolationist ideology" ^^  
New Criticism has marginalised Literature and literary criticism from the dominant 
concerns of society and dislocated it from its historical and material contexts — 
its "worldlmess" But new theories are trying to break this hegemonic centrality, 
this "closed nature of Literature, and attempting to re-establish its classical 
humanistic norms" 
"Art concerns itself with the difficult and the good", Goethe had said Art 
also represents a cultivation of multi-vision, a fish-eye, a capacity and a willingness 
to look in all directions This vision will help the artist to add to the resources of 
language and ideas The onus rests with the creative artist and the critic The critic 
has to evolve a complex tool to evaluate the highly sophisticated and many-faceted 
ideatic complex of the new Literatures —-, a tool which combines not only the 
Western model which his training has equipped him with, and not just a smattering 
of native aesthetic postulates, but also a deep awareness of other possibilities of 
aesthetic criteria from other literary systems Michael Hamburger draws attention 
to Baudelaire's critical essays as being brilliant examples of the synthetic approach 
According to Hamburger, Baudelaire was always concerned with the "public function 
of the arts as much as with the inner laws" ^^  It is now clear that, interaction and 
reciprocity are going to be the chief elements of creativity The quest for the best 
will send the writers on endless forays into other Literatures to obtain new 
permutations and new expressions, and thus, this venture into multiplicity, (which 
we now identify by a limited but lucid term. Commonwealth Literature), will 
eventually enlarge its boundaries to include all Literatures in all languages known 
to man 
The reciprocal enterprise is not at all a novelty, Nirad C Chaudhary, 
speaks of how Greeks and Romans in the early Christian centuries, "furnished the 
means of expression to a universal culture" ^^  The Romans turned to Athens for 
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education, because they admitted that, "conquered Greece had m turn conquered 
them" Chaudhary maintains that Christianity was able to become a universal 
religion first because of Greek and then Latin Even Emperor Asoka in the third 
century B C , used Greek in order to preach Buddhist morality in countries adjacent 
to India Speaking of English and its versatility, Chaudhary says, "I do not know of 
any other language which in the past created a common mind and a common 
expression (in this manner) for peoples of such diverse origins Only Arabic did 
such a thing like that" 
It may be expected then, quite safely, that the growth and development of 
the new Commonwealth Literatures will find suitable support from the broad-based 
and eclectic nature of the language in which these Literatures have chosen to 
express themselves, le , English 
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Chapter II 
Search for a Common Idiom 
Commonwealth Literature Studies have evoked varied responses. There 
are many ways of looking at the new Literatures in English. The earliest qualifier 
for the greatness of these new Literatures was the degree of approximation to the 
original ie. English Literature. This imitative phase was replaced by a nationalistic 
approach in both creativity and it's evaluation. The search for National Identities 
through Literature was an approach which coincided with the phenomenal upsurge 
of nationalistic fervour in many Colonies of Great Britain. The subsequent spate of 
independencies fanned the zeal for Literary Identities and a desire to break free 
from the sovereignty of an alien Literature. Often this breakaway resulted in a self-
destructive parochialism. The world began to get compartmentalised into 'this' and 
'that' national, cultural and social Identities. Thankfully, now the separatism of 
National Identities is being replaced by a quest for commonness. Increasingly the 
interest in the Literature from the Commonwealth is being focussed around an 
interest in the central vision of Literature itself ie.. Literature as human expression, 
the 'word' as the signal from man to other men. 
However, the coordinating principle which is powerful enough to merge 
the various identities of man seems to be elusive. Different writers have found 
different arguments for explaining the coordinating principle of the human idiom, 
perhaps because the manifestation of human ideas obtains in different shapes and 
hues. Some writers have found the historic fact of colonialism and the politics of 
power and subjugation resulting thereof, to be the principle which coordinates and 
unites the various Literatures of the newly independent countries. For example, 
Iyengar finds a common metaphor of a wounded psyche in almost all Commonwealth 
Literatures. According to him, the Afro-Asian writer is "held by the terrible vice 
from the past - the hurt to the pride of the race and the damage to human respect."* 
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The reference to colonialism as a feature common to the Literatures under our 
consideration comes out quite clearly in such an analysis 
On the other hand, OP Bhatnagar finds the same fact of history to be an 
alienating principle He rejects any possibility of commonness m either themes or 
m social stances His methodology is rather touched with contradictions At first 
he seems to be willing himself to find, (in his search for differences), some 
arbitrary features in different Literatures Bhatnagar begins by speaking of a "sense 
of stable society" that has apparently settled its social problems, then he finds 
"tensions inevitable in changing life, and experimentation" In the typical novel, this 
writer finds the "clashing" of cultures and "life struggling to reconcile the opposite 
tendencies" Closely following on these generalisations, Bhatnagar then contradicts 
himself and talks of the much flogged issue of colonialism and the resultant 
"humiliation", "exhilarations and disillusionments" as the basis of commonness 
Bhatnagar also brings in the problem of difference of the degree of racial 
vulnerabilities He holds the view that the colonial situation has created the crisis 
of Identity more in the West Indies and Africa than in India, Canada, Australia or 
New Zealand ^ 
William Walsh maintains a position totally in opposition to this He finds 
the African writers "original, confident and creative users of English in Literature" ^ 
The intensity that one finds in the African Literatures is comparatively less in India, 
perhaps because of a more stable and preserved past However, this relative 
question can be taken up later 
Before we search for features of commonness or differences in the new 
Literatures, we should find answers to a few problems, viz Do historical forces 
(changes) have any tangible effect on the production of great art"? Can we evolve a 
critical apparatus to measure the impact of Western thought and technique on the 
new writings'^ A corollary to this poser would be - Should Criticism undertake such 
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witchhunt at all? Should we not leave it to our Literatures to 'declare' allegiances, 
if there are any? 
The danger lies in embarking upon exotic theories and forcing issues. 
Cautious and reasonable critic that he is, William Walsh would hesitate even to 
band the various artists together as 'Commonwealth writers'. His methodology 
leans strongly and self-admittedly towards individual appraisal. He considers 
'Commonwealth Literature' only as a 'term of art'. As he says, "an African or an 
Indian or a Nigerian writer writes against a particular historical tradition and in a 
particular national context, and not as a writer contributing to the Literature of an 
amorphous and increasingly metaphysical Commonwealth". In the light of such 
disparate responses to as obvious an evaluative determinant as the historic event of 
colonialism, one has to tread carefully. 
A. The 'Language' factor : 
A very important 'colonial' feature which holds the attention of most 
critics, rather too insistently, is the English Language — or, as many critics would 
like to remind us, ad nauseum, 'the language of the rulers'. This, to my mind, is the 
most telling blow to any relativist criticism of the constructive kind. Realistically, 
language as a common factor — as a generic determinant — is too inadequate a tool 
to qualify either artistic universality or uniqueness. 
Given the pluralistic societies (what with multiple faiths, languages, 
ideologies, social groupings etc,—) of today, English enjoys and fufils the role of 
a link, a bridge. It gives a sense of unity, especially to polyglot and multilingual 
nations. English — 'a link language' — is a slogan heard not infrequently, albeit 
with a note of defensiveness. We should take into account the unique permissiveness 
of this language — a language which is fully cosmopolitan — its most notable 
feature being assimilation and continual supplementation of word, idiom, tone and 
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even syntax. English has interacted with local languages everywhere and has 
undergone remarkable 'acculturations' forming new collocations and adopting new 
idioms. In the Indian and West African contexts, there has occured a unique 
pidginisation. This process was initiated long before the Imperialist Plan came into 
existence, in the very early phases of British presence in these countries. 
It is surprising that the advocates of the tongue should use a rejection-
mode to forcibly establish an uncharacteristic insularity and purity of the language, 
whereas the very beauty of English has been a broad acceptance of change. English 
has grown out of the coming together of many peoples speaking many tongues. In 
India, Urdu has had a history of evolution which is in many respects very similar to 
the evolution of English. Urdu also exhibits the unique feature of assimilation and 
expansion. Both English and Urdu can be considered to be growth-languages in the 
sense that they have grown out of the interactive needs of nations in the process of 
growth.^ 
Any conflict between languages and any hierarchical relationship between 
dialects, is not a natural characteristic of languages but an imposition upon 
linguistic character by political motivations. Linguistic snobbery apart, we have to 
accept the obvious fact that the non-native nations which have adopted English as 
a result of the historical processes of settlements, colonisations or imperialistic 
expansions are now definitely gaining confidence in the chosen tongue; and they 
are realising that English.Language will be able to carry the weight of their native 
experience. Writers like Achebe have learned full well that the concomitants of 
language comprise of its linguistic items as also the cultural and social features of 
the milieu, where the language is in active use. That realisation has led them to 
advocate the cause of a national variety of English. For good or for bad, the clamour 
for this identity is coming more from the Commonwealth nations themselves. One 
would like to believe that this trend is merely a signifier of identification and not 
separatism. Major writers have given out calls for a new English which is still in 
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communion with its original home but altered to suit its new surroundings. 
This is almost an impossibility at a national level, it seems, given the 
confusions of polyglot societies where multilingualism does not operate as a 
uniform, universal set, but is a rather complex and mutually exclusive system of 
sub-sets; so much so that, it is even easy to question the identity, a totality of a 
closed unit called Indian Literature or African Literature. Naturally, this situation 
has created many difficulties in the emergence of a national Literature in English 
in countries like India and Africa. We notice that in India, the writer has not been 
able to forge a personal language of his own out of the linguistic conventions of the 
'chosen tongue' and out of the needs of creativity. Most writers in India are bilingual 
and that creates a difficulty in the evolving of a viable personal idiom in English. 
Above this problem is the fact that the given set of readers, even were they Indians 
or African themselves, would not necessarily find themselves able to decipher the 
writer 's idiom because, chances are one against too many, that their own natural 
idiomatic thought process does not spring from the same linguistic source as the 
writer's. 
It is a self-consciousness arising out of such a hiatus in communication 
that often forces the Commonwealth writer in English to resort to rather transparent 
communicative strategies and simplistic literary devices like literal translations or 
anglicalisations of local terms (even proper names are translated in many cases!); 
resulting, not infrequently, in the striking of linguistic boundaries to illegitimate 
limits.^ On the other hand, writers like Achebe, Raja Rao and RK Narayan have 
woven their cultural and linguistic transfers into their narrations in a very sensitive 
manner.'' 
In all major Commonwealth Literatures, writers have shown a need for re-
definition of the English language in terms of their needs. Thus only could they 
hope to define themselves to their people and thus only could they make out cases 
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of international understanding and correspondence. The ideal status of language 
use would be that the writers, having borrowed a language, would learn to shed the 
ideological and cultural overtones that might have overhung it for a long time, and 
proceed to set the language against the demands of their own situational and artistic 
needs. 
Cons ider ing the phenomenon of b i l ingual i sm in many of the 
Commonwealth countries today, the question is whether it is an obstacle in the 
communicative potential of the writer in terms of international, and often, national 
intelligibility . There are contradictory views about the question. In spite of the 
detractors' clamour about the Commonwealth writer vis-a-vis the 'alien tongue', the 
fact remains that, in the Commonwealth nations, the choice of English by the native 
writers has never been so much of an imposition as it is generally made out to be. 
Almost always it has been an independent and voluntary choice. For the writers, the 
medium is always a matter of inner compulsion. If a linguistic medium inhibits 
expression, or seems to falsify the intention, or creates ambiguities, then it is 
certainly rejected. One should however, hasten to make a clear distinction between 
English education (historically proved as a clear case of imposition on the colonised 
races)^, and adoption of the tongue for creative expression by individual artists. 
In the case of creative writing, the choice of English only facilitates the 
artistic possibilities for the Commonwealth writer. He is free to make a linguistic 
choice or to remain bilingual. He can freely adapt the devices of one language to 
the other, thus creating a new literary medium. He can write simultaneously in many 
languages, without letting the features and boundaries of one language affect the 
other, thus maintaining the purity of each to itself This is a feat which has been 
possible for some extraordinary scholars, whose very reasons for writing in a 
certain language have been different from their reasons for writing in the other. 
Good exampl^of this kind of versatility are, Bharati, Tagore and AK Ramanujan in 
India. Their command over their mother tongue and the adopted tongue both having 
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been of pristine value : and their achievements in the two media have been varied 
in result and texture. The work of Sri Aurbindo shows up this quality in comparison 
to the 'Eastern' element in the works of TS Eliot or Emerson. In Aurobindo, the 
overall effectiveness of the use of the language and verse-form (English) in the 
recreation of a purely Indian myth, had succeeded in placing the Indian poet on the 
world platform of poetry. In the case of TS Eliot, the poetic use of Indian 
philosophic content was a sign of the poet's own erudition and the conquest of 
unfamiliar terrain. 
One suspects that the ethos of apologetic critical stance has been 
responsible, to a great extent, for the tardiness, and at times, the shoddiness, with 
which the Commonwealth writer has been evaluated; though, to speak of the 
writings of eminent Indians like Tagore, Nehru and Radhakrishnan — (even were we 
not to speak of the apolitical second generation writers dedicated solely to the 
muse) — is to place the felicity of expression in English on an equal footmg (it not 
superior, as it is in many cases), with any of the greatest who were to the manner 
born. There is nothing in the second generation writers' expression which can be 
considered as groping or uncertain. It can, however, be admitted that, these young 
writers are more confident in innovativeness and experimentation with the language. 
(And, where they do strike a deviant path, they are not self-counciously defiant or 
aggressive). The second generation writers have established their identities by 
adopting sophisticated devices like idiom transfer, cultural tone-overs, mixing of 
metaphors etc. The earlier attempts at doing the same (by gentlemen apologists like 
Anand and Narayan and scores of their imitators), had at times resulted in either 
irony, an insidious, self-critical, sheepish humour, or cumbersome conceits. By 
some stretch of the argument, the critical musings of Nirad Chaudhary about the 
shabby, contemptible Indian psyche also belongs to this same weakness, ie., the 
compulsive habit of self-denigration. 
The writer from the Commonwealth countries is not the first to use a 
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deviant form of British English. There have been examples of writers like Burns and 
Yeats, Hopkins and Cummings, who have created new languages for Literature, and 
have given new patterns for the concretisations of human thought. Hopkins had 
created a new idiom of his own, a medium where the feel of the language shaped 
itself into the rhythm and the depth of the thought which he tried to define. So, there 
is nothing unique or new about a Bantu, Igbo or a Maori writer or an Indian writer 
wishing to write in English and in employing his own set of patterns to the English 
he uses. All these writers, in their quest for the right word, the right linguistic 
alternative for their mental abstractions, have moved ahead and created new 
dimensions in the existing body of aknown language. An interesting possibility of 
a third language, the result of a creative amalgum, an imaginative assimilation, has 
come into being out of the union of a powerful, unselfconscious, native imagination 
with a rich, putative and accommodative tongue, ie, English. Over the reality that is 
the grammar of the English Language, the Commonwealth writer superimposes 
various riches of his native predilections — like folklore, mythology, song, 
literary form etc. 
This brings us back to the original thesis with which we started our 
discussion -— that, there are no languages but one Language of creativity or 
Literature. All these questions of Englishes are only academic posers which we 
offer ourselves to keep the ball rolling, so to say. 
The question of linguistic distinctiveness or inferiority has been brought 
up by critics very often in connection with the anglicised colonies. This inspite of 
the fact that writers like Soyinka, Achebe, Kamala Das and any number of others 
have protested about their utter sense of oneness with their adopted linguistic 
medium. 
Indian Literatures, apart from those in English, are themselves prone to 
mutual exclusivity. Indian languages are often treated to a playful yet subvertly 
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political, class-creating game of exclusions. A Bengali speaker does not (or will 
not) find himself able to communicate with a Konkani speaker nor a Gujarati can 
converse with a Tamilian, being caught in his/her own linguistic particularities. 
Radio and Television media constantly try to evolve a standard of the three 
languages, namely, Hindi, English and Urdu by adopting a linguistic model devoid 
of regional or cultural overtones. But the same media have, in the name of humour 
or realism, continued to breed an ethos of mockery in respect to linguistic exotica. 
They caricature the diversities of not only speech mannerisms, but also dress, 
manners etc. —, so that a veritable mythology of cultural, linguistic follies has 
come to be miscreated. For example, we have perennial comedies rising out of the 
typed depiction of Madrasi or Sindhi Characters in TV and film. 
Indian Literature is a unique model where the gulf between the written and 
the spoken language is usually very great. In the Indian use of English, this myth of 
the sacredness of the written form over the spoken form is strengthened further 
because of the near-absence of native British models for spoken English and also 
because of lack of confidence. 
The literate Indian brings to his writings this same self-consciousness 
regarding inferiority of his linguistic equipment, and, desperate to avoid being 
narrowly type-cast, humbly undertakes to go through a self-corrective process, 
thus producing a characterless, a-tonal model. Perhaps this a-tonality is the Indian 
writer's attempt towards the creation of a global model. The same defensive 
strategy applies to his use of all languages be it an Indian language other than his 
mother tongue or a classical language like Sanskrit, Arabic, Persian, German or 
French. So much so that, invariably the English (or Hindi or Urdu) that one finds in 
literary exercises is far removed from the real language used by people. 
The Commonwealth writer is quite anxious about the linguistic model he 
creates. As a result of this anxiety, he unconsciously tends to supply his model with 
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thematic sensationalism, creating ludicrous effects. Even stalwarts like Mulk Raj 
Anand and Khushwant Singh have introduced linguistic variants (in their attempt to 
depict an Indian ethos). The questionableness of their method in this regard is quite 
obvious. There are many examples of a bookish, near-perfect idiom used generally, 
(to suggest a national norm, perhaps!!) while depictions of lower social classes get 
a so-called 'realistic' treatment of 'Indianised' English. In Africa also, the polyglot 
situation and the confusions regarding a correct model of English for the African 
writer have resulted in a movement towards a chaste a-tonality. No doubt, writers 
like Tutuola, Cyprian Ekwensi and Achebe have wrested personal meanings out of 
the English language and have instilled their native rhythms into English; still, the 
general model of English that has emerged is a model aspiring to the closest 
approximation to the Queen's English. 
Happily however, the picture is not altogether bleak. In India, the distinctive 
Indianness of Raja Rao or Ramanujan has less to do with a spoken English model 
based on reality than with the fact that, these writers, as also the African writers 
named above, have successfully merged the very modern shape of English with the 
ethoses of their respective ancient traditions and with a masterful insight into the 
complex richness of the history of the English language. 
When the question of language is applied to the erstwhile New Settlements 
and Colonies of the British Empire (now part of the Commonwealth), the scenario 
changes. The language of the mother nation was naturally the language of the new 
countries. English was as much the 'shaping tool of the consciousness for an 
Australian or a Canadian as for a native Englishman, inspite of the fact that much 
was made of the National Identity question even in Australia in the 1920s, by the 
Judyworobakians and some recent separationists who wish to create Australian not 
as a variety of English but as a language on its own. Where the countries under our 
study (the erstwhile British dominions) like India and Africa are concerned, 
English language went through a gradual process of assimilation and naturalisation 
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in the lands where it came to be transplanted. After two hundred years of such a 
phenomenon of transplantation, it will be wise not to flog the dead horse of the 
'why' and the 'how' of this process, nor is it meaningful to talk in terms of 
'infiltration' of the tongue or the imposition of the alien idiom. Today, we have to 
see the consequent implications of that phenomenon. 
If the Commonwealth writer, who possesses a mother tongue and a long 
and rich cultural and literary native tradition, still chooses to write in English 
(albeit in a small percentage), he should not be subjected to a negative critical 
evaluation merely because of his choice of a language. 
Meenakshi Mukherjee analyses the position of English in India in 
arguments which are powerful and which can be extended to all new Literatures in 
English. But the paradox contained in her argument is interesting enough to be 
examined carefully. Mukherjee seems to feel that English cannot be given an 
indigenous status, because, English is a value-significant entity; and also, according 
to her, English cannot be equated with any of the local languages because of the 
strong cultural ethos that it carries.'" But the arguments of Mukherjee lose ground 
in the face of the current trends in English Literature. 
The new writing in Britam can hardly be considered to be the torchbearer 
of either British value systems or culture-signs. Current works of Fiction from 
Britain are as cosmopolitan as the works of Indian or African novels are. Let us 
remember, however, that the 'realistic' evocation of place, identity and culture-
scape are not real but selected, and often deliberately chosen stage props to the 
drama of life which a novelist plans to present. 
Mukherjee voices the generally held view of English Literature as a body 
of ideas whose central concern is a humanistic concern. At the same time she finds 
fault with the value system which English Literature represents as being ridden with 
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a superiority-complex Any literary system which holds such exemplary ideals as 
Truth and Humanism as its beacon lights deserves to be exonerated of the likely 
charge of a petty attitude of unwarranted superiority, at the least' 
The charge that the introduction of English studies in India or in the 
colonies was planned to be at the cost of, and to the exclusion of the local languages 
and Literature studies, is a charge which should be levelled only after an exhaustive 
research into the situation as it then existed An investigation into the status of one 
or two Indian languages and their Literatures in the 19th and the 20th centuries will 
suffice to prove the argument or to disprove it 
Talking of a "concealed academic hierarchy" that places Literature in 
English above Literature of any other language largely borders on paranoia, 
indeed " The philosophy of any Literature sets forth its own ideals, celebrates its 
own high points and proclaims its own ideology For example, the academic 
subscribers to LTrdu literature would refer to Urdu as Urdu-e-Moalla while the 
Telugu academic line refers to Telugu as the Greek of the South, and Kalidasa is 
called the Indian Shakespeare Evidently this is a case of a relative metaphoricity 
and not the hint of any dependency 
If we Ignore the special character of each Literature in its own right and 
look only at dependencies, if we apply only the principle of authority and 
molestation, and if we regard friendly borrowings as any sign of inferiority, then we 
are indeed "problematismg" the language phenomenon and creating an unnecessary 
psychosis of fear and suspicion 
The general attitude (m terms of objection or accolade) has been, 
especially in response to African Literature, inclined towards the examination of 
the use of English by the new writers and their originality A good example is the 
case of Amos Tutuola His novel, Palmwine Drmkard, on the one hand, received a 
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wild and enthusiastic review from Dylan Thomas.'^ On the other hand, there were 
critics who were cautious and adopted a stand of judiciousness. On a third extreme, 
we come across a strong criticism of Tutuola's use of English and his originality. 
The 'ungrammaticalities' of Tutuola's English are listed out in well-researched 
diatribes, while on the very ground of deviant diction, critics like Ulli Beier find 
words of praise for his 'refusal to be merely correct'. 
Indian Literature in English stands somewhat differently from African 
Literature in English in matters of language use. African Literature has progressively 
and with admirable success evolved an idiom to suit the projection of a strong 
national identity. While the Indian writers have achieved a degree of felicity m the 
use of English which is perhaps more near to the standard than what is now-a-days 
being spoken even by the native Englishmen. 
While commenting on the use of English by African writers, Norman 
Jeffaers says that, "the choice of English by Commonwealth writers inevitably 
destroys the easy harmony between traditional assumptions and the learned ones, 
setting them in conflict". ' ' The development of a new African English by writers 
like Achebe gives it a functional character, thus bridging the gap between the 
traditional past and the post-colonial present. 
English Vis a Vis 'New' Nations : 
The main handicap of the first generat ion wri ters of the new 
independencies and the new entrants into English writings was the idiom, the 
cultural slant of the language. The general mythical or socio-referential character 
in which English presented itself was totally different from the ethos which 
nurtured indigenous languages. Notwithstanding this cultural divide, the colonies 
adapted themselves to the new tongue quite well. 
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The outcome of the historic event of Imperialism was that English was 
added to the native repository as one of the many choices of tongues. Job 
opportunities, a natural felicity of the language, colonial hangover, or the 
convenience of a well-formulated discipline, social one-upmanship or a cultural 
elitism — one or the other factor has been driving Africans and Indians to write 
more and more in English. 
The new users of the language, not certain that a language can be separated 
from its native culture, went to great pains to simulate the true 'feel' of the 
language. The world that English Literature projected seemed to possess an ethos 
of moral and spritual centrality, a standard of rectitude and a stance of superior 
wisdom and impeccable judgement (or so at least the FR Leavis model made it 
a p p e a r ) . T h e fact of the language being the language of the conquerors might have 
supported this myth. Actually, English is not the only language with haloed history 
and imperial sanction. In Urdu language and its history also one can observe a 
Persio-Arabic hangover even in the years after the decline of the Mughal power. 
The charisma of the tongue (enriched by Imperial sanctions) was seen to extend 
itself to all the cultural concomitants of the language, like manners, mannerisms, 
dress and even faith. The loyalists of the tongue identified themselves with the 
coordinates which were in natural association with it. This also gave rise to an 
elitism, especially since the language was the language with a courtly ethos. 
Understanding the complexities and consequences of Persio-Arabic slant in Urdu 
will help us to understand the general acceptance of an influential status for English 
vis av i s the languages of the Commonwealth countries. 
The standards of English culture, English tongue, manners — the very 
world of Englishness which India or Africa or any of the colonies were exposed to 
— was a world which was second-hand, packaged self-consciously and projected 
intentionally. That was the demand of the Imperialist plan and in its wake it might 
have perpetuated a dogma of linguistic and cultural superiority.'"' 
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But the life of Literature is ever renewed by winds of change In the 17 th 
century England, Bacon had experimented with an 'inferior' tongue (then Enghsh), 
but was unable to exorcise the Latin ghosts for quite sometime Later, Addison and 
Lamb showed that adoption of the tongue of the masses was the right way In the 
same way, in India, Sanskrit yielded to Prakrit and then to Brij, and Persian made 
way for Urdu Moreover, the choice of a linguistic medium is governed by the aim 
of the writing itself The work of Amir Khusrau Dehlavi (13th C ) is an excellent 
example An erudite scholar of Persian and Arabic, Khusrau turned to the people's 
languages - the Brij and the Hindavi - when the theme and his target audience 
demanded it ^^  In the early 16th century India, the poet Kabir Das was opting for a 
mixture of linguistic variants to reach his message of mysticism to the common 
people In Urdu Literature, while Khwaja Mir Dard was yet carrying a heavy 
allegiance to Persian language and the culture thereof, Mir Taqi Mir and Sauda in 
the 18th century were simultaneously putting Urdu on its feet with an eye to the 
culture of the masses and the language they spoke ^^  So have great men of letters 
stripped language of its dogmatic allegiances to abstract entities like caste, creed, 
religion or culture 
Bruce King speaks of the systematic 'body' of English Literature as 
'fairly new' and largely a product of this century English language had replaced 
the classical languages and had also, under the careful tailoring hand of the 
PR Leavis school, acquired a truly national prestige This was achieved to a degree 
where the language and Literature seemed to mirror the best of the national culture 
The older view of English Literature as part of a European heritage was studiedly 
rej ected by the Leavis school and obviously, resulted in the creation of the concept 
of an exclusive national enterprise The one advantage of this situation was that, 
Enghsh Literature, neatly packaged in an impressive conglomeration of values, 
canon and distinctive formal and thematic features, — was able to play the role of 
a promoter of the concept of British supremacy The disadvantage, however, was to 
"bring into currency values which might not be appropriate to English Literature 
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outside the British I s l e s M o r e o v e r , conventional English had many limitations 
in dealing with non-native situations. A new code of reference was needed. Old 
vocabulary had to be re-modelled to suit the needs and this gave an effect of 
'unhinging'. 
Now, the cultural inheritance is also weaning itself away. The English 
heritage cannot sustain itself on standards set about a century ago. With a remarkable 
sophistication, the Commonwealth writer has learned to make a mature distinction 
between language and ideas. The language had come to him as a result of a historical 
process. He has honed it to suit his need. As for subject matter, style, imagery etc., 
he has quite successfully overcome the beginner's uncertainty and has developed a 
complexity of technique. The coming of age of Commonwealth Literature occurs 
with writers acquiring an unselfconsciousness; and, hangovers cleared, they speak 
in a tongue because they choose it and learn to shake language free of its cultural 
accruals. 
The Commonwealth writings as they obtain now, can be broadly classified 
as belonging to two types : 
Type A : This type was influenced by 19th century English thought, 
themes and literary forms. The period of imitation of language, forms and cultural 
assumptions was quickly followed by national awakenings and struggles for 
independence. Later, this growing self-awareness manifested itself in not infrequent 
aggressive rejections, which still later resulted in a conscious deviation from 
idiomatic and imagistic norms. Also manifest was the pattern of search for identity 
— loud in some and in others, on a note of withdrawal. Good examples are Achebe 
and Ngugi in African Fiction and the early novelists in India like Tagore and Bhabani 
Bhattacharya etc. 
Type B : This Commonwealth character exhibits an artistic angst, with an 
eye fixed on the pristine glory of a national past. The adjustment to English formal 
norms and idiom is a difficult one in this type, being tinged with a taut and tense 
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national feeling. This is manifest in an insistence on local colour and local 
landscape, as evidences of national loyalties. Whatever the type may be, the major 
concerns of these writers were : to achieve international communication, and, to 
define themselves to their own people, in all the new-found breadth of expression. 
Professor Chaman Nahal holds the view that bilingualism helps a writer. ^ ^ 
The writer from the erstwhile colonies uses English by choice. The writer of this 
class brings the weight of the rich cultural and literary tradition to bear on his 
English writings. Thus we can say that, bilingualism makes such artists' writings in 
English fine extensions of their original literary personalities and their earlier 
beliefs. Edward Said refers to the bilingual writer as "cultural amphibian".^^ The 
habit of creative bilingualism indicates a desire for wider acceptance. 
Problems arise only when a writer appears to have discarded his mother 
tongue and when, in the content of his sayings, he appears to denigrate his native 
culture or language; and also when, his stance appears to possess no insider's 
empathy but a rigid preoccupation with the problems of an 'enslaved psyche'. In our 
own times, three Commonwealth writers have been seen to have struck such 
rejectionist stances, viz., Nirad C Chaudhary, VS Naipaul, and Salman Rushdie. 
They have reaped harvests of national and international rejections in their turn, 
often far outweighing the admirable craftmanship and innovativeness of their 
creative voices. 
Unfortunately, the literateur's pose so overwhelms the reader and the 
critic that he is blinded to the fact that here are three of the best users of language. 
Their extreme radicalism provokes shrill localised protest and we begin to forget 
that the artist as a provocateur has been a recurring motif in the history of letters. 
It appears that we are less tolerant of satirists, (especially the contemporary ones), 
than our earlier generations were. 
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It is for the reader-critics to analyse the causes behind the noticeable 
deviations of such writers and their unwillingness to conform. The causes could be 
many : (a) simple attention-getting tactics, (b) a desire to use Literature in the 
service of objective analysis of social ills (thereby making Literature fulfil one of 
its major functions — to mirror the society to itself), or (c) an expression of 
radical iconoclastic leanings. 
It is interesting to see that most of the protest against the writings of 
these three writers comes from self-righteously patriotic people who are 'affronted' 
by plain talk and who expect Literature to perform some kind of euphimistic 
coverup oftroublesome realities. Perhaps our fears are based on 'national anxieties' 
that others will know us(?). Whatever the causes may be, these deviants belong to 
the class of great ironists like Swift, Twain and Orwell in the power of their 
language use and in the satiric strengths. It will be interesting to study if contemporary 
criticism then had been harsh or tolerant about the shocking notes of those Western 
master-satirists. 
The argument is simple ; Whatever his ideological stand may have been 
and whatever his literary choices have been, the Commonwealth writer has responded 
to the call of his role amidst the complexities of the second half of the Twentieth 
century. This writer has also shown, by his facile use of the 'foreign' tongue and by 
his naturalisation of it, that, language is not the sole expression of any one culture. 
He has disproved statements like Frantz Fannon's, that "to speak a language is to 
assume a world, a culture".^" 
B. Issues of Identity : 
One significant area in which the Commonwealth writer still finds 
himself surrounded by ambiguity is the question of Identity. Some of the first 
generation writers had found for themselves the highly satisfying platform, the 
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resounding slogan of nationalism, after having passed through the early uncertainties. 
The political situation and the growing movement towards independencies made 
such a stand quite natural for the new writers. We have many examples of creative 
writers doubling as political voices in Africa and India especially in the early 
decades of the struggles of independencies-Ngugi, Sarojini Naidu, Tagore, Gabriel 
Okara etc., to name just a few. But political activism or radicalism alone can not 
create a national Literature, 
As Bruce King says, "A national Literature should have distinguishing 
characteristics in the use of language as revealing distinct cultural preferences, and 
as representative of, or having its roots in, influential sections of community. Also, 
a national Literature requires a canon of major, significant authors, forming a main 
tradition around which one can place minor or supposedly less relevant writing".^^ 
Unfortunately, the National Identity issue has assumed parochial overtones 
and has tended to become divisionist in its consequences. Moreover, a unified 
voice has not yet emerged from any of these nations. As Fannon has said, "untutored 
national consciousness, though it reaped a harvest of independencies, in many 
nations, has a risk potential as stabiliser of the recently freed consciousness.^^ 
The continued 'colonisation of the mind', against which stalwarts like 
Ngugi have been raising their voices, has proved to be the bane of the progress of 
the Commonwealth Literatures. These new Literatures, even upto date, carry a 
womb-and-embryo fixation with England, irrespective of the fact that in England 
itself, the dearth of a cohesive voice of the nation is keenly being noticed. 
Stephenson exhorted writers to "shun European hangover, stop imitation".^'' This 
call, though taken up by the Judyworobakians^* in Australia stridently, could not 
sustain itself, and, more and more Australian poetry is still reaching out to the 
mainstream. 
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At the other extreme, there are Commonwealth writers who approach the 
problem of National Identity through a compulsive and radical preoccupation with 
the traditional past. This makes them blind to reality. As Lloyd Fernando says, "If 
they (the Commonwealth writers) aim to deny the present which has been profoundly 
complicated by Western norms, and if they seek restoration of a bygone, relatively 
homogenous (Asian) cultural order, they are likely to be caught, in Naipaul's 
phrase, in a 'middle passage'. ^ ^ Lloyd Fernando also speaks of the need to "retrieve 
items of a great and neglected heritage in the light of the complexities of the 
second half of the 20th century".^" 
All this does indicate a telling need for national consciousness and 
identification with a generic norm of national Literature. That this kind of 
identification is not impossible, and that, such an event need not be antithetical to 
the chief objective of Literature, has been well demonstrated by the Americans, 
who have created a parallel body of Literature side by side with the European 
Literatures. The magnitude of the enterprise of promotion of letters and creativity 
at national and international levels has of course contributed in no small measure 
to the wide familiarity and appreciation which American Literature has achieved in 
a remarkably short period. The pattern emerges when we observe that the rhythm of 
awakening and struggle and change and new life in the socio-psychic, cultural, and 
political spheres in the colonised countries is very similar to that in the early years 
of independence in the United States. Such a similarity of early situations inspires 
one to hope that the Literatures from the Commonwealth countries also will make 
their destinies yet. 
Actually, the shift from the colonial habit of mind to a sense of group 
identification had begun in the American mind, not as a result of the French and 
Indian wars, but earlier than that. Somewhere in the period between 1730 and 1770, 
the shift in the self-referential terminologies had become noticeable, m literary 
and non-literary, functional writings. This self-awareness was given a depth by a 
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sense of the land that was shared by the American settlers. For them, the land was 
a tangible and mystical entity, at the same time. American Literature, having begun 
as an offshoot of the Literature from England, followed the patterns of imitation 
and deviation to proud nationhood, finally to find its greatness in the spirit of 
universality. These patterns, whether they overlapped each other or coexisted in the 
same period, went on to create a cohesive whole. 
The 'wholeness' of American Literature comes from the dual allegiance 
to the "precious deposit" of a glorious past and a consistent attachment to the 
'American dream', which the past spelled out, the future holds out and the present 
aspires to realise.^' It is this constant youthfulness of mental habit and unabashed 
secular morality that American Literature owes its greatness to. 
Anyway, but for the separatist nomenclatures, students of Literature 
would rarely bother to stop and see if they are reading an American or a Caribbean 
novelist or poet, if the work is meaningful in itself The pleasures of Literature are 
beyond narrow compartmentalisations. It is only for purposes of specialisations 
and academics, that these identifications serve as a useful yardstick of comparative 
estimations and evaluative arguments. 
C. Critical Positions : 
The ferment of new theories arising out of critical attentions to the 
burgeoning of new Literatures is quite mind-boggling, swinging between blind 
illogical defensive and equally illogical offensive tones. The new writings are 
either subjected to over-praise or harsh criticism. Critics at times become too 
preoccupied with the colonial factor, bending backwards to prove upon the issue a 
colonial 'hangover' or a 'cringe'. Enthusiastic critics like OP Bhatnagar feel 
affronted that the colonial hangover should singe the psyche of the colonised and 
leave the coloniser unscathed!" 
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On the one hand, new reader-critics are advocating open environments, 
while on the other, "the undercurrents are directed and controlled neither by 
processes of hermeneutic investigation, nor by sympathetic, literate intuition, nor 
by informed reading, but by much coarser and instrumental processes whose goal 
is the mobilisation of consent, eradication of dissent, the promotion of an almost 
blind patriotism". (I have quoted Edward Said here, with admiration, I confess, 
verbatim, for two reasons. Firstly, because I find in him one of the few voices which 
have reached a level of evaluative sophistication in the study of Commonwealth 
Literature and thus, the tone can be emulated. My second reason is to illustrate the 
emergence of a political slant in literary criticism, which slant, as Said hopes, may 
well be a fruitful response to the problems of Identity that the Third World writer 
is facing. Said's model in itself is sufficiently attractive and wrapped in adequate 
sophisticated theoretical idiom so the it is quite possible for the Saidian critique 
to attract and be adopted by many younger critics). 
Edward Said advocates against arbitration in theoretical entities. Writers 
are as much a part of their local circumstances as they are part of a larger whole 
— be it the Commonwealth Literature or World Literature in English. Said speaks 
of the International media as having done what "idealistic or ideologically inspired 
notions of collectivity or totality aspire to", in the promotion of the new 
Literatures.^^ The rightness of Said's perception is evident in the manner in which 
writers like Vikram Seth have made pathways into the literary world more on the 
strength of journalistic and editorial enterprise than through serious academic 
comment. And, all this has been achieved by publicity in the media by enterprising 
and adventurous publishers not wishing to lose on the new horses they have backed. 
What Said and others like him advocate is that the new Literatures in 
English should be studied in the perspective of a post-exposure judgement, and not 
swayed by any misplaced ideological sympathy. Subtly but surely the suggestion is 
being floated that these new Literatures are not in themselves great, but that the use 
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of an established 'literary' language, English, acts as a facilitator 
The wide sweep of this enhanced status of English as a pan-universal link 
language has, further, given rise also to the mythical ideal of the 'Englishness of 
English Literature', which has unfortunately been exploited by a few parochial 
nationalists in Britain In his essay, "Literature and Myth", P Lai quotes Arnold 
Toynbee as saying, "Western scholars were already shredding the seamless web of 
human affairs into morsels that were as minute as they were numerous and they 
were examining each of these morsels under the microscope as if each of them 
were a self-contained universe instead of being, as it was, an inseparable part of a 
larger whole" Toynbee blames the tendency towards minutiae upon 19th century 
German critical theory, labelling it inferior to the " 15th century Italian way" as he 
believes that classical humanism taught a non-insular, unitary way of regarding life 
The growing awareness of other sides and other points of view is, 
thankfully, being supported and encouraged by positive-minded critics like Iyengar, 
Narasimhiah, P Lai, S Nagarajan, Achebe, Ngugi, Auerbach etc Much of recent 
Western viewpoint is also inclined towards a world-view of Literatures in English, 
and there is a definite slant towards the concept of shared human experience The 
application of modes and methodologies like the comparativist mode and myth 
criticism have helped to give the study of Commonwealth Literature a seriousness 
which It deserves The ferment of theory has also helped rather than detract from 
the growing interest in the Commonwealth studies by (a) giving to the literary texts 
(from the new Literatures in English) a social, cultural and political context (b) 
establishing the reader as the 'producer of the text', and (c) breaking the hegemonic 
centrality of English Literature As Said succinctly puts it The writer as well as the 
reader of the new Literatures in English is no more "a scholar in isolation, secure, 
stable, national m identity, class, gender or profession but can think and experience 
with Genet in Palestine or Algeria, with Taiyyab Saleh as a black man in London, with 
Jamaica Kincaid in the white world, with Rushdie in India and Britain and so on" ^^  
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The glorious aspect of the emerging Literatures is its communal or 
collective tone. A literary secularism has become possible, with critics like 
Auerbach and Moore astutely and deliberately underplaying the issue of separate 
national identities. Moore says: "We can speak of the emergence of an autonomous 
American or Australian or South African (or Indian) Literatures only when an 
acceptance, a deep intimate awareness, of his present world begins to infuse the 
writer's work".^^ What Moore suggests is a movement from the general to the 
specific, from a totality to individuality. As Auerbach has said, "our philological 
home is the world and not the nation, or even the individual interest" In the present 
setting, where a responsible readership gives expressive and responsible support to 
the writers' efforts, the problems of National Identities and the supremacy of the 
English Literature (either in linguistic or in ideatic terms), can have at best a fine 
historic value. After all, the Commonwealth studies have grown out of these initial 
responses. 
It is another matter that the new Literatures have now outgrown the 
parental hangover and have severed the umbilical cord, so much so that, there are 
voices firmly making out a case for the Commonwealth Literatures being the flag-
bearers for Literature in English in the present paucity of mentionable talent in 
present-day England. Speaking of the new voices from the newly Anglicised 
nations, these poets and novelists not only help to fill a void caused in English 
Literature, but offset the potential of their countrymen: They have given a dignity 
and pride to the erstwhile colonies who were always at a receiving end as though it 
was England's privilege to be at world's creative center. "Verily the coloniser is 
colonized".^® 
There is a positive wind of synthesis in the air, resulting from the 
reciprocal element which has made a very welcome entry into the recent studies. 
This synthesis is in the nature of a cross-fertilisation of ideas, not relying upon 
simple borrowings and literal translations or blind imitations but a sort of alchemic 
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process, leading modern Literatures towards the status of World Literature, 
submerging the separateness of each Literature under the overall unity of a 
common, human, idiom. 
Gerald Moore suggests that the comparative study of the mythical bases 
of most of the modern Literatures in English can be exploited to yield an interesting 
harvest of shared archetypal patterns with European mythologies. P Lai speaks of 
the significance of myth-study as the measure of greatness of a Literature: "When 
a mature Literature loses myth, it loses qualities which no self-respecting culture 
can afford to do without".^® What Lai is suggesting of course is that the new readers 
should move on from stock responses based on the factors like historic event or the 
language factor into more serious modes of evaluation. It is interesting to note that 
the new aesthetic being applied to the analysis of new Literatures employs the 
yardstick of relativism and open-ended comparison. 
Almost all Commonwealth writers are heard speaking of applying a 
combination of different aesthetic systems. (See Iyengar's Two Cheers For the 
Commonwealth for suggestions regarding adjustments of this kind). Even more 
heartening is the open minded acceptance of the new Literatures in England. It is 
time now that the canon of world Literature is reset, so that the new writer may also 
belong, instead of being an outsider, a scholar in isolation, a prodigy or a freak. To 
borrow an idea from Amanoor Williams, "a feast of oneness — the ultimate 
harmony — in which a series of influences, at present in conflict, must be 
synthesised" into an original form so that a coherent (inter-)nationality rather than 
diverse cultures is reflected.'*® A developing unity is what creative writers must 
initiate and a recognition of this effort is what the critic must inculcate in the 
reading public. 
At this juncture, it would be proper to take up some of the questions 
raised at the beginning of the chapter. The first of these questions, which deserves 
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a detailed discussion is that of historic event and its effect on art, especially 
Literature. The historic event common to all the Commonwealth countries whose 
Literatures are under consideration was, colonisation. Apart from the enslavement 
of land and people, 'the wounding of the psyche', (earlier referred to as being 
Iyengar's phrase for the colonial situation), many other possibilities were treated 
as thematic patterns in the post-colonial Literatures of these countries. Some such 
related patterns were — the sense of rootlessness, melancholy, nostalgia, anger, 
rebellion and alienation. 
A corollary to the colonial situation was the creation of a unique species 
of natives - the 'reclaimed', - the 'nowhere men'— 'the perpetual outsiders'. Taken 
as the precipitation of a fateful historic event, the phenomenon of the Anglicised 
Native, an alien to his own culture, was considered a condemnable phenomenon 
perpetrated by an indifferent conquering race. But such a view should be abandoned 
as a coin which has lost its currency. It was all very good to delineate the 
Englishman as the ogre when it was necessary to whip up nationalistic fervour 
during the period of the freedom struggles of the different colonies. But a 
distinction has to be made between political propagandist Literature and Literature 
as human expression. It is wise to remember that the true function of Literature 
is much vaster than political, propagandist dogma, and also that Literature is not 
always so implicitly affected by current event as to mirror it unquestioningly. 
The colonial situation was a painful experience which the writers 
internalised and reproduced in terms not literal but literary. If we read only a 
political message, as protest or a complaint in these writings, it means that as 
readers we have failed to take into account the artistic distancing from reality 
which had occurred before experience was translated into verbal units. We tend to 
judge the Commonwealth writer as having written with reference only to the 'here' 
and the 'now'. What the Commonwealth writer exhibits is artistic angst and not 
political anger. In a more serene age, the images which could serve as the metaphors 
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of angst would have been borrowed from bygone eras — a Keats would move into 
realms of imagmation to fmd his moments of poetic intensity, a Shelley would 
transcreate impossible Utopias of the mind, his torture springing out of a sense of 
the impossibility itself Even in less intense times, writers have been inspired by 
comparisons between the real and the ideal 
It IS the critic who has to fmd and label the causes behind the writers' 
angst This identification of the cause is a purely critical exercise which has 
performed something of a disservice to the Commonwealth literary expression in 
the sense that, it has oversimplified for the reader the pain and the pathos (which 
is only one of the aspects behind the genesis of the Commonwealth Literatures) by 
proclaiming it as perhaps the very essence of the life of these Literatures Here one 
cannot but agree with critics like Meenakshi Mukherjee that the coming of the 
'umbrella term' viz Commonwealth Literature, is responsible in no mean way for 
the common-denommator-approach of the reading public towards the new Literatures 
in English Presuppositions regarding the wherewithals of this issue often tend to 
precede all readings into the body of this Literature as the nomenclature appears to 
fix its content An unprejudiced look will, however, reveal a variety of themes and 
varieties of artistic resolutions The strategies of style and device are, in the 
emerging Literatures, if not more adept and efficient, atleast resourceful enough 
to enrich the medium for the times to come 
It is time that we looked for commonness not in the fact of colonisation 
of land and people but m the truth of the artist's response to life It is worthwhile 
to note that the entry of the Commonwealth Literatures in English on the literary 
and academic scene has given to English Language and Literature that uplift and that 
touch of newness which every body of language and Literature deserves The oral 
traditions of Africa, the ancient Literatures of India, the Maori songs of Australia 
are features which precede the colonial times The historic events following the 
advent of the British or the French into these countries and the choice of English 
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as medium of artistic speech have to be recognised in their right perspective. For 
the native artists, colonisation provided 'actualities' which yielded sufficient 
materials in terms of theme and mood, for transcreation. The use of English was 
only an addition, a supplement, to the number of choices in the modes of expression. 
Take the example of the Literatures from the Africas; especially the 
poetry from the continents. It resets tradition back to the times when poetry was 
created by words in the company of coordinates like song and dance. The English 
genius had (with its predilection for reasonableness even in imagination), gradually 
succeeded in accomplishing a divorce of the lyric form from the lyre. Even 
Elizabethan/Shakespearean Drama, which traditionally gave concession to the 
presence of music and dance, as aspects of human expression, had relegated it to 
a lower status, by restricting the use to literary forms like Comedy or Masque, as 
interludes. 
African Literature in English exploits the supportive strength of the 
sister arts more than any other Literature does. In the African approach to 
communication, word, music and movement go hand in hand. Observe vignettes of 
African mass protests of the recent times with thousands swaying in a natural, 
common rhythm without prior rehearsal, and the point is made. Soyinka 
acknowledges and exploits the complex view of poetry in yet another dimension. 
He intersperses his plays with songs and dances. Sadly, the writing of poetry in 
English by African writers for publication has resulted in a segregation of words 
from their concomitants of music and dance and the singing voice, which has always 
been an integral part of their social expression. Nevertheless, African versifiers in 
English often demonstrate an innate sense of rhythm. One might say that the 
African entry into the English world of letters has marked the re-entry of rhythm 
and rhyme into English Literature. In India too, the more indigenous forms of 
Literature have always employed a methodology of homogeneity of genres. One 
example is the Champu Kavya in Telugu Literature, which is an easy mix of prose 
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and poetic forms. The earliest known Champu is Trivikrama Bhatta's Nala Champu, 
dating back to the 10th century."' Tagore's plays in Bengali as well as in English 
versions exploit the possibilities of mixed genres of Literature and the different" 
Fine Arts to create a unit of beauty. 19th century Telugu drama (Gurajada's 
Kanyasulkam and Sri Venkata Parvatisa poet-duo's Srikrishna Tulabharam are 
some fine examples), has used the techniques of poetic interspersions in prose or 
dramatic speech consistently and with great effect. Even now, traditional teachers 
and orators in Telugu hold the power of the singing voice as an imperative 
concomitant of any formal oral rendering. The folk theatre forms of Harikatha and 
Burrakatha employ a remarkable mix of prose passages with poetic interludes 
(accompanied by music). In stylish Urdu, (even today), prose narrative or oral 
exposition is considered to become more pithy and profound when poetic 
interspersion is added in support of the point being made. 
Among European dramatists, Brecht had recognised the dramatic function 
of songs which he composed and set to music in collaboration with Kurt Weil, Hans 
Eisler and Paul Desan. It is surprising that English itself has moved away from this 
strength position while the new Literatures, heirs to folk-languages in reviving 
their forgotten oral traditions, have given back to English Literature, a feature 
which it had lost due to disuse. There is clear indication of the element of 
commonness in the traditions from which English takes its life viz : classical 
Literatures, and the traditions to which the new Literatures in English are native; 
for example., Sanskrit-Persio-Arabic Literatures as traditions of Indian literary 
thought. It is for the scholar-critics to find and establish the commonness of modes 
and techniques which the human imagination and its strategy-quest has yielded to 
men of talent; and once this kind of unity is established, there will be no need to 
confirm or deny separate identities, subordinations and supremacies of one over 
the other. Once we do that, it will be easy to accept the fact of linguistic, formal and 
ideological varieties and disparities as manifestations of the pluralistic aspect of 
the creative human endeavour. 
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A historic process like the event of colonialism and the reaction to the 
same, may be taken as a catalyst in the re-emergence of some dormant literary 
traditions. There has been enough argument and also evidence on the side of 
abundant potential of the indigenous talents, to silence the most vociferous of 
detractors. The strident critical voice has of late prudently silenced itself anyway, 
as being obviously wrong-footed. So then, we can generalise safely that historic 
events and the changes wrought by them may affect art in degrees of supplement or 
depletion of artistic greatness. The potential flames, the elements of greatness, are 
but like the embers waiting for the westerly winds to burst forth — If we adopt this 
generalisation, the colonial repression almost becomes a necessary step towards 
the later outburst of creative power in a tongue which was universally understood. 
If winter comes, can Spring be far behind? 
We are now at a juncture where we can attempt to evolve the strategies 
for Commonwealth studies by spelling out the steps in the following way . 
1. The environment not being identical in all the Commonwealth countries 
included in our study, (obviously because the response of each of these countries 
to the same unique situation was different), a pluralistic strategy is called for, and 
a need to employ a comparativist mode of assessment is indicated. 
2. The tradition to which the new Literatures in English seem broadly 
loyal, is the British literary tradition. The study of this mother-tradition is not too 
difficult, especially because, the capsule which was packaged for the benefit of the 
colonies was a cautiously organised systematic unit. Problems arise when we take 
(or neglect to take) into consideration the indigenous, pre-colonial traditional 
possessions of these colonised cultures, ie, the local wealth of vernacular 
Literatures. The problem deepens when we study the era when the colonies were 
stirred into a national consciousness. The problem is confounded when the indigent 
character starts to bracket itself with the cultivated model of English Literature. 
The solution to these problems is also the employment of a pluralistic strategy and 
the application of the principles of Innovation, Variation and the concept of 
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Reciprocity as yardsticks of assessment of greatness. 42 
Taine's triple-paneled formula for the total estimate of greatness has 
been supported by many Western critics. Among the Commonwealth writers also 
there have been voices which advocate a consideration of Tradition, Age and the 
Artistic Self on par in order to obtain a complete evaluation of a writer and his art.'*^ 
To reiterate, the strategies for evaluation of the New Literatures in 
English, suggested at (1) and (2) are as follows : 
(i) Comparative Mode (with the search for unity as the credo). 
(ii) Variation and Innovation 
(iii) Reciprocity 
These strategies will help the student of the new Literatures to avoid 
polemics of critical approach encapsuled in patterns like; 
National Identity vs Universality 
British English vs Indigent Varieties 
British Literary Tradition vs Vernacular Traditions. 
Denunciation vs Reasonable Restoratory Argument etc. 
(i) In the evaluation of the Commonwealth Literatures, a major mode has 
to continue to be the comparatist mode. The 'touchstone method' suggested by 
Mathew Arnold had based itself on the idea of comparison of a contemporary work 
of art with an established canonical unit of art. No doubt Arnold himself could not 
keep free of the prejudice which he so warned the other writers against. However, 
a total disregard of such an approach will result in arbitrariness. Mathew Arnold had 
dreamed of one 'great federation' of the literary m i n d s . W e l l e k , while speaking of 
the great "vitality of the different national traditions", moves on to celebrate the 
"wholeness of the literary phenomenon"."' The keynote for modern literary 
evaluation, then, is the discovery of the different grounds of comparison. In 
Commonwealth studies, the ever-surfacing pluralities are receiving sharp 
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comparative treatment lately, thus replacing the earliest restrictive and binding 
preoccupations. 
(ii) It is now useful to consider a second way of looking at the new 
Literatures and this approach is based upon the concept of change. Accepting the 
new posture of change also means that we accept Commonwealth Literatures as a 
part of English Literature and its history. As Cohen and Krieger put it, "the study of 
Literature inevitably involves the study of literary change —: changes in the work 
of a single writer; changes among different writers who share common ends, — 
changes in the forms of genres, changes in style, changes in critical terminologies 
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According to Cohen and Krieger, when change begins, it can be termed as 
"innovation" and its continuity, development and extension can be identified as 
"variation". Cohen and Krieger go on to say that innovations do not "arise from the 
self-contained privacy of the poet's mind but from that mind responding to the 
experiences that engage it". 
The history of English Literature shows that generic innovations often 
occur despite the availability of older uses. Older masters are reprinted, translated 
as well as adapted. In the new Literatures, this innovation-variation process becomes 
the governing principle. Looked at from this angle, the act of thematic or formal 
borrowings, not uncommon in the new Literatures in English, so painful to the 
nationalists ' sensibilities, are merely part of a process of continuity. 
(iii) As for the element of reciprocity between the literary minds of 
England and of the newly anglicised nations there is much clear evidence . Using 
German, French and other literary techniques in an experimental way was quite 
common even before Joyce, Eliot and Pound. The works of Synge, Yeats and Russel 
indicate an Irish (Gaelic) influence on English. Taking just a few Indian literary 
figures as illustrations we can prove the workings of the reciprocal spirit in the 
practice of the new Literatures. 
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Sri Aurobindo's poetry shows strong Hellenic influences while in turn 
this same poetry charged English poetry with a 'mantric' potential."^ Bharati,the 
great Tamil literateur called himself Shelley-Dasan/^ while novelists in America, 
India and Australia have shown the influence of Scott. Emerson's Transcendentalism 
and White's Mandala concept are not mere borrowings. These are examples of 
reciprocity, and exchange of ideas and modes and extensions of possibilities. The 
regional cultures comprehend national cultures and the national cultures consolidate 
themselves by achieving 'global currency'.'" We can count a number of influences 
on the Indian and African literatures in English after spellmg out the periods or 
important landmarks of the cultural, social and political histories of both India and 
Africa as and when they carry winds of change affected by 'outside' presences. 
New Moorings: 
According to Bruce King, a national Literature should have distinguishing 
characteristics in the use of language as revealing distinct cultural preferences, and 
as representative of, or having roots in, influential sections of the community. The 
differences in the style of Commonwealth English(es), could be due to the 
influence of the local languages over English. But this phenomenon is hardly 
reductive. On the other hand, it is seen to be enriching and constructive. The 
different English(es) being created by the new Literatures are examples of the 
worldwide extension of the process of assimilation which the English language has 
exhibited in its long history of evolution. It is indeed a language which creates 
itself and renews itself continuously. 
The separatist tendency of this English and that, the imposition of 
divisive epithets, is the result of two currents — (a) the elitism of academic 
criticism and, (b) a deplorable but strongly noticeable tendency of nationalism 
among the recent literary commentators: a nationalism which reeks less of a 
healthy pride in the past or a confidence in the potential of the national talent and 
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more of parochial leanings. 
Eustace Palmer has argued that criticism should be descriptive, analytical 
and evaluative. ' ' We must pay attention to the meaning,, the author's intention, 
subject matter and the relevance of the work for its immediate community and for 
the humanity as a whole. Irele has maintained that a literary "critic must concern 
himself not just with the social and historical details, but precisely with the process 
of selection —, with the work of art, in fact" ." 
The crowded and troubled history of literary criticism in the 20th century 
shows the perils of unitary approaches. There has been a lot of critical activity in 
our times where the text has been used as a refractive medium merely for the sake 
of supporting narrow and single-minded hypotheses. In this kind of critical exercise, 
the work itself becomes insignificant in comparison to the theory. This approach 
results in an elitist and self-enclosed theoretical activity. The critic of the new 
Literatures must turn his attention to a more flexible system which combines a 
literary theory, (which should be an amalgum of different schools of thinking), with 
a theory of values based upon the criticism of concrete works of art. He should draw 
his materials from literary history, with the awareness that all human history is a 
continuity, and that Literature is a selective and ordered expression of the chorus 
of human voices. 
The critic will serve his vocation well if he approaches the plurality of 
human tongues in absolute humility. The general voice of criticism in the 
Commonwealth countries as yet carries the somnambulist's heavy-footed, headlong 
gait. Inspite of the fact that academic scholarship in these countries has fallen m 
with the routine deconstruction-postmodern critical tone, an anxiety to be in tune 
with the times has resulted in a kind of randomness which is more emphasised by 
the fact that a large part of the 'text' of Commonwealth Literature resists and eludes 
the Western measuring tape. 
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Most of the native critics as also many of the Western scholars in 
•i 
Commonwealth Literatures, still feel the need to begin at the very beginning, and 
to state the safe statements over and over again A survey of the critical works 
related to Commonwealth Literature, spanning the last six or seven decades, shows 
that there is no progression at all in the views and the methodologies of the critics 
and the historians, thereby an impression is created that the stagnation lies in the 
literary output itself As an illustration of the point being made, a list of some of 
the critical works by some of the well-known scholars will help 
Following is the Table indicating stassis in criticism of 
Commonwealth Literature :-
Note In the table, some major critics have been figured The general data under 
columns 2, 3 and 4 illustrate my point that, to a great extent, the critical voice has 
been limited in scope and mnovativeness, irrespective of time and locale The 
critics are seen to follow a steady pace and cautiously follow the current fashionable 
and accepted critical idiom As such most of these critics are either preoccupied 
with a historic approach to authors or with a direct single text study technique They 
are happy to tow the line thrown by theorists who have the privilege of setting the 
tone of the language of criticism From the 80s however, a shift can be seen m the 
critical jargon with the new post-structural, post-modern and post-colonial idioms 
becoming fashionably popular 
The addition of the Post-Colonial Discourse theory to the critical jargon 
has apparently opened new avenues of discovery of authorial intention in areas 
which hitherto had seemed innocuous enough to merit only a conventional novelistic 
structure approach or character study approach For example, where earlier studies 
would speak of the novelist's appropriation of English language only in terms of 
mastery of a tongue, the post-80s critics would like to read tales of empowerment 
in the same writers 
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Does such stassis indicate a crying need for bold, innovative critical 
stands, or does it pronounce a 'timelessness' in the aesthetic (as a metaphor for the 
timelessness of art itself)? These are ponderous questions. As the second question 
alongwith the parenthesis begs an escapist's self-delusory stance, I suggest that the 
Commonwealth critic should try his hand at more than mere panegyrics or mere 
simplistic recordations of facts. The new critic needs to be wary of two addictive 
stances : the politics of restrictive traditionalism, and the elitism of Western 
theoretical stand. He should discard both a cultural cringe and a cultural arrogance. 
The values of Western criticism cannot be applied in their totality to the 
new Literatures. These Literatures call for a new critical apparatus inspite of the 
fact that they often exhibit echoes of Western styles and attitudes. One wishes that 
a constructive critical attitude will sustain and that the new Literatures will either 
be assimilated into the body of English Literature; or else that they will attain a 
collective Identity. We will not be going awry if we take constructive suggestions 
of strategies like Rodney Hall's. Hall (as quoted in R. Stephenson's essay 'the 
Foundations of Culture in Australia, Studies in Australian and Indian Literature, CD 
Narasimhaiah andNagarajan, Eds.) approaches the question ofNational Identity in 
terms of the Literature of a nation being able to create legendary heroes, by 
cultivating a legendary environment in its fiction and poetry and by its will to direct 
language to creative ends. 
It is encouraging to see such bold stands being taken up. Today we see new 
modes, new types, new themes and new forms being tried out. Literature manifests 
the testimonies of the post-colonial experience. A true cosmopolitanism has 
started to establish itself as the latest spirit of Literature where we can speak of 
apartheid, Gandhian Truth, crime, underground life, spiritualism —- all in the same 
breath in an unprejudiced, non-rejectionist, broad-minded fashion. 
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Chapter III 
Typological Assessments 
A. Fiction In Commonwealth Literature: 
Of all forms of Literature, Fiction in the Commonwealth nations marks 
the emergence of a new genre of writing resulting from the meeting of cultures 
and indicates the process of a two-fold adaptation. The language of fiction is 
adapted to the native rhythms and the local features of the nativescape replace the 
'localities' of the borrowed form. The formal strategies are maintained and often 
supplemented with native narrative techniques and strategies. Often it also 
happens that the espial of thematic parallels in the older (mainstream) Literature 
and their own natural choices boosts the confidence of the 'new' writers in English 
enormously, and makes them feel that they belong, by way of this implicit 
endorsement. 
The world of the Commonwealth novelist, as our comparatist-equalising 
model will indicate in the following pages, is a world which is the result of the 
impact of the imperatives of his historic situation as an ex-colonised late entrant 
to the world of free expression, against the imperatives of the inner world of the 
soul. In some novelists, it is a Hamletian unsettlement, while in most others this 
impact results in deliberate tonelessness. This tonelessness is a significant 
feature of most of the Commonwealth Literatures. It is as if the Commonwealth 
novelist had become wary of exposing his personal ideology for fear of being 
labeled, and as if he was intent on keeping his options of literary statements open. 
This wariness is not difficult to understand, especially when we see so many 
literary bravados shrinking after the first fine warbles and so many literary heads 
rolling after early pronouncements. (A few examples of early gut statements 
fixing the authors in the grooves of predictability are: Nirad Chaudhari, Kamala 
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Das, and Salman Rushdie). Most of these rebels have had to recant or to fold up 
into hurt silences. Lately even the celebrated and redoubtable VS Naipaul is 
making gestures of recant by talking of 'exhaustion'.' This kind of careening 
literary graphs do make us accept the health behind tentative, non-radical stands 
which people like RK Narayan and Achebe adopt. In general, however, the 
Commonwealth novelist has indicated a willingness to adjust himself continually 
to the impact of the external world on his inner self, and has learned progressively 
to make refined artistic statement of these impacts. 
The Commonwealth writer has now acquired a new freedom, a freedom 
from the stranglehold of the past. The past still figures as a very significant motif 
in the novels of post-colonial writers of Britain as much as it does in the novels 
from India or Africa. But, a definite wave of New Historicism (or Cultural 
Materialism) spells an interest in the past which is futuristic in its treatment. This 
attitude becomes very apparent when we observe one of the literary strategies 
which is being well used by the fictionists of all the three nations under question 
— England, India and Africa. The strategy is — Intertextuality. The interest that 
the Commonwealth writer exhibits in recognising 'connections' between literary 
'texts' and the contexts which produced them, clearly spells the positive direction 
in which the Commonwealth fictions are moving. The most heartening aspect of 
this new historicism is that, the ex-colonised and the erstwhile coloniser are both 
exploiting the same contexts, and both with a same measure of self-criticism 
attached to the exercise. There is also a growing respect in the West for the rich 
potential which the colonial contexts hold vis a vis the standpoint of the colonised 
consciousness. In an extreme reaction, there are voices even in Britain, which are 
denigrating the soundness of the quality of fiction being written in England by the 
native British in contrast to the high value being attached to the depth of the works 
of the non-English writers. A unique separateness is being created for writers 
f rom England who belong to ethnic identities. Canadian writer Margaret Atwood 
typifies the general stand when she admits to turning away from the mother 
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Literature to Africa for stimulus: "I do not think that as Canadian writers, we have 
got a great deal to learn from recent British fiction. 
However radical such a stand might be in terms of the fictional works 
of the second half of the 20th century, it is not difficult to see that even African 
and Indian fictions in English are not without weaknesses. Africa, inspite of the 
rhythm of controlled passion which most major novelists have succeeded in 
imbuing their fictions with, seems as yet to have, as George Steiner says, 'no 
unifying text'.^ There is no doubt that the oral traditions which the African 
novelists exploit so well, in an able and strong crutch; and also that the Western 
Christian backgrounds are certainly not the only traditions which should validate 
any Literature. But Steiner's view does carry a ring of warning for Literature 
which is almost half a century old now in its independent status, and as yet has 
thrown up only an uneven topology of localised comment. The nature of topicality 
and contemporaneity which is so common to espy in the African novel does not 
brook much good for the future of African Fiction in English. 
The Indian fictionists of the immediate historical period of post-
colonial rule, on their own part exercised an extreme reticence. Their 'silences' 
have carried strong suggestions of greatness. The critic and the reading world has 
waited for more than fifty years for the masterpieces which the Indian talent hints 
at, but never produces, as such. Bold artistic stands have eluded the Indian artists 
and, in general, they have fought shy of being marked as different. The most 
noticeable weakness of the Indian writer in English has been that, he sees himself 
as a self-sufficient entity and he regards art as some exercise which gives a 
vicarious satisfaction to himself alone. He makes himself immune to praise and 
criticism and adopts the stance of being above these. 
Since the text of Fiction from each of these countries, and the quality 
of this Fiction, stems mostly from the imperatives of their native languages and 
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cultures, it is necessary to define the typologies and to trace the histories of these 
Literatures separately. 
B. Indian Fiction in English : 
It is difficult, in a broad sweeping survey, to define the typology of 
Indian literary character. The Indian Literature in English suffers (or gains?) from 
its multi - lingual setup in a way that perhaps no Literature from the Commonwealth 
group of countries does. The Indians' loyalties to their linguistic possessions are 
almost as total and obsessive as their loyalties to their respective religions. The 
Indian writer carries over his linguistic leanings into his dealings in other tongues 
too. This factor, however, is less noticeable in the written form; and that, perhaps, 
is the one reason why it is possible for us to speak of an Indian Literature in 
English as a totality even though there are many varieties of Indian English. 
Literature in English allows itself to be bracketed with the unit called Indian 
Literature because of the capacity of the written form to deface the boundaries of 
a language. It is this defacement which allows us today to hope for and to talk of 
a 'museum without walls'. For, once we have dissolved the finer lines on the map 
of the world which are divisive of earth into many separate entities, it will be 
easier and possible to find ways and means of extending our hands across the 
oceans of separateness and to discover that, after all, we speak the same 
language!! 
The Indian type expresses itself in a wide range of voices. The two 
extremes of the Indian voice are — the materialistic and the spiritual. The Indian 
writer has, from the very beginning, exhibited a versatility and a depth which is 
remarkable. For all its apparent diversity, the Indian character is still insulated 
and therefore is definable as a distinctive unit. Geographical unity of the land 
mass is to a great extent responsible for this strong sense of identity. Indians enjoy 
much racial intermingling inspite of the broad patterns of customs which seem to 
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divide them. The common past, and a certain inherent decentredness of outlook, 
as well as an unself-consciousness about themselves, have given to the Indian 
type, common problems and common urges. The variations, wherever they can be 
seen, are very individualistic in nature. Invariably, the deviation from the 
collective concern occurs when the Indian writer turns to his other natural 
predilection, ie, spirituality. In the general Indian type, the spiritual aspect is 
never really divorced from the materialistic concern with real living. 
In Indian Literature, as KRS Iyengar puts it, (and how rightly!) 
Lokakshema and the sovereignty of the soul, have been the twin concerns of the 
writers of India right from the Vedic times.''In India, from the ancient times, there 
was no idea of acquisition of scholarship for its own sake, but rather, for the sake 
of the society.^ The ideal of humanness is a fine combination of these two aspects 
of living. The images of the Buddha or Sankaracharya are but exceptions to the 
norm, where the renunciation of one aspect of life was necessitated in order to 
achieve the fulfilment of the destined and desired spiritual quest. But there again, 
the preoccupying concerns were not the individual self, but the Human Self. The 
personality of the great poet-seer Amir Khusrau fits the normal of the Indian type 
in many respects. Amir Khusrau followed the camps of not less than four kings, 
wrote panegyrics, earned his living through them, and generally exhibited a full, 
materialistic concern with life. Such an approach, however, did not preclude his 
spiritual quest or its expression through literary art. The multi-faceted personality 
of Khusrau also stems from his capacity and willingness to employ plurality as 
his central recipe — plurality in terms of language, idiom, genre and even in 
ideas. 
In modern times, two remarkable cases of such combination of spiritual 
and practical approaches to life were, the cases of Sri Aurobindo and Mahatma 
Gandhi. A careful study of their lives will demonstrate how these two Indians had 
experimented with active social and even political life only to find, in the later 
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stages of maturity, the answers to their quests, in spiritualism. Gandhi's spiritualism 
was a practical Dharmavalambana. His life and work exhibits the philosophic 
adjustments that sprituality makes with realistic concerns. Gandhi 's obsessive 
attachment to the concepts of Truth and divinity bears out this argument. 
Aurobindo's retirement from active public life and his subsequent philosophic 
pronouncements were indicative of the endlessness of his quest into the heart of 
things, and of Man's attempts to discover the different tongues which may 
describe the indescribable. Aurobindo's experiments with literary forms and 
languages is also an example of this search for the right expression of the soul's 
quest. His Savitri, which has rightly been compared to Milton's Paradise Lost for 
its epic vision and vast dimensions, is a poetic expression of the "age-old concern 
of the artist with the infinity of the soul".^ 
In general, it will not be wrong to say that the first and the last of the 
concerns of the Indian writer is to look at the soul. In the process, of course, he 
is necessarily provoked by the circumstances around him, — the violence, 
inequality, deviousness etc., and he is sufficiently excited by these externals so 
as to wish to examine them, artistically, in his work. The Indian type does, in a 
sense, yield to generalisations. In almost every writer of India, there is an obvious 
manifestation of an attempt to express the dualities of earthly life, and the life of 
the soul. The Indian writers also exhibit a general inclination towards fantasy on 
the one hand and a progressive urge on the other. Materialism and spiritualism are 
the usual alternates among Indian writers' thematic choices. Nirad C. Chaudhary 
refers to the importance given to spirituality in India, in his characteristic voice 
of irony and sarcasm thus: "In the East the spiritualism in which an individual is 
part of the whole seems to further an 'assumed' indifference to worldly goods".^ 
Inspite of the general view of many Commonwealth historians, European 
imitations are never complete in Indian Literatures, and this holds good even for 
Indian Literature in English. The imitative phase was always aesthetically 
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tempered by an element of a compulsive and spontaneous interest in the traditional 
past. Most politico-literary figures of the early post-colonial times like Nehru, 
Tagore, Sri Aurobindo and Ram Mohan Roy combined modernism with a keenly 
felt sense of the past. Translations of significant European writings, far from 
being an indication of the dearth of individual talent, are an honest tribute to the 
quality of literary works, paid by discerning readers. Moreover, the practice of 
translation of great literary masterpieces of Sanskrit, Arabic and Persain into 
modern Indian languages was quite common in India much before Western 
literary practices entered the country's litfrary landscape. 
The proclivity to idealism is a typical Indian trait. The whole body of 
Indian aesthetics, (the term, Indian aesthetics should be taken as inclusive of the 
Sanskrit-Arabic-Persian combine) is based on a moralistic, value-based approach. 
Apart from this the other current of thought which has held sway in the Indian 
aesthetic approach is the sensuous response to experience. Romantic agony and 
ecstasy, hatred and tyranny, love of beauty, moral values, fatalism, optimism, 
antipathy to war, godliness, religiosity — these are not specifically English 
themes. Indian Literature in all languages, including English, has used these 
motifs. Yet by no logic can Indian Literature claim a monopoly over any thematic 
patterns. A few generalisations about Indian writers and their thematic affinities 
can now be attempted without falling into the argument regarding superiorities 
and dependencies. 
It is generally agreed that the first Indian novel in English was Bankim 
Chandra Chatterjee's incomplete work, Rajmohan's Wife (1864). As against the 
theory that the novel form in Asia owes its origins to the European literary impact, 
Alphonso-Karkala claims that "India produced novels as early as 6th century 
A.D. (but) the tradition of long prose fiction did not develop as it did in China or 
Japan".« 
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In the following centuries, when India underwent successive periods of 
Afghan, Moghul and British dominations resulting in a superimposition of their 
cultures, the classical literary Sanskritist tradition lay buried and became stagnant. 
The essential native spirit manifested itself in other forms like Bhakti poetry etc 
— The novel reappeared in India in the late 19th century, but this time, through 
European influence. In that sense, Indian novel in English and other Indian 
languages came into a second incarnation. It was natural that this rebirth was 
affected by the changes that had come over the native climate, language, culture 
and social order. 
Barring the immediate pre-independence decades in which the writers 
found themselves obliged, by the then prevailing circumstances, to be concerned 
with national and social issues, Indian fiction has been generally introspective. 
We see the Indian novelist's quest for a personal meaning in life in the novels of 
Indian writers like Raja Rao, Rajam, RK Narayan and many others. Apart from 
the novels which concern themselves with topicalities, there are many others 
which examine "the soul of India". Karkala calls the messages of these novels, the 
"whisperings of a mind that seeks to echo the thoughts and feelings and visions 
of rishis who breathed on the slopes of the ancient Himalyas or the gurus, 
acharyas, or bhaktas or Mahatmas that spoke in this land as if in a symphonic 
voice",^ This re-expression of the past was exploited and propagandised as an 
expression of a National Identity. 
In the times of the national struggle for freedom, the dominant fictional 
themes were freedom and empowerment; and quite understandably so. But to a 
great extent, the Indian fictionist remained self-consciously within the conception 
of fiction as a pseudo-realistic genre. Perhaps for this reason, we find less of the 
documentary flavor or a propagandist or radical tone of voice in Indian fiction of 
even the pre-Independence times. The approach, even to national and social 
issues, is a subjective approach. The strategy adopted commonly, is to invest the 
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socio-political drama with a mythical dimension. The Gandhian myth and the 
metaphor of strugle, which the novels of the Independence movement decades 
generally used, were strategies of escape from the need to confront the current 
issues directly in a political way. In other words, the novels using the political 
scenario or the Gandhian motif, did not employ a didactic nationalism as the 
centre of their intent. These were merely the background instruments of realism. 
The autobiographical mode, yet another favorite mode of most Indian 
novelists, is also a mode safely resorted to, because it allowed to the user, the 
freedom to cull subjective ethos from objective realities. The note of active 
protest against the colonial high-handedness is noticeable by its near absence, the 
protest being, at the most, stated aritistically, with the help of literary devices of 
indirection. If the East-West encounters are taken up at all as themes, they are 
dealt with in a stoic, very private tone; or else, a mytho-poetical strategy is 
adopted, as in Raja Rao's Kanthapura. As Karkala says. Raja Rao's work "mythifies 
contemporary life magically in sweet lyrical language" while it contains 
"profundity, depth and a sense of mystery that challenges the imagination 
It has to be admitted that the 1950s show a decline in the vitality and 
strength of Indian Writing in English. McAuley gives two reasons for this decline: 
(a) the excitement of and dedicatedness to the struggle for Independence subsided 
into the humdrum of daily life, and the Indian writer of the post-Independence 
period became bereft of grand causes and splendid gestures which can inspire; 
and (b) the massacte of Partition had created a spiritual trauma so large that it 
couldn't be assimilated." 
To McAuley's two-point logic, we can add a point suggested by Edward 
Said, that the Indian writer of the post-colonial times as also of the post-partition 
times, has come to adopt a political quietism as a strategy for peace. In the recent 
times, the growth of fundamentalism and religious revivalism has shown up so 
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many cracks in the psyche of the nation that, to speak out is to invite censure from 
one quarter or the other. The mind of the writer hides itself and is slowly 
becoming habituated to silences. Most writers are adopting a non-referential, 
timeless mode of writing, whose elusiveness is not that of a 'nameless grace' 
which would entice and fascinate, but a secretiveness whose reluctance to bare 
its heart suggests a paranoic fear of discovery. Thus, it becomes a challenging task 
for the researcher to look under the skin and beyond the surface tattoos and 
patterns which are so overladen with either irony, understatement or obscurity 
and verbosity, that they serve the purpose of hiding the Truth. 
The Indian Novel in English written by the first generation post-
colonial writers exhibits an Indianness which rises beyond surface considerations 
like the use of language, colonial hangover or overt rejections of the 'other' factor. 
The fiction written by the Indian carries the flags of the ideals which are the 
essence of the Indian psyche. Through character, theme and modes of narration, 
the artist subtly indicates his allegiances. There are, of course, some universal 
ideals of human life such as Truth, honesty, fidelity etc., and Literature unfailingly 
glorifies these ideals; and in doing so, it rises above National Identities. Indian 
Literature has, many a time, exhibited a capacity for doing more than merely 
following universal ideals tamely. Indian Literatures have demonstrated that they 
possess a native wisdom and an inherent philosophic angle of vision which 
touches the saints and the ordinary men alike. It is this possibility of a transcendence 
in the human spirit which Wordsworth had perceived and Frost had sensed and 
many others had attempted to capture in art. 
Indian writers have had the gift, a natural felicity, to capture into human 
languages the elusive philosophic Truth — of the extra-ordinary within the 
ordinary — in the most natural way, in folk songs, in mystic poetry and in 
religious chants. The same sensitivity towards the unspoken Truth can be seen in 
the Indian's approach to nature, to familial relationships; in short, to all and every 
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aspect of life. The essence of this Indian approach is imbibed by the early Indian 
novelists in English, and, it is this sense of the 'magic' of life which sets the Indian 
writers apart and commands attention. 
Among the ideals which inform the Indian mind are, to be highly 
selective, the ideals of Renunciation and love for Truth. In the lives of saints, it 
is this restlessness, the desire to find the Ultimate Truth which sets them on the 
path renunciation. Most Indian novelists like to explore the possibility of finding 
a saint within every man. Raja Rao's novels always deal with people who move 
on the path of spiritual quest and awareness, right from the midstream of ordinary 
daily living. Mulk Raj Anand's novels always project peaks in the lives of 
characters whose subconscious is suffused with an almost transcendental self-
awareness. RK Narayan's small-town heroes find an inner fufi lment even while 
surrounded by common human frailties. The conditioning of this insight into the 
spiritual aspect of life by a tone of irony is a special feature of the art of many 
Indian novelists. It is this ironic overtone which saves the Indian novel from 
moving into either over-serious philosophy or into pathetic sentimentality. 
The Indophile fictionist, EM Forster, had observantly recorded this 
double dimension of mundanity and spirituality in his portrayals of the Indian 
types in A Passage To India. The mythical structure of Indian novels is entwined 
with the essentially Indian spiritual predilections. The Indian novels invoke 
myths to gain support for the philosophic theses that they intend to project. The 
patterns of exile, journey, struggle, justice, truth, order-disorder motifs etc., 
which the Indian religio-cultural myths contain, are all exploited by the Indian 
writers, not as mere literary strategies but as a natural metaphor and as a native 
idiom. The tone may be ironic, awed, critical or admiring, according to individual 
inclinations. Still, myth is a preoccupation. 
The myths used by these novels vary in their application to the thematic 
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core. Sometimes the myth is used as a structural device; other times merely as 
prop for one of the ideals projected as supplementaries to the main theme. 
However, the choice of the myth-patterns, and the mode of their application seem 
to be greatly influenced by the private ethico-spiritual stance of the novelist 
himself. According to Mukherjee, "the Indian mind has shown itself unwilling to 
cope with the problem of evil (or good, or sacrifice, or truth) unless it is made into 
a symbol. Is it artistic inability or a metaphysical preconception that prevents the 
Indian writer from creating convincing figures of evil?'"^ Mukherjee believes that 
the use of myth in Indian fiction is technically successful though not thematically 
effective; and that, the myths are often part of literary convention rather than any 
artistic insights. 
It is possible to take a view which is the total antithesis of Mukherjee's, 
and to prove it with heavy evidence.In Raja Rao's Kanthapura and RK Narayan's 
Vendor of Sweets, the introduction of the mythical dimension initially appears to 
send the narrative into superfluous meanderings. It is only a thematic re-reading 
of these two novels which reveals the depths and insightful layers of meanings. 
While technically the plots draw to an ambiguous close, the use of the mythical 
and spiritual motifs raises these novels to the level of great Literature. The 
complexity of inner dimension which novels like Kanthapura and Kamala 
Markandeya's Nectar in a Sieve achieve in their last phases, make the novels not 
only memorable, but, long after they are read, they linger in the consciousness of 
the reader and perform that cathartic, purgatory function which great Literature 
is expected to perform. It is the effortless fusion of technique and thematic 
perspective which renders novels like these significant. The last part oiKanthapura 
is a beautiful finale to the exposition of the Nava Rasa theory contained in Indian 
aesthetic systems. The movement of the novel depicts the human responses or life 
in terms of the nine Rasas one by one, the crescendo finally reaching a Stassis, not 
of defeat, nor of mere resignation, hut Santa, the calm which comes after the storm 
of living is done. Nectar in a Sieve also ends on a note of a sense of serenity, the 
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last and the lasting power, after a full life has been lived. To some degree or the 
other, all Indian novels examine this impersonal and joyous acceptance which 
seems to come straight from the core of the Indian personality. 
Given the backdrop of the religio-philosophical, mythological orientation 
of the Indian mind, and with the kind of work-a-day relationship with religions 
which the Indian possesses, this sensitivity to the ideals projected by the religions 
and theologies is also of a high degree. Thus, the Indian writer finds it easy to 
recognise, and even imagine creatively, people and situations drawn in relation 
to the said ideals. To a large extent, the Indian writer's awareness of these typical 
native ideals of spiritualism, disinterestedness and renunciation manifests itself 
only at the level of plot. The world of the Indian novels is, generally peopled by 
Sadhus, Gurus, Saints, sacrificing mothers, dutiful sons, aesthetically inclined 
men and spiritually endowed women. However, the treatment of these types is not 
always celebratory. Often, these portrayals are touched with irony and the desire 
to expose the difference between appearance and reality. 
These novels are not, in terms of their plots, novels of any spiritual 
quest. For example, RK Narayan's Guide does not stand as an ideal of renunciation 
because, the memory of Raju's beginnings are kept fresh in the reader's mind. The 
irony of the artist's tone in his analysis of the spiritual dimensions contained 
within the ordinary, gives to the Indian novel a dimension of realism. The 
yardsticks of realism are plausibility and authenticity. The complexity of the 
Indian Novel in English rises out of this constant preoccupation with a real, 
existing ideal of the Indian ethos (inclusive of the elements of mysticism and 
spiritualism), in close and critical combination with a refusal to be romantically 
subjective. There may be many ready-made symbols which the Indian ethos offers 
to the Indian novelist, but, it is in the treatment of these motifs that he enriches 
his chosen genre, and distinguishes it from the surrealistic, fantasy-fiction that 
one finds being written in the West these days. 
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Indian fiction moves from the consciousness of the general or the social 
identity of man, to the awareness of Man as an individual. This awareness, 
coupled with the preoccupation with the spiritual and ethical aspects of living, 
succeeds in creating a sonorousness and a case for the inner voice, which is a 
voice of objective detachment from worldly concerns. The typical Indian mind is 
trained to welcome solitariness, to accord respect to extraordinariness, and, to 
accept joys and sorrows as divine gifts to the privacy of the soul. As a result, the 
tone of the Indian fictionist is, in the main, romantic, elegaic, withdrawn or 
introspective, but almost never raised in overt, critical questionnings. 
What the Indian novelist writing in English was doing at the beginning 
of the second half of the 20th century was not on the whole unique to India. Most 
of the flags which the Indian writer was carrying were being carried everywhere 
else in the world of letters. But, the Indian writer had the benefit of a strong 
spiritual tradition which insulated him from the accidents of history. For example, 
the two world wars coloured the literary idiom of the whole world so drastically 
that Literatures underwent a metamorphosis in terms of content as well as manner 
of telling. But the Indian writings of the pre- and post-war periods do not record 
any drastic changes, even though India had also been affected by the ravages of 
the wars, albeit indirectly. As MR Anand puts it, "the more deeply we penetrate 
the technique of any typically oriental art, the more we find that, what appears to 
be the individual, impulsive and natural, is actually long inherited, well-constructed 
and well-bred".'^ This rootendness in a humanistic culture, and an innate faith in 
the goodness of the unconscious human mind perhaps lie at the bottom of the 
difference between the Indian artist and the British and the American novelists of 
the same period. The Western novelists of the second half of the 20th century were 
essentially post-war writers, owners of ravaged psyches, and incapable of the 
serene temper which came so easily to the Indian fictionist. No wonder that in this 
respect, India has found herself in a position to draw admiring looks from abroad 
and has been able to gather quite a following. 
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C. Landmarks of Indian English Fiction : 
For nearly three decades now, Indian Fiction in English has been 
dominated by the giant trio : RK Narayan, Raja Rao and Mulk Raj Anand. Even 
today, these three continue to be spoken of as a team, as Elders. They have, while 
working in the same age, focussed their different visions on three major but 
different aspects of the Indian psyche, viz.. Attachment, Detachment and. 
Compassion. So complete is their dedication to the different angles of vision they 
have chosen as their forte that, at the later stages of their careers, they have tended 
to appear static. In the post-colonial period, in the early days of Independence, 
their genius had touched the pulse of the people of the land. 
The magic of Narayan's fictive ethos was such that, the Indian reader 
immediately perceived the portrayal of the actualities of life. The middle class 
values, the commonplace manner in which the day-to-day joys and sorrows of 
ordinary life are dealt with in a Narayan novel from the central factor of 
acceptability of a Narayan novel. The world he presents is complete, with neatly 
closed stories, each representing a self-contained thesis of life. The problems 
which beset the people of Narayan's novels are not cataclysmic, or so the 
continually moderating presence of the author on the pages of the novels makes 
us feel. The novelist's portrayals of the lives of his Guides, his Painters of Signs, 
and his Vendors of Sweets, are all in the nature of someone (perhaps a retired 
member of the family), reporting,"— do you know that happened today?", having 
observed it all from a corner in the verandah. What is interesting in all this is that, 
in the pattern of the gently laid out plots, it is possible to espy a moral vision. It 
is this 'see it for yourself type of treatment which is common between him and 
Mulk Raj Anand, though, in social commitment, Narayan is sure to draw a naught 
in comparison to Anand. 
Mulk Raj Anand himself draws a sure nought in the indulgent, 
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compassionate, inclusive view that Narayan is capable of taking, of many of the 
foibles of the middle class Indian character. Actually in Anand's work, the middle 
class gets a peremptory treatment from this zealous supporter of the underdog. 
The villains in an Anand novel are social values as embodied in the behavior 
patterns of the middle class people. RK Narayan's villains if there are any at all, 
are, gullibility, fallibility and a^icarious inclination towards moral laxities, 
which, as Narayan would have us see, are present in the best of us. The tangible 
human villains like Dr. Pal of the Financial Expert, are merely catalysts who hurry 
the events and perpetrate the climax. When a Narayan protagonist realises his 
personal lapses, he is protected by the inherent quality of selflessness and 
detachment, which according to the author, is the saving grace of human destiny. 
The actual resolution, however, comes from a certain vision of the 
novelist, which is also a reflection of his Indianness, viz., the resolution of the 
spirit. It is here that the triumph of Narayan's art lies. Like all other values, the 
value of this spiritual dimension of his protagonists is underplayed by Narayan. 
He seems to suggest that, in the life of an ordinary Indian, the moment of spiritual 
awareness is not a dramatic occurence. For saints and philosophers, the spiritual 
experience might be cataclysmic; but in ordinary lives, these minor miracles keep 
occuring, sustaining hope, uplifting the spirit, keeping the flow of normalcy 
going on. As far as Narayan is concerned, the specifics of religion, or the religious 
signs which he employs in his narratives are only idiomatic bases which verbalise 
abstract experiences. The use of the traditional frameworks, to which Narayan is 
habituated, is the most natural of literary strengths and the most universal of 
literary strategies. 
The dimensions of Raja Rao's fictional world are definitely bound by 
his Hindu, specifically Brahmin, entity. But his actual focus is on the inner 
dimension of the soul of man. All other specifics which Rao uses to define his 
world are the novelist 's recognition of the fact that the novel is rooted in the real 
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world. The more that the writer authenticates the fictive world, the more space he 
creates for comment through Fiction. What appears at first glance to be intrusions 
of reality on art, in terms of the motifs like relationships, differences, conflicts, 
and other details of patterns of daily life, are but factors which intesify and bring 
into focus, the inner sensibility of the artist in his capacity as an individual. 
The Indian Novel in English, then, as shaped by the first generation 
writers (post-colonial Indians), definitely shows signs of a sound inner life. 
Tapping as it does the values of Indian culture and the Indian personality, (which 
at the period of time when the novel began to be written in India, was already a 
mature, multi-faceted phenomenon), the Indian novel in English is full of the 
echoes of history, scripture, oral and literary traditions as well as various other 
art forms. 
While acknowledging the greatness of the major fictionists of India, it 
is also necessary to gather additional evidence for establishing the genuine strain 
of Indianness in terms of the themes of inwardness in the works of other writers, 
some of whom deserved more critical attention than they have been given. Two 
names which spring to the mind are, Anita Desai and Arun Joshi. The choice is 
quite easily justifiable. These two writers are uncluttered by those criteria which 
become obstacles to the true judgement of Indian writers to be made on par with 
native English artists, ie, the language factor and a dead-beat preoccupation with 
the issue of colonialism. Desai and Joshi represent the writer in India, (writing 
in English at first hand, with the felicity of a native), who is free of the hangovers 
generally ascribed to the Indians who write in English, and who is, at the same 
time, fully able to retain her/his Indianness. 
Anita Desai's art reveals her concern and empathy for humanity. She 
does not sport any specific theory for creativity. Totally free of topical enthusiasms 
of the socio-political kind, the world of Desai has been found comparable to the 
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world created by Bronte, Evelyn Waugh and Strindberg. The focus of Anita Desai 
is on the inner climate of the mind. This novelist selects with artistic sensitivity 
the crucial moments out of the lives of her protagonists. Desai's skill lies in 
merging the subjective key experiences of people's lives with the objective 'peaks' 
of narrative structure; thus truly accomplishing the marriage of intention and 
execution — a feat which not many dabblers in fictional creativity are able to 
accomplish. 
Desai is a self-conscious novelist, and, in a true post-modernist fictionist's 
manner, withholds solutions. The basic idea of Anita Desai's novels is to project 
"man's quest for wisdom, freedom, love, and u n d e r s t a n d i n g I f these are the 
flags which she holds out, then Anita Desai has truly freed the personality of the 
novelist from the restrictive absession with linguistic anxieties and identity 
quests. Desai combines a feminist and modernist sensibility with the Indian 
(Eastern?) preoccupation with the inner dimension of the human personality. 
Among Indian writers. Raja Rao also explores Indian sensibility from an inward 
perspective, but, Desai's inwardness does not make forays into the mytho-
traditional roots of the human self Instead, she replaces the alienating detachment-
non-attachment patterns of Rao's oevures with a more practical and more modern 
strategy of adjustment. Thus, the detachment that one sees in typical Desai 
protagonist is inclusive and non-rejectionist. With a fine command over English 
syntax, idiom and imagery Desai uses language as tool to convey the tensions of 
mind grappling with reality. 
"I find it is in the process of writing that I am able to think, to feel, and 
to realize at the highest pitch. Writing is to me a process of discovering the truth 
— the truth that is nine-tenths of the iceberg that lies submerged beneath the one-
tenth visible portion we call Reality. Writing is my way of plunging to the depths 
and exploring this underlying truth. All my writing is an effort to discover, to 
underline and convey the true significance of things. That is why, in my novels, 
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small objects, passing moods and attitudes acquire a large importance. My novels 
are no reflection of Indian society, politics, or character. They are part of my 
private effort to sieze upon the raw material of life — its shapelessness, its 
meaninglessness, that lack of design that drives one to despair — and to mould 
it and impose on it a design, a certain composition and order that pleases me as 
an artist and also as a human being who longs for order. 
"Next to this exploration of the underlying truth and the discovery of a 
private mythology and philosophy, it is style that interests me most; and by this 
I mean the conscious labour of uniting language and symbol, word and rhythm. 
Without it, language would remain a dull and pedestrian vehicle. I search for a 
style that will bring it to vivid, surging life. Story, action, and drama mean little 
to me except insofar as they emanate directly from the personalities I have chosen 
to write about, born of their dreams and wills. One must find a way to unite the 
inner and the outer rhythms, to obtain a certain integrity and to impose order on 
c h a o s " . E a c h of Desai's novels focuses on life at a particular stage. These lives, 
although set in a social context, are puzzling as more is implied than the stories 
offered about them. 
A second generation novelist like Arun Joshi would be a convenient 
model to illustrate the modernist fictional voice in Indian Fiction in English. But 
the work of Arun Joshi, as of any other novelist from India writing in English, 
cannot be judged by strict Western standards of modernity. Joshi, like Anita 
Desai, possesses a command over language which rids itself completely of 
marked local shades and becomes neutral. Arun Joshi constantly explores a 
modernity which is as relevant to the Indian background and Indian cultural 
locatedness as it is to the challenges of the technique of fiction. 
Like Anita Desai, Joshi also projects an interest in probing complex 
psychological states of mind. The philosophy of the novels of Arun Joshi springs 
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from two sources : (a) the quest of an intelligent, sensitive mind for a solution to 
the existential problems of the human condition, and (b) the metaphysical 
leanings of a learned mind whose background contains an ethos of spirituality. 
Arun Joshi doesn't disregard objective realities; but while he records event as 
loyally as any other good writer, he also manages to reach beyond the temporal-
spatial confines of the fictional narrative, to probe into fundamental metaphysical 
strata of consciousness. In two of his major novels. The Foreigner and The Strange 
Case of Billy Biswas, Joshi exhibits an existential preoccupation with the twin 
problems of isolation and involvement. 
His treatment of the idea of death is very much like Anita Desai's. The 
similarity to Albert Camus's fictional framework has been noticed by many 
critics. Death according to Joshi, is sudden, unexpected and gratuitous. Joshi 
shows a deep involvement with the past, but he evokes images of a historic or 
personal past only in so much as it clarifies the present. In this strategy, Joshi is 
very much in the league of the greatest of the world writers like Henry James, 
Camus, Achebe, Soyinka, etc. Joshi achieves, through devices of pan-temporality 
etc., as Devinder Mohan puts it,a "spectrum of images explored through perceptions 
of the past through presentational images of the present".'® The intention to 
project a historically sensitised consciousness is well-matched with the restless 
variation of literary devices. Thus we see Joshi use alternatingly, the devices of 
interior monologue, flashback, stream of consciousness etc. 
These two writers stand at the juncture between imitations and artistic 
innovativeness and originality. If the Narayan-Anand-Raja Rao trio shows itself 
experimenting with questions of who, what, how of Indian Fiction in English, the 
next and younger group of Indian writers in English sheds its anxieties about 
Identity and language 'otherness', and takes up the challenges of fictional 
exploration of the inner life of the mind, thus paving the way for the next moment 
of sophistication. 
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African Fiction in English : 
The beginnings of African Literature in English in the 17th century 
were strictly provincial, progressing in a logical manner from letter-writing to 
reportage and journalism. English writings in Africa have a history of about two 
hundred years now. In the early writings, the Africans show themselves as keen 
imitators of the Western models. However, even in those imitative times, it is 
possible to find a style which was hard-hitting and bold, a quality which is the 
hallmark of African writings even today. The greatest impetus to the strengthening 
of African writing in English was the application of the value systems of the 
traditional native wisdom to the formal ingenuities of the Western literary canon. 
Quite early in their experimentation with the foreign language, African writers 
found that the native languages, as contained in the oral traditional systems, could 
provide a rich variety of distinctive content-material as well as stylistic features 
which, when applied to English expression, would result in communicative 
novelties. In her remarkable collection of early African writings in English prose, 
Lalage Bown refers to the style of the early writers in English and their intelligent 
decision to use an admixture of English and classical Yoruba and Kikuyu, with all 
the treasure-house of verbal embroidery, allusiveness and proverbiality. Down's 
findings establish without doubt that, the referential metaphor, which is at the 
heart of all African writings of all times, did not have much to do with European 
influences. 
The participation of Africa in the process of cultural sharing with the 
rest of the would is older than the history of colonisation of the continent of 
Africa. The theory that Africa was outside the horizons of the civilised world is 
mythical. So also is it wrong to ascribe the role of civilising a 'savage', 'dark 
Africa' to the white man's European civilisation. As Raghavacharyulu says, 
"Africa was a donor as well as a recipient in the spread of culture". Such a view 
seeks to project, and rightly so, the new Africa, "not as a client civilisation but 
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as a shaping force in the destiny of mankind, no longer a conglomeration of a 
mimic men and primitive cultures, but as a dynamic of contemporary 
consciousness".'^ 
The cultural complexity which the African writer is heir to, is far richer 
in quality than the British writer or any other Commonwealth writer can hope to 
possess. The traditional myth and the modern post-colonial African are distanced 
but not alienated by the passage of time. The interference in the flow of 
traditionality into modernity, is much lesser as compared to India. In India, the 
modern generation appears to be vastly separated from its earliest memories by 
waves and waves of interventions, conquests and impositions. 
If the 19th century Literature in English written by Africans concentrated 
upon themes like vindication of the values of African civilisation and commentaries 
on the African past or on irritants faced by educated Africans due to colonial rule, 
we notice that, the 20th century African writer finds confidence enough to 
translate his angst in terms of creativity in an unfamiliar tongue. The second half 
of the 20th century sees the emergence of the African novelist. The major 
preoccupations, however,continue to be social inequities, corruption, colonialism 
etc. 
As Chaman Nahal sees it, African Literature in English attracts critical 
attention which as yet is strictly two-dimensional.'^ The first thing which attracts 
interest unfailingly, is the dialectical nature of the English used by the African 
writers; the second aspect which enjoys much critical notice, is the mythical 
treasures which all African fiction appears to be loaded with. Most critics believe 
that, the superimposition of these two factors is responsible for the immediate 
currency enjoyed by the African writings. The voice of protest which is also seen 
as a very important strain in African Literature in English, is a vigorous, positive 
voice. The African writer is as critical of the corruption which he sees in the self-
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governing natives in the post-colonial society, as he was of the erstwhile 
oppressors. No doubt most of African writing is protest-Literature; but the 
African writer does not seem to have chosen a stand of self-imposed isolation, 
like the writer of post-war America had done. 
The greatest distinction that can be drawn between India and African is 
that, Indian culture was mature and in many respects even older than that of the 
Imperial master-culture. From this position, India was able to provide innumerable 
areas of puzzlement to the conquering race. In Africa, the white man's religion 
overtook the native's lack of a developed, articulated religious system. So much 
so that, in post-colonial Nigerian fiction, attempts were made by post-colonial 
writers to inculcate a spirit of nationalism in the natives by reviving, tribal myths 
of the oral traditions and giving them literary currency. The white man's religion 
in its turn, also provided an impetus and a need was felt to re-discover native 
religions and mythology. Therefore, the characteristics which define post-colonial 
African Literature in English are identifiable as: respect for African Myth-
systems, strongly expressed linguistic attachments and. Protest against all 
corruption, as also, a deeply felt sense of the confusion between native possessions 
and modern acquisitions. 
According to KRS Iyengar, in his path-finding work. Two Cheers For 
The Commonwealth, African Literature has a vitality and a variety inspite of the 
new emergence. Current problems, political upheavals, immensity of space, an 
overpowering sense of the past —, all these factors give to African Literature in 
English an arresting and tantalising quality. According to Povey, there are some 
recurring motifs in this Literature which invariably surface in the shape of 
dichotomies or dualities: some such chareteristics are, the tensions that exist 
between: Village / Town, Family / Self, Rationalism / Traditionalism and Past / 
Present etc.^° 
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Such a listing, however, runs the hazard of being misunderstood, and it 
may appear as though the interest of the African writer, and the focus of his vision 
is bound to only contemporary social concerns. In reality, however, despite all 
recordation of local details of the socio-cultural event within the norms of plot 
and structure, the eye of the African artist is quite well-focussed towards a 
universal angle of vision. The problems confronted by African fictional works 
are, mostly, problems of introspective speculation, even though the physical 
world of fiction appears to be quite crowded with human figures drawn from 
contemporary times. The African writer carries a double vision — his attachment 
to the memory of the past, and, his awareness of the changed destinies. Both these 
visions impinge on his artistic consciousness simultaneously, and form the 
backbone of the tension-ridden art that he continuously produces. The greatest of 
the African writers, Achebe and Ngugi, are always trying to mould this dichotomy 
into artistic form. The merger between the conflicting dualities of a sense of the 
past and the unnerving tangibility of the corrupt present, is achieved with the help 
of Irony. The device of irony is as popular with the African novelist as it is with 
the novelist from India. In English Literature, these ironists have formidable role-
models and forbears like Swift, Shaw and Orwell. But, such similarity only 
indicates the time-testedness of select tones of voice and the efficacy of some 
literary mannerisms, and as such, there is no fear of the question of post-colonial 
dependency creeping in. 
African Literature in English is an expression of a personal vision. At 
the same time there is a sense of the representativeness and an implicit universality 
in the African writings in English. From the divisiveness of tribal identities, 
African Literature in English has allowed the writers to grow into a nationally 
aware grouping; and from that recognisable platform of National Identity, the 
African writer has flexed his wings, and flies inward, translating the travails of 
the tribal personality side by side with the private angst of a soul's journey. In this, 
the African artist strikes a very different angle as compared to the imported 
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tradition of English Literature. By a simple (perhaps unpremeditated) gesture of 
idiom and ethos transference, the African writer has been able to make a niche in 
the world of Commonwealth Literature in English, which renders the Literatures 
from other nations of the same group appear pale in comparison. 
The vigour and the power of the African Literature in English in the last 
few decades is comparable to the vigour of the American Literature of the second 
half of the 19th century. The strength of the American Literature could be 
attributed to the then newly discovered power of the American writer to mould 
language adventurously while yet retaining a hold on tradition. The African 
writer, likewise, is distinctive in the use of language and in the preoccupation 
with the core of humanness, even while he adopts the stance of objective 
criticism. 
Past has been the most recurrent evocation in African Literature in 
English. Mostly, it is used as an ideal, against which the modern world can be 
tested. In some African novelists, it is simply an imaginative interest — not to 
be related dynamically to any aspect of the present moment, but to simply recreate 
as a credible historically authentic world, so that a statement may be made. "To 
reveal in the past a pattern of recognisable dilemmas, recognisable areas of 
motive, may prove more fertilising of the life today than any rhythmic invocation 
of the ancestors".^' Achebe for example, uses the past, perhaps with reverence 
and a sense of piety, but his treatment is realistic, and is marked by an impressive 
interweaving of character and experience, across time. 
The African writers have charged ordinary English with special 
metaphors simply by following the principle of fidelity to the morality of 
expression and a recreation of the authentic tones from the past. Achebe's work 
especially is a judicious mix of translation and invention. He uses a conversational 
style, with a weight of formality, precedence and tradition, yet never stumbling 
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through ineptitude. It may be said that the element of past-bound outlook in 
Achebe's and in many other African writers' works is the result of an unconscious, 
lingering historic sense which permeates the imaginative personality of Africa. 
The 'liberal' analysts of the African type like to show him as an awe-
struck child at the mercy of irrational forces. The conventional Western eye 
would see him as either a groveling dependent or a subversive thief. The African 
writer himself tries to revive long-forgotten patterns of genuine Africanness and 
gather himself up in the dignity which he feels was his original destiny. The 
trouble about the new Literatures in English is that, criticism has been either too 
rigorous or too lenient. Usually, the new writers are subjected to a 'blanket 
appraisal' and a non-discriminating type of criticism. The African (and the 
Indian) novel "belongs to the European tradition by its language and by its form 
but perhaps stands outside that tradition not only by its references, but also, in the 
case of some of our novelists, by the way language and form are handled".^^ 
Most criticism fails because it becomes distracted by the specifics of 
locality, names, places and details of time, period etc. The critic would do well 
to remember that in the African novel in English the name / date / place / event 
structure is the artist's concession to the make-believe world of Fiction as a genre. 
The reader can comprehend the universal statements being made by the African 
novelist only after he learns to comprehend the local specifics as stepping stones 
to universality. 
European tradition is familiar to the African novelist only at a second 
remove. Traditional African culture is not a dead culture; if anything, it is very 
much alive and palpably present all round. We cannot discount it. It influences the 
structure of the novels, the choices of themes and form. Traditional African oral 
forms get continually adapted to the English tongue. Criticism should take into 
account everything within the society which has informed the work. The extent 
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to which a critic can respond fully to a work which not only contains references 
outside his own realm of experience but which appeals to a kind of sensibility 
with which he is not familiar should be given serious consideration. It is not 
enough to track down the references but to have some identification and belief in 
them in order to feel in one's bones, their place in the work of the writer. 
We must regard the "tradition of speech", or orality, lying behind the 
work of the African writers which the seriousness that such a consideration 
deserves. "The sensous delight in language which characterised the early society 
in Europe and which is so supremely reflected in Shakespeare of Elizabethan 
England, which our (African) best writers are restoring to the language of their 
erstwhile colonial masters".^'* 
Even in the stories of Tutuola, which often have been judged to be 
'anachronisms' at a time when the European novel in England was at its most 
complex, recent criticism has found many 'strengths' like the use of fiction-time, 
universality, moral content and stylistic manipulation of language. When published 
in 1952, Palmwine Drinkard appeared to be using stale narrative strategies of 
repetitiveness and authorial intrusion. Tutuola was rejected as merely a teller of 
folk tale and as a fantastic recanteur. His use of the English language was the very 
ground on which Tutuola was found to be weak,in the earliest evaluation. Even 
Achebe had not seemed certain about the strength of Tutuola's ease with the 
language and ascribed the 'weakness' to Tutuola's lack of 'education'. A well-
considered opinion on this issue is to regard the linguistic differences as freedom 
with the tongue which is now increasingly being appropriated by the African 
writer with growing confidence. A distinction is being made , between mere lack 
of proficiency and unselfconscious absorptions of the Yourba or Kikuyu deep 
grammar into English surface grammar. 
The emotional attachment of the African writer to the past does give a 
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touch of elegaic sorrowfulness and an aura of nostalgia to the novels. Though 
socialist writers like Soyinka and Achebe continually plead for pragmatism, even 
they are unable to break away from the elegaic tone. The increasing distancing 
from the traditional past has brought about a sense of loss. And the conscious, 
rebellious distancing from the imported white man's tradition has forced the 
African writer to depend more and more on the resources of his own situation, 
both past and present. This synthesis between tradition and modernity, which the 
African artist has forged, results in what Povey calls a "double vision 
The African writer is successfully showing the way to other writers how 
to recreate and regenerate with innovativeness, in a genre where he was such a 
late entrant; and, in which, it was felt by the mid-20th century, that all that needed 
to be said had already been said, if not by the British Writers, then of course by 
the American fictionists. The weapon of this new novelist is an epical vision, a 
view of language as pliable medium, and, above all, compassion. A novelist like 
Ngugi is a provocateur and a catalyst at the same time. To a great extent, he fulfi ls 
the requisite qualifications of a fiction-writer's personality. Most of African 
writing is inclined towards a personal rather than public voice, but, voices like 
Ngugi are concerned with the common milieu, and its essential glory. Misreadings 
of the African creative reality stem from the lack of empathetic, inclusive 
comprehension. 
As the novel in English has developed in Africa, it has shown a 
remarkable resil ience and assimilative property. Ideas are adopted and 
domesticated; and the process of this domestication is immediately consolidated 
by means of the unique power of manipulativenss that the educated African 
possesses. The African use of English transforms standard English in such a rich 
way that words, syntax and structures lose their original colours as though they 
were never anything but African. Perhaps the African, in using language, applies 
an archetypal yardstick and responds to the origin of language as a communicative 
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medium, and as a tool which was the fruit of human innovativeness. This measure 
of innovativeness seems to apply to the African use of certain colour-specific 
words like 'dark', 'white'; some classifiers like 'us', 'them'; and, hierarchical nouns 
like 'master', 'slave', etc. These words of factual definitiveness have achieved a 
special intensity after the African writer has used them, so that, it seems as though 
they have been freshly coined. 
For all this intensity and the past-bound nature of African writing in 
English, the African writer is not a creature of the past. He is an artist-historian. 
The period of colonialism, for this writer, is a temporal check in the fulfi lment of 
African destiny. The African writer uses the past in terms of the concept of 
rectilinear Time. An interesting thesis about the use of Time in the African novel 
is presented by Izevbaye of the University of Ibadan, Nigeria.^® Izevbaye suggests 
that there are three influences working behind the ideatic uniqueness of the 
African novel in English. The two non-African religions, Christianity and Islam, 
and the tenets of the influential ideology of Marxism, are linked with the 
philosophy of history as a progressive fulfilment of destiny with each event seen 
only as stage in the realisation of the ultimate goal. This view complements the 
recurrent use of the motifs from history in the African novel. 
The Islamic view of rectilinearity in the progress of history spells 
progression and not regression. This concept of each historic juncture as a 
necessary and positive stage in the progression of mankind appeals to the African 
fiction-writer. "The long shot vision" which the historical perspective allows 
paves the way for the recordation of event as an embodiment of Change. 
Historical examples of rectilinear change make room for future prospects of 
change. Thus, in the African Novel, there is no subversive return to the beginnings 
as a measure of escape from some unbearable present moment. Rather, the look 
at the past helps the artist to work towards the fulfilment of an African destiny." 
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Looked at from this angle, the concerns of the African writers are much 
more complex than mere obsession with the past or a preoccupation with the 
present. The writer in Africa is merely looking at the "pre-colonial past as a 
prelude and the colonial past as a discordant interlude" which will eventually 
conclude in a "harmony to the historical experience at the end of time".^^ In terms 
of a cultural, traditional possession, Africa has never been dispossessed, 
completely. Modernism, Christianity and tribal ritualism have operated almost as 
simultaneous units in Africa, and have found a collective representation in 
African Literature in English. Traditional, oral culture is, from this point of view, 
quite a significant part of contemporary history, and is accessible to writers, not 
as relics of the past, but as matters of 'here and now'. This obliteration of the line 
between the past and the present allows for continuity of form, theme, metaphor 
and belief. 
The drawback of African studies has been the dearth of fine, first hand 
criticism. Achebe is said to have been 'appalled' and, at the "outsider's inability 
to touch the core of tribal life." But, sound criticism from outsiders has not been 
totally lacking. The quality of African creative writing has been described by 
KRS Iyengar as "the mature living of an ancient race whose wisdom is distilled 
into the proverbs which are the equivalents oiSutras, (the conceptual utterances 
of ancient Indians, called Brahmasutras),^^ and here, the conventional rules of 
English grammar hardly hold good — idiom, syntax, structure, intonation, have 
all been interfered with and only someone who enjoys inwardness with the two 
languages and cultures like the African writers of today, can do justice to the 
orality of African Literature". 
The earliest ventures of the African writers into fictional expression in 
English were very optimistic and essentially mimic in nature. Tutuola's novels 
had created interesting responses. While it inspired the Western critic to respond 
alternatively, with patronage or over-praise, Tutuola's Palmwine Drinkard sent 
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many a native African into embarrassment. Achebe,for example, agrees that 
linguistic manipulations are evidence of artistic independence,but he also 
conditions his acceptance of Tutuola by maintaining that such manipulation 
should be done from a position of strength. 
Tutuola himself was lucky to find a readership outside his native soil, 
but in general, the African writer finds it difficult to communicate to non-African 
readers, the exact flavour of his native culture and idiom. Only a rare writer like 
Achebe has been able to build the necessary glosses into the fictional texts in such 
a subtle way that the reader is "unconscious about any overt, intrusive explications 
of culture". 
Several as the personality of the African fictionalist is, and varied as the 
aspects of each artist's commitment to his craft are, one common desire which 
drives all, covertly or overtly, is to reform European idea regarding Africa and 
Africans. The bid for general acceptance finds many expressions. Many African 
writers try to achieve a neutrality of tone in order to cover their ethnicity. This 
is so either because their European readings have overpowered their native 
predilection or, because they are consciously eliminating their 'otherness' in a bid 
to belong. Then there are some African artists, who in order to create a 
distinctiveness for their voices, make continuous use of motifs of cultural 
tensions between Self and the Other, between Tradition and Modernity and also 
between Reality and Un(Sub?)reality. 'Past' as a metaphor may have an artistic 
value, but some writers have used it as a regressive preoccupation. The failure of 
the African artist depends, to some extent, on the over-attentiveness to the past. 
While the writer has bound himself to the memories of some imaginary, ideal past 
glory, he has tended to lose sight of other developments in society. 
Writers like Samuel Amanoor Williams attempt to place the African 
novel within the cultural situation of Africa and its traditional orality. The novel 
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as an expressionistic genre exists in all cultural regions of the world. All 
comparative analysis, according to Amanoor, should be based on a dual exercise 
—. Comparisons should be made on the basis of (a) patterns and techniques of 
Commonwealth fiction placed against those of modern Western novels, and, (b) 
the patterns of the traditional novels of the indigent Literatures relatively 
assessed against the novels being written in English by these same indigent 
systems.^' 
Such critical opinion which counts the presence of common sociological 
or historical factors as signs of influence,is not applying a truly literary yardstick 
to its assessment. By the same logic, art which embraces political concerns is 
neither propagandist nor isolationist. Political vision often helps to lend a tension 
and high dramatic content to fiction. African fiction grew into world view through 
this political slant. In the case of African novelists like Ngugi, his political vision 
sustains his art and fictional art gives a freedom of expression to his political 
ideology. 
The other great name in African fiction and drama is Wole Soyinka. He 
also exploits politics and art in this two-pronged relationship. But, his philosophy 
is different from that of Ngugi. Where Ngugi places faith in the creative struggle 
of the masses, Soyinka's attitudes are those of a liberal humanist's. Soyinka 
admires individual acts of courage while Ngugi examines the causes of the 
phenomenon of colonisation. Ngugi's fiction is methodologically related to the 
work of Achebe and Cyprian Ekwensi etc. The strategies that these artists employ 
are the revival of tribal myths and their placement in the new contexts of language 
and social structures. The adjustment which one sees in the novels of Ngugi and 
Achebe are not attitudes of'cringe', but strategic moves by which the natives may 
empower themselves. The African novelist's concern for the past is not an 
escapist exercise, but it stems from an artistic need for roots. Today's Africa is 
cosmopolitan. The artists no more feel the need to establish a separately identifiable 
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national literary tradition. The clamour about the revival of the past is only a 
strategy by which the African fictionist projects into the fictional frameworks, 
such tensions as are necessary for art. 
Since the African fictionist invariably employs a first person mode (or 
else makes this work quite transparently and avowedly autobiographical), it is 
generally assumed that the authorial comments are ideologically motivated. In 
actuality, the artist in Africa is distanced from his past by many factors like: (i) 
the passage of time between the memorable past and the present moment; (ii) 
weak rootedness in the referred past —, with most Africans having moved away 
from their tribal, traditional and familial groupings; and (iii) the overpowering 
nature of the superimposed 'new' culture,etc. 
It is clear that the faith in the past that comes out as a central concern 
in African fiction is only an artistic faith. The African writer does not wish to 
achieve solutions through a re-achievement of the past —; his intention is to 
achieve total awareness of the present through a revival of the past and through 
a constant 'expose' of the difference between the two time-periods. The African 
artist consciously keeps alive his sense of distance between the old culture and 
the new. This lends a delicate sorrow, a touch of philosophic, stoic flavour to his 
literary oevures; and this also forms the backbone ofthe sophistication of the 
artistic achievement of the novels of Achebe, Soyinka and others. 
Landmarks of African Fiction in English : 
Chinua Achebe, Wole Soyinka and James Ngugi are the three second 
generation post-colonial writers of Africa who have demonstrated the strengths 
of African writings and the first flowering of the Commonwealth literary enterprise 
in Africa. Chinua Achebe's main concerns are humanistic. His usual choice in the 
modes of narration is satire. His equalising gesture as a liberal writer lies in his 
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refusal to ascribe to the general theory of the coloniser as the villain. He places 
his protagonists in an equally critical light by means of indirect and direct 
exposure of the superficiality of so-called Rebellions and Protests. Native 
African, according to Achebe, is as much the perpetrator of neo-colonialism and 
a misuse of empowerment as the erstwhile coloniser was, in the fulfilling of his 
self-sanctioned roles. Achebe supports the concept of'anti-racist racism' advocated 
by Sartre.^^ In literary strategy, he imposes on his style, a near-total neutrality on 
the side of linguistic innovativeness, since he wishes to distract his readers least 
f rom the central concerns of human dignity and self-realisation of the individual. 
His writings always carry the universal ring of social commitment, with the 
African situation acting as an authenticating instrument for his fiction. Achebe 
finds immediate acceptability among all kinds of readership, since his work is 
devoid of features of exotic specificity, and because he fits into the universal slot 
of creative norms easily. In a fine allegiance to the question of National Identity, 
Achebe weaves traditional-oral idiom into his narratives both directly as dialogue, 
and indirectly as the artist's narrative voice. Achebe's greatest contribution to the 
African novel is in creating a place of dignity for the African fictive voice in 
world Literature. 
The achievement of Achebe has, at its best, a historic importance for the 
African Novel in English. Achebe brings the African Novel in English to a 
juncture from where it can proceed on to independent experimentations. The 
central theme of Achebe's novels is the clash between tradition and change. 
According to him, the novelist's role is one of responsibility . A master of a prose 
style which is idiomatic and solemn in the best tradition of artistic committedness, 
Achebe makes use of the local dialect and imagery from the common African 
environment in order to give an authenticity to his narrative. The sociological 
content is not, however, allowed to intrude upon the satiric vision and the 
powerful critique. Basically Achebe belongs to the central literary tradition; in 
broader terms, he would belong to the universal genre of art which dedicates itself 
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to a purpose. (He is one of the few African writers who can build explications into 
his novels in such a subtle way that we are "unconscious of being educated in Ibo 
culture"'.) 
Ngugi's literary alignments in matters of narrative strategies like non-
linear format, un-ordered sequence etc., seem to be in line with the post-modern 
Western novel. He also uses referentiality and intertextuality, which are obviously 
Western fiction's post-modern narrative modes. But these similarities are not 
features of influence. On the other hand, these strategies endorse for us the thesis 
of 'connectedness' in terms of the universality of literary creeds. Ngugi's Petals 
of Blood exploits the text of Blake's work and his ideological body of ideas as a 
highly evocative point of reference. The novel begins with a quotation from Blake 
and is interspersed with direct references to Blake's poem, London. There is 
indication of complete indebtedness to Blake's Oothoon, Daughters of Albion 
poem. The richest benefit accruing^ rom the literary mode of intertextuality (so 
common in the stylistic repertoire of the Third World novelists) is that it opens 
the possibility of a two-way advantage." 
Ngugi's Blake reference clarifies Ngugi's literary credo as much as it re-
opens questions about Blake's total meanings. With their serious commitment to 
craft, novelists from Africa like Ngugi have created evocative metaphors which 
may be used as a frame of reference for the Literature from Africa. One good 
example of an individual metaphor which has achieved universal dimensions is, 
the metaphor of homecoming, used as the central motif in Ngugi's famous novel. 
The Homecoming. 
Wole Soyinka, the first African writer to win the Nobel Prize for 
Literature, is typical of the African literateur. Critic, playwright, poet, novelist, 
Soyinka's artistic credo is to awaken the 'conscience of the world' (The Man Died). 
Like most Commonwealth writers, African and others, Soyinka's main literary 
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armour is irony. Satire is his primary choice in literary modes. He sees conflict 
between the past and the present, Africa and the West, Self and society in terms 
of artistic acceptance. As an artist, he sees himself in the role of an interpreter. 
F. The Commonwealth Novelist of the Eighties : 
The fiction being written in India and Africa in the last two decades 
seems to spring out of a void. The older generation has stayed on; they have been 
long-lived and resilient. But their resilience is not one which is moulded by the 
passage of time. It is as though the iridiscent bubble which they had built around 
themselves never burst. Most of our writers have maintained their stances; when 
they have not, they have failed to follow up their first promises. RK Narayan, 
Raja Rao and MR Anand from India, and Achebe Ngugi and Soyinka from Africa, 
earliest names from the post-colonial generation of novelists, still continue to 
create; and their work remains unchanged, to a large extent. Khushwant Singh 
among the Indian novelists and Ngugi among the African are perhaps two writers 
whose career demonstrates unpredictable variations; but Khushwant Singh's 
work is so caught in the jungle of witty but random doings that he has continued 
to maintain a middle position in critical evaluations. After all, criticism, whether 
Western or of the Commonwealth, tends to judge the writer by his intent rather 
than by his performance. Rushdie, Naipaul, Nirad Chaudhary, all extremely fine 
users of the English language, experimenters with the novelistic form, and highly 
sophisticated in style, have yet been controversial and largely unacceptable. 
Their moral and ethical irreverence, their point of view which is 'other' than the 
norm, seems to have rung their knell in terms of evaluation of greatness. 
The present writers, especially the young novelists, poets and dramatists 
of India have come out of a void. More and more are these writers, (children of 
the Age of Theory), exhibiting a severance from and a total amnesia of, the past. 
Some critics made overt statements about the presence of a tradition and a 
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possibility of a native canon, while also pronouncing literary influences on behalf 
of the writers themselves. Ravi Dayal refers to the early Indian writers as a "rich 
hinterland of people making ideas''.^"* David Davidhar sees new Indian writing as 
an extension of the boundaries set by the previous writers. The writers, mostly, 
keep silent on the question of literary allegiance. 
While the younger generation disowns literary parentage with impunity, 
the older writers do not proffer any look of recognition either. RK Narayan even 
went so far as to say in a recent newspaper interview that he did not read the new 
writers and had nothing to say about them. The critics and reviewers are creating 
an elitist facade for most of the new writers in India and Africa by institutionalising 
their talents. The third generation Indian writers in English do well, according to 
many reviewers, because of their Stephanian backgrounds of English education. 
Rukun Advani, while praising the fictional intelligence and linguistic skills of 
Shashi Tharoor, goes as far as to find it quite "logical to expect greatness because 
of his being an ex-institutioner" along with Seth and Ghosh and others! 
Among the new crop of writers which has created sensations outside the 
country, one can name VS Naipaul, Amitava Ghosh, Shashi Tharoor, Firdaus 
Kanga and Upamanyu Chatterji. These writers are being taken as seriously by 
the Western press,as Tagore and Aurobindo had been in the first phase of Indo-
Anglian writings, and, RK Narayan, Raja Rao and Mulk Raj Anand in the second 
phase. High words of praise are being showered on these younger writers as the 
sense of the exotic overtakes the literary sensibilities of the Western critics. In the 
competitive Western publishing world, the new Indian and African fictionists are 
'hot sells',because they say something different, thus creating the impression that 
the new generation is about to occupy its appointed place in the annals of great 
Literature. Some critics have termed the Eighties as the Renaissance of the new 
Literature, creating the impression that the Eighties follow a period of literary 
dormancy or inaction. 
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Indian reviewers try to maintain a more sensible attitude about their 
own new crop of fictionists —; but mostly it appears to be mere critical caution. 
Binoo John calls the new generation a "stardust of writing talent (which surfaced 
in the Eighties."^® Rukun Advani clearly sees in the Indian writers of the Eighties 
a "brilliant fusion of the diverse discursive practices into a compellingly new 
aesthetic ."" The two grounds on which the new Indian writers in English are 
being much lauded are, language use and Indianness. Binoo K John lauds the 
young Indian writers in English as "post-Queen's English generation", which 
does not care about "split infinitives".^® Ravi Dayal claims that "the traitor-Brown 
Sahib debate is finally closed. And English isn't any more for sitters in clubs or 
for an elite community".^® According to these critics, India has said 'yes' to 
English. 
Among the Western critics the old colonial prejudice is not completely 
dead. Stephen Spender finds that most of the Indian writers in English continue 
to use a 19th century English, over looking the changing trends in English 
language, both in Britain and in.the United States of America. This has led to 
"tragic consequences".'"' The chief cause of the Indians failing to make good, 
according to Spender, is India's obsession with English grammar. 
Kathleen Raine had asked KD Sethna "why do you write in English? 
You write of the land of India, subtilised, in an almost physical sense, by the 
quality of life that's been lived there; is not the same thing true of language? Have 
you not, in using English, exiled your poetic genius from India, to which it must 
belong, without making it a native of England, for English learned as a foreign 
language can never nourish the invisible roots of poetry(sic). I feel this even about 
Tagore and so did Yeats. I do not believe that we can , or if we could, we have 
the right to write poetry in a language other than one's own"."' In the face of such 
strong prejudice, Sethna could only make a feeble rejoinder that English is one 
of the languages of India and that, Indo-Anglian consciousness was "sure to 
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prevail in English". 
As a case against the pampering of the Anglocentric critical viewpoint, 
writers like Ngugi and OV Vijayan have come out with highly individual and 
iconoclastic gestures. These new writers are intent on making a point that too 
much emphasis has been laid for a long time on language use, detracting from the 
chief significance of the content of Literature. Ngugi has now moved away 
defiantly from English to his native tribal language, Yoruba. Reacting against the 
Western patronising stance, (he quotes from an American anthropologist who 
said, "We are just not interested in India"), OV Vijayan calls it all a "politics of 
literary appreciation". He derides the West for "desperately seeking obsolete 
Western critical implements" to evaluate even its own Literature. According to 
Vijayan, the new turning back to myth, "the substratum of our life-view", is very 
meaningful. Speaking of Malayalam as a mix of the "Aryan and the Dravidian, 
Vaishnavite and Saivite, the Episcopal and the Druidic, an intensely cross-
fertilised inheritance", Vijayan finds the English language "inadequate to convey 
the mythos of my people". In translating his own work from Malayalam into 
English, Vijayan has found that the semiotic idiom of English were inadequte to 
deal with the symbolic richness of Malayalam. Vijayan also reacts against the 
great Malayalam writers, Takazhi and Kesava Dev, for combating their powerful 
ethnic instinct to prime their language and narrative towards conformity to the 
colonially imposed 'reason'. 
About the other critical obsession, the factor of 'Indianness ' ,one can say 
that it is an exotic hothouse plant which thrives in a cold climate. In the article 
'The Expatriate Vision', Shuddhabrata Sengupta says that 'Indianness' is merely 
a word game. 'The myth of homogeneity' needs to be demolished. The preoccupation 
with Identity is a process of self-colonisation; so that, Indian Literature in 
English, till today, somehow manages to have a flavour of 'Southal l Literature'."^ 
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For too long, the response to ethnocentric representat ions and 
stereotyping of 'Asians' on part of 'Western' media has taken the form of an 
unconscious parody of the object of its critique. Invariably, the Indian artists (and 
also the critics), unquestioningly adopt the status of 'victim of history', and make 
it their badge for projecting the Indians as a group of people worthy of attention 
as the 'chosen people'. The Indian artist should learn to 'unpeel' out worn labels. 
Artistic as well as critical attention should learn to focus on human factors rather 
than on ethnocentric group identities; because, "in the battlegrounds of half-
imagined identities, individual subjectivities become the first casualties". Human 
figures have to be attended to, by artist as well as by the critic; and their battles 
and their relationships have to be described, no matter if perforce, one has to 
"encounter the arsenal of identities that they have built in the process".'*'' 
In most of the Literature in the English language being written in the two 
erstwhile colonies, India and Nigeria as also in Britain in the last two decades, 
there are strong similarities of literary metaphor. Thematic perspectives also are 
very similar. The language used by all these groups also shows a common a 
tonality. Vinay Kirpal says, there is in language, "a growing insubstantiality and 
abstractness — the Zero language suggestive of an estranged, deconstructed 
e x i s t e n c e T h e violent phrasing of course is explained by the fact that Kirpal 
is aiming to establish the commonness of expatriate sensibility. In matters of 
thematic choices and in the strategies which are employed to match their thematic 
perspective, the writers are coming up with many identifiable variations and 
patterns of innovative ingenuity. 
The tendency towards overpraise and overkill is, however, greater than 
ever. The phenomenon of A Suitable Boy is a good example of how the West, for 
reasons yet to be explored, is turning to Indian novelists, in a celebratory manner. 
Colonio-phobic critics may find subversions even here,as Hasan Suroor does in 
his article when he says, "the West has very different expectations when it comes 
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to Literature from India", and that, "Seth with his period images of India, and Gita 
Mehta with her odd assortment of colourful characters who end up seeking 
salvation in a soulful river, perfectly reflect the Indian 'reality' as perceived in the 
West, especially Britain"/^ The British publishers, in a bid to make good their bet 
on new names, are going to great lengths, endorsing authors like Vikram Seth, 
Gita Mehta etc., and in the process, they are indulging in exaggerated and 
presumptuous comparisons. 
The Editorial Director of the publishing company, Picador, which 
published A Suitable Boy with much fanfare, compares Seth to Tolstoy; while 
Pearson of Phoenix compares him to Dickens. Obviously the praise and profit 
follow one another and fame is only a bondmaid of the profit-kitty. Thus some 
writers become legends in their lifetime, and that too within a brief time after the 
beginning of their creative life. Media, reviews, journalism and iconic academics 
help to creat? these legends; many of these legends sustain, but quite a many have 
been seen to fall. [Note : One waits with bated breath for the time when the 
Departments of Studies will realise the 'un'wisdom of actually accepting a writer 
like Shobha De on their academic programmes. The strange success story of De 
and her various incarnations as media figure, columnist, academically endorsed 
serious writer, bring up the question of the credibility of 'cri t ical ' assessments. It 
is of course not necessary for the critics to condem a writer on the basis of some 
kind of moral formula. But the academic Institutions should have more definite 
views on the selection of literary figures on general Literature courses. On more 
narrow specialised papers, like a hypothetical special paper on Pulp Fiction, of 
course, none but De would be a better writer to be prescribed, perhaps?] 
Twentieth century judgements have generally been capricious. Old 
canons are under fire. Models are in a state of flux. The work of the third 
generation writers is still at the level of promise and not a fulfilment yet; more so 
because they have not yet collected sufficient readership. A strange processional 
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phenomenon is noticeable in the world of letters now-a-days. Even as readers 
appreciate a writer and are learning to savour him or her, new writers spring up. 
The art of Fiction seems to be ever on the road to change. New areas and new 
languages seem to open up constantly to the present-day writers. While the reader 
is savouring an artistic style, and enjoying one manner of narration, the writer 
moves on, in search of other strategy for the sake of novelty. 
Malcolm Bradbury, in his Introduction to New Writing-!, which he co-
edited with Judy Cooke, speaks of the Britain of the 1990's as a world of letters 
which is pluralistic, wheeling freely between the 'serious and the popular', 'the 
experimental and the conventional.'*^ It is easy to see that this feature is common 
to India and Africa also, considering the longevity of the older writers' creative 
life and the early prolificity of the younger writers. The presence of the older and 
the younger generation in active practice of writing simultaneously is referred to 
by Bradbury as the phenomenon of being "layered with many generations".'*'' 
Nigerian writers whose beginnings and destinies seemed to share much 
with the Indian writers, are now ahead of other Commonwealth writers. Writers 
like Ben Okri have moved past a restricting topicality and local preoccupation on 
to dimensions of universality. In England also, for all the apparent current lack 
of a sense of history, one can see that the consciousness of the past, the sensitivity 
to the landscape with its monumental reminders of the nation's origin, and an 
inclination towards experimental mutativeness forms a major part of artistic 
perspectives. This feel for the roots and a curiosity to search for the same is well 
recorded by some of the major writers of present day Britain. 
Peter Ackroyd's work is representative of this growing sense of history 
and its relatedness to contemporary experience. Many post-modern, post-colonial 
writers suffer from an incapacity to dwell on emotions directly, taking refuge 
behind the protective devices of irony, expressed in quasi-literary forms like 
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parody, pastiche or by creating exotica of place, date and character. Ackroyd's 
work is also touched by a post-modern embarrassment with whole-hearted 
emotionality. However, writers like Ackroyd excel in presenting the 'coimectedness' 
that they perceive between realms of space and time. In this Ackroyd is one with 
Okri as also with Ghosh across the continent. 
Another writer, very different from Ackroyd but also an explorer of the 
inward aspect of life with a sharp sensitivity is Penelope Fitzgerald. Like 
Ackroyd, Fitzgerald also avoids exhibition of emotionality and romanticism with 
the help of an array of devices like 'tragi-comedy' and 'wry elegy'. 
The objection of some native African and Indian scholars has been that 
the Western reader-critic applies to his evaluation a loose and generally superficial 
angle of vision based on his preconditioning about the nature of the two societies. 
There may not be any element of superiority in such a vision; but definitely there 
is a limiting aspect to such an enterprise, and as often, there is an element of 
overreaching the reality. 
For example, the Indian and African typology of character and the 
fabric of thought attached to these nations cannot be defined through a single 
metaphor. That is, all African charater and thought cannot be comunity oriented, 
nor can it be all mystic and non-materialistic. In the same way the Indian factor 
cannot sweepingly be decided as either pragmatic and worldly or as inherently 
detached and unworldly. 
According to JZ Kronenfled in the '"Communalistic" African and 
"individualistic" Westerner : Some Comments on Misleading Generalisations in 
Western Criticism of Soyinka and Achebe' in Critical Perspectives in Nigerian 
Literature, Ed. Bernth Lindfors, the African novel is not introspective. He names 
only two novelists, ie. Ayi Kwei Armah and Soyinka (in The Interpreters) as being 
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introspective in their vision, and as exceptions to the general trend of externality 
or social aspect of the African artists. 
This again is a stand which is based on a hasty and generalised look at 
the techniques employed by the novelist. Introspection may be suggested through 
many techniques. The most obvious technique is through the delineation of 
character as being preoccupied with the past moment, through rejective gestures 
towards present circumstance. This historic vision is closely supported by a sense 
of the native myth and tradition. These two patterns in novels indicate the quality 
of introspection. As such the historic or mythoepic vision should not be taken as 
merely conflict-indicating patterns. Most African and Indian novelists use the 
historic perspective as a metaphor for the compulsive habits of introspection. For 
example, the significance of Achebe's Things Fall Apart lies in the way in which 
the novelist plumbs the depth of the protagonist's character. In Baumgartner's 
Bombay, Anita Desai uses echoes, hallucinations and the effect of light and 
shadow as her strategies of suggesting the depths of Baumgartner's detachment. 
In The Strange Case of Billy Biswas and in The Foreigner, the motifs of search and 
discovery, the sense of unresolved mystery and, above all, the restless movement 
of the plot from town to forests or continents to other continents are all 
wonderfully exploited to create the sense of an ever continuing movement 
towards the moment of final Truth. 
The responsibility for the creation of differences between the Western 
and the Commonwealth type lies both with the Western critics as well as the 
native interpreters. The Western judgement has been arbitrary, hasty and 
opinionated; and the native presentations have been defensive, simplistic or too 
glib. For example, the dichotomy perpetuated by most critics is that all Western 
approach to the status of the human being is inclined towards "individualism", 
and that all Asian and African approach is towards the "Communal" human factor. 
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This kind of oppositional placing of the groups generates a sense of 
conflict. The fictionist of India and'Africa will then be expected to celebrate the 
communal ideal as against the Western artist who upholds the individualistic 
norm. There is as such no harm in observing and commenting on such possibilities 
of artistic stands. But in case of the Commonwealth fiction, such a viewing, 
especially one which is based on the examination of contrasts and differences, 
might have been responsibile for the over-generalisations which have dogged the 
evaluations of the new Literatures. 
Introspection or its absence, is as much of a literary strategy as a habit 
of the mind. Of the writers of India and Africa those who are considered typically 
native, like MR Anand, RK Narayan, Achebe and Soyinka, are said to be 
concerned with the 'realities' of the social context alone. As such all novels by 
these writers are seen to possess the potential to be read as "Communal" imagings. 
A conflict with modernity and the civlisation perptuated by progressive factors 
is also said to form a strong characteristic of these novels. 
But, a reading of Indian and African novels from such a unidimensional 
point of view indicates that the Western critics have failed to notice a very 
powerful feature of the Commonwealth novels. This feature is the use of the 
ironic angle of vision — both in terms of a personal vision of Truth and as a 
literary mode of indirect comment. This use of the ironic mode, to my mind, is the 
chief point of interest of the new novels from essentially non-English speaking 
countries. 
Bakha, of MR Anand's Untouchable, for example may appear to be a 
protagonist emerging solely from the pen of a socialist-zealot. RK Narayan's 
Malgudi may seen limited to a region-specific landscape and a suitable sample of 
direct realistic writing. Things Fall Apart may be seen as the story of a civlisation 
under stress. Yet, we need to investigate if these novels deserve to be studied 
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within these limiting contexts or if they contain lives of their own beyond the 
topical moment which they exploit. 
The response to such a query would be that the feature of ironic vision 
and the accompanying paradox of an empathetic inwardness with life should be 
attended to carefully if we were to give the Commonwealth voice a suitable 
hearing. Irony as a mode of comment precludes a parochial preoccupation with 
selfhood, especially since most of this ironic comment results in self-directed and 
critical understatements. Self-indulgence is tempered by this ironic vision as 
much as sharp protest is mellowed into tolerant tone of voice, again owing to this 
vision. 
It is very important to remember that the comment on the 'native factor' 
should be based upon espials of these angles of vision and the value-points 
accorded to some or the other principles which underlie the patterns of life. To try 
to find native factor in mere externals is to be ignoring the deep structure and the 
resonating echoes which the novels contain. 
Much of the blame for problematising the issue of Literature in English 
lies with the anxieties on part of new 'readers'; who are forever embarked on a 
hunt for new jargons and new terminologies. It will be good for the future of 
literary enterprise to desist from separatist tones of voices and learn to accord 
respect to the native past and its value for the present and future life of Literature. 
Alongside this, it is also very important to give a wide berth to slogan mongering 
of any kind. 
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Chapter-IV 
Thematic Assessments - Generalisations 
Attempts have been made to find continued surface similarities in the 
new Literatures other than English — Commonness in term of types, character, 
topics, social problems, language use and themes. Other external factors have 
been counted out, with random selections from different Literatures, submitted 
simultaneously, to a finger search for commonalities. In a study of parallels, it is 
usual to talk of "a global village"^ of Literature. But, simple analogies do not 
satisfy the serious comparatist's needs. We must take into consideration various 
factors in the traditional history of a nation which must have contributed to the 
making of the Individual. We should consider (i) the different literary forms and 
tongues in which the nation has found its voice; and (ii) the basic experiential 
material which must have gone into the formulation of the nation's (more 
specifically the writer's) personality — ie. the 'pre readings' into the forms of 
expression which the writer of a country has been able to expose himself to, by 
way of the available text of his own culture and the culture which he has acquired 
as a result of historic factors. 
The parallels between the different Literatures need to be established by 
stating their equalities, as different from mere similarities. The identification of 
common themes will help to eliminate the question of dissimilarities. This should 
be the first undertaking of any scholar of Commonwealth Literature. After that, 
we will be faced with the onerous task of establishing equalities. This to my mind, 
is very important today, given the structuring of the world into 'first', second and 
the 'third' worlds. With such inequalities extending into all areas of life, a silent 
"colonization of the mind"^ continues. The world today is teeming with dependent 
independencies, with power games spelling out new apartheids even as Maya 
Angelou speaks of brotherhood,' and CD Narsimhiah speaks of the 'museum 
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without walls'.'* 
From this point of vision it becomes easier for us to understand why it 
is that forty years after the last political weaning, the writers from one of the most 
important Commonwealth nations, India, are still seen as lisping their English 
lines parrot-like, leaving all in delight or despair about their ability to do it at all. 
In a similar manner, after long and quite prosperous (in terms of social and 
cultural life) independence, the Africans are still spoken of as creating 'seething' 
works, as though the African should and could be so easily typecast as an angry 
rebel and nothing more, or less!! The very logic by which we arrive at a lumping 
together of the Literatures (in English) from the erstwhile colonies as a group 
which yields itself to facile comparisons fails, when we realise that the flags, the 
symbol systems which we may ferret out by any analogous methodology, can be 
seen flying equally high in the erstwhile Imperialist's Literature and also in the 
Literature emerging from the present superpowers. As Malcolm Bradbury puts it, 
the "latitudinal nature of analogy makes it possible to make quite different things 
seem alike, since analogy can feature some one element they have in common".^ 
If analogy has to acquire a depth and a moving sense, we have to move through 
different angles of vision. The mode of comparison should be inclusive of the 
historical and analytical approaches. The choice of samples for analogy has to be 
necessarily "selective, impressionistic and occasionally assertive"^ because an 
exhaustive study is an impossibility. 
At the outset, it is necessary to take into account, as an alternate 
viewpoint, the study of Literature as a social or cultural document and also as a 
harbinger of change. At any given time, in any given Literature, it is easy to find 
exceptions to an accepted norm of creative response. As Michael Hamburger 
says, there is no linear movement in arts and criticism.^ 
Variant and even conflicting strains may co-exist in the same period. At 
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the peak of the national movements in India, while Khushwant Singh was making 
a socio-political comment on the local turmoil through his novel Train to Pakistan, 
Raja Rao was writing his fictional theses on the stress and search patterns in the 
human psyche in terms of sophisticated, ancient Indian philosophy; Sarojini 
Naidu was still writing in imitative tones, beautiful Indian lines in the later-
Romantic strain, even while Aurbindo had turned to the power of poetry to 
achieve a spiritual Renaissance of the dormant psyche of the Indians; Mulk Raj 
Anand was in the process of applying fictional art to his personal and ideological 
vision of human dignity, while Kamala Markandeya was struggling to resolve the 
traumas of the educated Indian milieu against the background of socio-cultural 
chaos. A mere listing of the theme and plot or character detail is not sufficient to 
define any Literature and its characteristics. Limited studies of the kind which 
examine themes of Nationalism and Internationlism as antithetical aspects in the 
new Literatures are futile exercises and will not yield any great truths. Nationalism 
in Literature is an obnoxious angle of study typically separatist and amounting 
t 
to an egocentric struggle for a vague sense of superiority, as though these new 
Literatures in English were desperate to transcend a politico-economic 'third 
worldness' by loud protestations about a mythical or cultural past, to the 
exclusion of all other concerns which occupy the focal centers of other Literatures. 
As Hamburger has argued in the postscript of his Truth of Poetry "the very 
assumption that national Literatures should be studied in isolation is a dubious 
one of relatively recent provenance. As far as Europe is concerned. Literatures 
with closed frontiers have been the exception, not the rule; and, in that regard at 
least, Britain is part of Europe. A mere glance at the history of English Literature 
from medieval times to the beginnings of the Romantic Movement — , or to the 
death throes of the Romantic Movement in the early decades of this century 
—, shows that the deliberate insularity advocated in certain quarters at present 
is a desperate oversimplification."® 
Hamburger also reacts to the recent tendency to make art subservient to 
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fashionable theories of what Literature ought to be; and he also claims to have 
avoided theoretical obsessions that dominate not only criticism but "the very 
practice of imaginative writers". Calling himself a non-specialist, an anti-
specialist, Hamburger raises his voice against our fragmented specializations 
—, bureaucratic, technical, economic, political etc. Hamburger believes that the 
writer should have as much to say about the real and the necessary differences 
between one culture and another as about confluence and parallels between the 
two. The need for a synthesis, an internationalism of prespective, is felt keenly. 
Speaking of Nabokov's adopted homeland, the United States of America, Elizabeth 
Dipple says "his real homeland, however, is not the US, a lost Russia, pre-war 
Berlin and France, or cozy Switzerland but International Literature".^ According 
to Dipple, a spontaneous internationalism keeps another gifted writer, Umberto 
Eco, f rom alignment with any past or present. 
Indians and Africans have a rich non-English past. So do countries like 
Canada, Australia, Newzealand have a past which is the past of the land , a past 
of the men who came to settle on the land and made it their own. There is no doubt 
that all these cultures have walked through fires of their own. But, the test of a 
great Literature is not that it documents the past and counts the wounds correctly. 
Great Literature should tell us about the lives of men and women, not merely as 
social beings, but as codes and symbols of the losses and the gains in terms of 
moral and ethical character. This truth is what men and women will go on 
engaging themselves in looking for, until the end of time. Literature, seen in this 
broad perspective, will help us to continue our quest for reality not merely to find 
out our failings, and be filled with a sense of despair and shame, but also with a 
sense of admiration for the qualities of greatness in the times that are now past, 
which make present greatness possible. 
On the other hand, it will not do to opt for an internationality which 
obliterates the very contours of individual greatness — whether the specifics of 
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individuality be a nation, a race, or the artist himself. Modern Literature, 
especially the modern fictional strain, expresses culture in its broadest sense, 
being subject to a mutiplicity of pressures — "from the past and the present, from 
the local and the international, from a personal hunger for individual expression 
and a corporate desire for articulation".^" 
Our approach to the new Literatures in English should be in the spirit of 
what Rene Wellek has termed as 'true criticism'. For Wellek, criticism means "a 
concern for values and qualities, for an understanding of texts which incorporate 
their historicity and thus requires the history of criticism for such an understanding, 
and finally, it means an international perspective which envisages a distant ideal 
of universal literary history and scholarship".' ' 
The growing significance of Comparative Literature surely aims to 
overcome national prejudice and provincialisms, but does not therefore ignore or 
minimize the existence of, and the vitality of the different national traditions. In 
view of the various stands adopted by different fictionists world over, it can be 
said that, the fictionist is both free and circumscribed. The world he creates has 
to carry a semblance of reality since his professed aim is to represent life. The 
fictional world, however, is the result of the fictionist's own making — with 
conscious choice and brilliant combinations. The fictionist achieves authenticity 
by investing the unfamiliar world with vestiges of the familiar world. He dallies 
with history, psychological statements, theories, philosophies etc. The novelist 
invariably draws the organizational structure of his fictional world from that of 
his own society, if not in realistic detail, then atleast as a frame of reference. The 
social structure of the societies is reflected in the fictions from any nation, thus 
creating an effect of difference between the works emerging from different 
nations. 
Man in his social personality moves in relation to his surroundings, 
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class relationship and temporal relationships. These are the features which 
provide him with standard value judgements, which he in turn, applies to his 
experience, whether that experience is in his real life or part of his fiction-making 
attempts. 
The three societies we have been talking about, ie, England, India and 
Africa, have a tight, organic social structure in common. The contours of the 
thematic patterns in fiction follow the lines of the calms and upheavals in the 
movements in these societies. Whether the Indian and the African writer writes 
in English or in one of the native languages, it is the subconscious knowledge of 
these contours and the 'moving frontiers' of this subconscious aspect of the 
creative mind which is really communicated. Language is only a medium of this 
c o m m u n i c a t i o n . In fac t , l anguages get shaped by f a c t o r s l ike loca l 
climate,landscape, myths etc. So then, the coordinates of language in creativity 
are many : landscape, myth, character, faith etc. —; change one of the coordinates, 
and the language will change. Change the creative personality, and the ideological 
base will alter. More interesting things will happen when a writer selects to 
interpret a locale to which he is not native. This is happening all the time now, and 
this is paving the way for the identification of common grounds in the Western, 
Indian and African sensibilities and also in the strategies of personal and artistic 
expression. The condition for this globality in literary expression is a "completeness 
of response" which comes in the wake of acquiring an "inwardness" with the 
social, cultural ethos of the 'others' as much as he has with his 'native' e t h o s . O f 
the modern creative writers, EM Forster was one of the very few who had 
achieved this empathetic globality in all his writings on India. 
Even today, there are many supporters for the concepts of employing 
indigenous criteria for the evaluation of indigenous Literatures; voices of 
nationalistic and exclusive prejudice have not died out completely. In his 
Introduction to Alien Voice. AK Srivastava maintains : "While Western models of 
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criticism would probably do justice to what is typologically of value in Indo-
Anglian writings, they would be found inadequate in describing or evaluating 
literary features specific to and part of its unique nature".'^ 
This study draws out a significant contradiction to such a view as quoted 
above. By presenting a thematic item-sheet of a few significant pieces of fiction 
from different countries, an attempt will be made to show that there is the 
possibility of a pan-Africannesss just as there is the possibility of a pan-
Britishness in terms of themes which are popular. Hopefully, such a realization 
of unities at national levels can pave the way for arguments in favour of 
universalities. Much of Commonwealth criticism does not see any problem in 
describing the typology-of Commonwealth fiction in terms of Western criteria, 
probably because, there is strong consensus that Commonwealth Literature, 
including African and Indian Literature in English, borrows its typology from 
British fiction. On the other hand, difficulties of finding shared grounds are seen 
in qualitative abstractions like 'national', 'racial', 'traditional' -isms. In order to 
explode the myth of such fractures in human experience, a three-tiered statement 
on the thematic structures of British, Indian and African fictions needs to be 
formulated, taking into consideration selected writings of some fictionists from 
each of the three Literatures in question. 
This kind of analysis yields not only a possibility of generalizations 
regarding the individual Literatures, but will also bring out the possibility of a 
common statement to be made, concerning all three. Meenakshi Mukherjee has 
spoken about the pan-Indian nature of the themes in Indian Fictions. She says that 
the chief interest of the novels of Indian National Movement and the novels 
dealing with social themes lies in this pan-Indianness of common interest and 
common background. According to Mukherjee, "The ideals of renunciation and 
tolerance which crop up intermittently in Indian fiction are ideals rooted in Indian 
tradition as a result of the Hindu-Sanskrit tradition and its mix with the Islamic 
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Persio-Arabic traditions and the Christian traditions".' ' ' 
It is evident that such rootedness will manifest itself in the oevures of 
the Indian fictionists, irrespective of the linguistic medium chosen by different 
writers. In a similar manner, critics like Bruce King have pointed out that the 
African novel springs from an admixture of native oral t r a d i t i o n s , i e . , the 
literary traditions of France and England as also that the post-colonial novel from 
Africa marks an amalgam of two memories: one, of the traditional, tribal past and 
secondly, the historic juncture of colonialism and its post-colonial manifestations. 
On a third level the 'touchstone Literature' (or mainstream or what it may be) of 
the post-colonial juncture also has been seen by people like Doris Lessing often 
to have undergone a mutative process as a result of the colonial experience."^ All 
these factors make a strong case in favour of commonness in angles of vision 
which in turn manifest themselves, (in terms of the fictional 'text' and its design) 
in thematic choices or statements. 
The artist is a dual entity in the sense of his identification based on two 
premises: first, his rootedness, his belongingness to a certain milieu; secondly, he 
is also an individual in his own right. While an analysis of his collective character 
(his generic personali ty) may yield some general izat ions regarding his 
representativeness or his deviance from collective norms, the individual aspect of 
the artist's character also calls for attention. Attempted generalizations about 
patterns in these two related persona will no doubt yield motifs which are free 
from the bindings of Place and Age. The call for purely indigenous criteria in the 
evaluation of the individual Literatures ceases to be valid in the face of such 
sweeping and broad-based commonness. More so because, none of the co-
ordinates of Literature is a 'static' phenomenon. 
There was a time when much was made of the incompetence of the new 
writers in handling the English Language. That myth has been exploded now. The 
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Queen's English is no more sacrosanct, to be glorified and preserved in its pristine 
purity. The writer has given to himself the artistic freedom to expand the 
boundaries of the language in order to accommodate his artistic, native and 
personal insights. This is constantly happening in the works of Western as well 
as the Commonwealth novelists. It is also outdated to regard the localizing 
aspects of fiction, like the detailing of time, place, names etc., (which are the flesh 
and blood of the fictional genre) as proclaimers of nativity. The older 
preoccupations are now waning and a pan-universal tone is emerging, under such 
circumstances, a thematic survey should serve to bring out, not more separatenesses 
and further compartmentalisations, but the oneness of human creativity. 
The growth of the novel in England is different from the growth of the 
African and the Indian novels in English only in a couple of respects. The novel 
in England grew out of journalistic prose writings of the 18th century and under 
the influential currents from Germany and France, it evolved into a sophisticated 
and complex literary form. The charting of the history of the novel in India and 
Africa does not indicate a slow and gradual progression, but a spontaneous and 
widespread eruption under the impetus of the Western form. Comparatively, 
among the two new Literatures in English under question, the African Novel in 
English seems to have experienced a quicker and a more emphatic evolution than 
the novel in English written in India; the reason perhaps being that the Indian 
Novel in English had followed quite loyally on the heels of the fiction-experiments 
in England of the late 18th century; whereas the African writers discovered the 
genre at a later stage of mature adulthood. Meenakshi Mukherjee records the first 
Indian Novel in English as having been written in 1 8 8 3 , w h i c h date makes the 
early Indian fictionist heir to the well-established Bronte-Dickens tradition and 
the sophisticated novelistic style of Hardy in England. The earliest recorded 
major African Novel in English dates back to the 1 9 5 0 s , w h i c h makes it 
contemporary to the period of the maturation stage of the modern Western novel 
in the hands of Huxley, Orwell etc. Is the British Novel written after the 
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emergence of the new (Commonwealth) novels in English affected by this 'felt' 
attraction for the 'inward vision'? How is this attraction negotiated by the Western 
novelist ? Is it in any way different from the Commonwealth novel in dealing with 
questions of influence and allegiance ? These are question which hold a rich 
potential of debate. 
The analysis of some of the early post-colonial writers of fiction of 
India and Africa, as also the later (post-modern) generation which is striking so 
rich in terms of the wealth of popular and critical recognition,indicates a strong 
trend of acceptance of fiction as a genre that explores the human condition with 
what might be called an 'inward vision'. The new novels appear to be in a constant 
search for strategies and modes which can effectively cover the soft inner core. 
One such strategy is historiography; and it is often used because of the objective 
screen it appears to provide to the novelist who wishes to avoid the circumscriptions 
of subjective revelations in creative works. Another fictional strategy which 
points towards the existence of an inner core in the Commonwealth Novel is the 
mythoepic dimension expressed in terms of local legends, vanishing tribal 
factors, lost native identity etc. 
The aspiration of the Commonwealth novelists by and large is, to 
express the overwhelming sense of inwardness with life. The achievement of this 
inwardness and the statement regarding this achievement, in fictional terms, is 
the crowning glory of their works. Towards this end, we find most of the writers 
straining and pitting all their weaponry of language, of metaphor, myth, poetry, 
history and faith. At times, the transmutation of the oral traditional narrative into 
literary written forms creates a looseness of structure which leads critics to speak 
of ' formlessness ' in the Commonwealth Literature. On the other hand, this effect 
of looseness may be the result of a mixture of techniques. The long windedness 
and loose referentiality to past event which is a characteristic of the oral 
narrative, invariably translates itself as 'graphic hyperbole' in the Commonwealth 
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novel — especially the African Novel. 
Interestingly, a close examination reveals that strategies like these are 
not greatly different from the technical innovations of the modern novel in 
general. Kirpal quotes some of the modern fictional innovations which have been 
listed by Alan Friedman as being common to the genre of our times; for eg., 
"cumulative exploration", which indicates inward movement, "presentation of a 
daydream or even a nightmare world", indicating fiction's recognition of the 
mysteries which lie on the edge of consciousness; the use of "the present moment 
together with layers of the past, all o f t ime buried in consciousness" etc. Friedman 
hints at post-modernism in the Western novel and the historicity and the adjustment 
with the laws of mutability, which are the highest flags flying on the ramparts of 
the Commonwea l th Li terature also. The open ended plots suggest ing 
incompleteness and complexity, "the centering nodes"^" — the symbols which 
help the Western novel to achieve cohesion of meaning and structure, are present 
in equal measure, in the novels written in English by Indians and Africans as well. 
Pluralism is the key to the continuing novelty of the form that we call 
Novel. No doubt there are many novelists who are non-eclectic in the choice of 
themes, modes and strategies; many who concentrate on limited aspects of the 
genre — like those who write Travel Fiction, Science Fiction, or those who use 
the medium of fiction for the purposes of political or social propaganda. Our chief 
concern is with writers whose work holds out flags which transcend the barriers 
o f t ime , space and class norms. These are flags which proclaim the universality 
of human enterprise irrespective of race, nationality and creed. A listing out of the 
specifics by which the thematic flags of Commonwealth Literatures are generally 
identified will also be in place at this juncture. The Commonwealth novelist 
seems generally interested in themes like; — Preoccupation with the land of 
birth (search for roots): quest for Self (the predilection for philosophic 
introspection): the dualities of the 'Self and the 'Other' (existential probings): 
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democracy and an obsessive desire for freedom: protest (following the pattern of 
rebellion, adjustment, resignation): restrospection (preoccupation with the past, 
ie., historicity) etc. 
On all the grounds mentioned above, the novels of post-colonial writers 
stand on par with one another. These central concerns and philosophies which are 
common to writers of all nationalities today, perform equalising functions. Any 
study which sees the novels from India and Africa as new entities struggling to 
find themselves should also take into account the fact that the Western novel also 
happens to be the voice of the war-torn, guilt-ridden erstwhile Imperialist, a 
nation which is constantly trying to live down its historic past. 
Vinay Kirpal enumerates some features of fictional technique which he 
considers to be the unique ingredients of the Commonwealth style such as: point 
of view, interior monologue, symbolism, mythology, oral format of narration, 
religious and metaphysical perceptions etc. The furthering of these vital precepts 
is facilitated by literary strategies, which, by and large, all Commonwealth 
novelists have gathered and utilised in some measure or the other. Vinay Kirpal's 
model is again usefill in enumerating these distinctive strategies : 
Kirpal speaks of i) loose, episodic, loop-like narrative techniques of the 
Commonwealth novelists. Here a distinction is to be made between the apparent 
formlessness of the Commonwealth novel and the structure of the conventional 
Western narrative which follows the organic pattern of cause and effect in its 
development; (ii) language in the Commonwealth novels as ritualistic, proverbial, 
metaphoric and regionalised; (iii) Myths and value-oriented paradigms as not 
merely technical devices; and (iv) Characterisation in the Commonwealth novels 
as being less individualistic and more representational.^' 
Many more features may be listed as unique to the novels from the Third 
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World. But, a look at the features listed above will reveal the interesting 
possibility of many Western novels standing the test successfully by the same 
yardsticks which are now considered to be exclusive Commonwealth norms. The 
safest alternative to the situation is that universal criteria are applied to all novels, 
and an inclusive entity called Fictions of the Modern World is evolved and 
accepted. Then, the evaluation of these novels would begin with the close study 
of particular examples placed against traditions which are relevant to them. 
Finally, however, all evaluation will rest on universal criteria like : 
Integration of form and theme. 
Manipulation of language in terms of authorial intentions. 
Characterisation, 
Insight into life, etc. 
Common Perspectives : 
It has been quite exhaustively argued and established that commonalties 
are not being looked for in periphereal features like Identity issues, and language 
use in the Commonwealth countries. Commonalty is being considered as a 
phenomenon which transcends history and overlooks racial, historical,temporal 
and situational distinctions. Themes express the inner core of creative exercises. 
The choice of some themes has been found to be common in a majority of writers 
from these disparate cultures. It has been argued that the commonness of the inner 
core and its thematic representation in the novels of the two major Commonwealth 
countries, viz., India and Nigeria (Africa),^^ is not the result of common historic 
events; nor does it indicate the politics of influence. The 'colonisation of the mind' 
theory does not manifest itself as a regular phenomenon despite the fears of many 
concerned voices. The Commonwealth fictionist's local anxieties regarding the 
racial, cultural independence or dispossessions have been transformed into 
features of artistic empowerment. The Commonwealth fictionist's control over 
the devices of the adopted form has been endorsed and supplemented by the 
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native traditions — albeit traditional factors being of different types in different 
nations. 
It is obvious that, of the novelists from post-colonial India, Africa and 
even Britain, not all will fit into the framework of commonality which has so far 
been evolved; and of those who do fit in, not all their works would be suitable 
material for comparative evaluation in the exercise of discovering commonality. 
But often thematic commonalties emerge between writers of totally disparate 
backgrounds of time, history, tradition and experience. This realisation brings 
into focus the notion of the universality of human experience and of Literature as 
an expression of that universality. Recognition of the thematic core depends upon 
the whittling away of the distractors of plot and fictional factuality. I have earlier 
referred to the need for unfurling the 'flags' that the various fictions carry as 
signifiers of authorial intentions. So that, a novel like A Passage to India, would 
finally be a novel about, not Dr. Aziz or Mrs. Moore or Prof. Godbole, but about 
relationships, about quest for self, about the dichotomy between appearance and 
reality e tc . " 
The separate ends now need to be tied up; and it is now time for 
statements of commonality to be drawn up out of sample-specific thematic 
assessments. 
All patterns are visible and decipherable because of the phenomenon of 
foregrounding. So also the patterns of commonality of fictional themes are 
thrown up in 'peaks' of foregrounded plot-material. It is felt that there is no need 
any more to explain the 'whys' and the 'wherefores' of the thematic choices and 
the strategic choices of the various writers of the commonwealth countries, 
(especially India and Africa), since the factors leading to these choices as also to 
rejection of certain modes have already been discussed earlier. In terms of the 
priorities of fictional motivations, there is much that is common between them. 
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Individual differences are but natural and logical. Our main concern is to discover 
evidences of a pan-Indianness, a pan-Africanness and a pan-Britishness. From 
there we shall be only a step away from evidencing a pan-universality of fiction. 
Samplings : 
Subscribing to the 'grain test' approach, the works of a few authors from 
the post-Colonial generations of each of the two Commonwealth nations related 
to this study will be subjected to a close thematic assessment so that comparison 
is facilitated. Such close comparisons, it is hoped, will effortlessly establish our 
central thesis, namely, the commonality of human vision which governs the 
choice of what to tell and how. The 'how' of Commonwealth fictions also, happily, 
throws up patterns of commonness, and suggests that the fictionist of all clime 
and time is, above all, a strategist and an interpreter of human concerns. 
The survey which follows, will be in very simple format. Select writers 
of post-Colonial India and Africa will be grouped together in a neutral and a non-
hierarchical fashion. The works are listed along with brief thematic statements. 
Selected works of some of these authors, which subscribe to the concepts of 
commonality and which exhibit common inner dimensions, will be discussed in 
greater detail. Fictional strategies of these select samples will be commented on. 
Commonness is hoped to emerge spontaneously therefrom. A major aspect of this 
parallel listings exercise will be to include a third element for close assessments, 
viz., the novels written in Britain in post-colonial times, and those that are still 
being written there now. Such an exercise, it is felt, will go a long way in 
abolishing the politics of separateness. 
While a tabular presentation of themes helps to give an overview of 
fictional concerns by resulting in immediate consolidation of commonness, the 
need is also felt for an in-depth analysis of individual works. In view of the 
vastness of fictional output from the Commonwealth countries, it is not possible 
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to examine each major work with the same detailed attention that it deserves, and 
therefore, one is forced to resort to the method of representations. 
The writers selected are, no doubt, writers who have received critical 
attention and sufficient acclaim. The final grouping which emerges is so wide in 
range and covers such vast divides of time and geography and is heir to such 
markedly divergent histories, and yet it is able to indicate such clear commonness 
of creative enterprise that any scholar working around such a fact-finding thesis 
is gratified by the result of his/her labour. To reiterate a point made earlier, the 
obvious imperatives of commonness are not our main concern. It has been 
established that common language and common national political destinies are 
only overt features of commonness. We have looked for a more intriguing and 
profound feature of a commonness, ie., the inward-bound aspect of the vision of 
the novelists from India and Africa. The fascinating aspects of this exercise is that 
commonness is possible at all between such mutually disparate groups. 
Literature has been described as the subtext of myth and mysticism — 
the predilection for both myth-making and sprituality manifests itself as the 
metaphoric base for the Literatures written in English by the writers of India and 
Africa. Fiction, it has been agreed, foregrounds imagination more coherently than 
poetry does. Post-modern fictional movements preclude a coherence which is 
graphic and descriptive. Still, fiction offers pluralistic hermeneutic possibilities. 
While the genre of fiction suggests verbosity, the modern fictionist is extremely 
reticent as to the revelation of his main intent. His themes are hidden under thick 
layers of distracting verbiage. The reader's journey through the novel is his effort 
to unravel the hidden themes. Therefore, it is necessary to take up atleast one 
novel by each fictionist on our agenda and examine each in depth so as to see how 
the themes are camouflaged by factualities of the storyline and other fictional 
features. This is all the more important because most Commonwealth and post-
colonial British novels have began to acquire a rich potential of 'life after 
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reading', ie, the 'memory' and the 'flavour' that readings of these new fictions 
leave behind have not so much to do with the subject or the plot or the characters 
but with a move intangible factor; which 'inner dimension' makes these novels 
move reveries than narrations. Also, the deep core of sprituality, the rich motifs 
of a magical otherness, the sense of mystery — all these non-realistic features 
abound in the novels of 20th century both from the West and the Commonwealth 
nations. It won't be wrong to say that in terms of these features the novels from 
India and Africa are able to adopt a more confident tone than those from the West. 
Perhaps this is due to the native equipments of religiosity and sprituality that both 
Indian and African writers possess, however differently they may manifest them. 
Whether this aspect alone can explain the sureness in the tone of the Commonwealth 
writers like Rao or Ghosh, is a matter of deep comparative analysis. 
Keeping in view the main thesis, that is, to find possibilities of 
commonality in diverse samplings which carry an apparent burden of dissonances, 
an arbitrary programe of was study needed to be adopted. It was also felt 
necessary to isolate abstract signs which could define these possibilities. These 
signs, as and when identified, I have preferred to refer to as 'flags' for the reason 
of not wanting to get into a debate with the myth-critic or with the school of 
semiotics by using a more familiar term — Symbol. 
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The objective of the detailed analysis of the texts will be to isolate these 
'flags' so as to reach the core of each fictional exercise ie., authorial intentions. 
At the end of such analyses of individual novels, we shall be ready to make 
statements on the elements of commonality. 
Coming to terms with the surface differences of methodological frames 
of the different artists helps to spell out the varied spectrum of strategies. It is 
clear that the ideological focus of the different writers of the senior and junior 
generations of the two areas under study is the same, viz., the interrelatedness of 
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the 'Self of man with the 'other' around him. This broad, humanistic vision of the 
Commonwealth artist has been recognised time and again; though lately, this 
concern has been bogged down by a preoccupation with style and strategical 
individuations. Only a close study of the themes (which are the 'flags' raised aloft 
by the artists to declare their philosophical commitments), will put an equalizing 
study back on the right track. 
In the process, it is best to steer clear of the distractions like language 
factor or the National Identity issue. We should take up individual works and try 
to go vertically downward, into the profundity which the thematic core offers, 
without allowing the plot structure to obstruct our vision. The more revelatory 
signals of a novel's theme are usually to be found in the climactic moments and 
therefore the 'close' reading of the book should involve a quest for the 'heart' of 
the text, those passages which pulsate with the tensions of the author's strong 
involvement and creative concentration. 
In any significant novel, it is the placement of the climactic moment 
which is evidence of artistic reckoning. It is possible that decisions are made 
about the cliamactic moments even before the plot is detailed out. The central 
intention of the novels is revealed in this climax and the reader's approximation 
to the artistic intent is achieved when he successfully isolates the climactic 
juncture and names it in terms of statement of themes. All other observations 
about fictional structure, the fictional world, characterisation, plot and setting, 
are merely subsidiary concerns about authorial supplements to the main themes. 
The climactic junctures form the peaks of the novels' progress and can 
be identified in terms of the subsequent changes that are wrought in the fictional 
world and its attributes, the characteristics of the fictional persona in individual 
as well as interactive gestures. These progressive changes are not significant in 
themselves except in that they all work towards throwing the climactic peaks into 
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relief by acting as contrastive or supportive foils. 
The placing of the peak of the novel depends upon the mode selection 
by the writer. For example, in a novel like A Farewell to Arms, it is usual to say that 
Ernest Hemingway deals with love and war as his main themes. Obviously such 
a conclusion is arrived at on the basis of a perfunctory reading of the novel whose 
plot structure depends upon the development of the love-relationship of Frederic 
Henry with Catherine Barklay. The war background also is an actual feature 
which is too obviously noticeable. But a close study of the novel easily reveals 
that all significant scenes are built around an examination of the idea of human 
'courage' and its futility in terms of the forces of fatality. All major scenes and 
dialogues are ruled by a refrain-like falling back on this idea, with the deep 
resonances that these scenes create, making a lasting impression on the reader. 
This effect is further enhanced by the symbolic structure of the novel. 
It is not always very easy to fall on the right thematic statements. A close 
study invloves us in a highly subjective response to the event, character and other 
such features. Dialogue, incident and character are three features of fiction which 
provoke an immediate emotional response from the reader. So that he begins to 
indulge in the imaginative folly of attributing the features of reality to the artistic 
exercise of realism. He then runs the risk of misreading the focal point of the 
authorial intention. For example, in a novel like Joseph Conrad's Heart of 
Darkness, or Graham Greene's Heart of the Matter or Raja Rao's Serpent and the 
Rope, the reader is drawn into the vortex of out-of-focus reading because the 
realistic superstructure of the novel coincides with the writer's own life to a great 
degree. Such a coincidence becomes a sharp distractor for the reader unless he or 
she learns to keep an eye on the rational and logical status of the significances. 
Further revelations of the inner motivation of a novel may perhaps be 
found in the initial and final boundaries of the narrative, and even more clearly, 
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in the 'naming' of the text. These are some of the features which are proposed to 
be investigated so that a thematic perspective many be achieved. Despite all 
theoretical propoundings and varied perceptions about the form-content aspect of 
the novels and the cry for placing or contextualising the novels, one thing remains 
true. Novels leave their impact on the reader's minds in a combination of effects. 
New modes of analysis and new approaches to fiction-study are neither reductive 
of earlier approaches nor exclusive singulars, nor do they preclude other 
interpretative modes. One novel may be, interpreted from various points of view, 
each view as valid as the other. 
Modern World Novel has progressed from a biographical, historical 
vision in its narrative enterprise. It has made forays into the discourse-patterns 
employed by other disciplines such as Anthropology, Sociology or Political 
Science, so that the fictional narrative has now acheived a panoramic dimension. 
It is now more inclined to draw upon the interior of life-experience. The dynamics 
of the novel stem from the attention paid to the inner motivations of the central 
figures. The artists are self-conscious artists and craftsmen and not mere 
recanteurs.The interaction of narrative modes makes the modern novel complex 
enough to facilitate different interpretative approaches while retaining an aura of 
impenetrability. Social phenomena and historic re-tellings take a back seat to a 
preoccupation with the inscape of the human mind. The turn of the century 
supplement of the story teller's art was this shift from 'without to within'; and this 
shift was complemented by the obliteration of the limits of morality and the norms 
of realism. The study of these novels which employ the 'inner workings method' 
is not to be based on the recorded actions of individuals but on the sensations, 
feelings and the inner workings of the mind which the writer presents either 
through direct comment or through embedded comment foregrounded in various 
ways. 
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Things Fall Apart: Chinua Achebe 
Things Fall Apart m\%hX be read, as the Introduction by Aigboji Higo puts 
it, as a novel "about a class which once thought like one, spoke like one, shared 
a common awareness and acted like one". But for the most part it is a novel about 
character. The novel proceeds to reveal the high peaks in the life of Okonkwo with 
a subtle selective strategy. 
The profundity of the novel lies in the union of content and language. 
The diaspora of locality is never allowed to intrude on the main intention of the 
narration. Actually the novel is intensely focussed on the development of the 
character of the protagonist. As such, all other characters, events and the local 
detail are used in only so much as they explicate the focal point. The chief vision 
is turned inward and the reader is subtly persuaded to weigh each 'incident' only 
in terms of its impact upon the inner growth or decline of the protagonist. 
The events of the novel underscore the inner strengths as well as the 
inner weakness of the central character. Each action of the protagonist marks a 
juuncture in his inner growth (or decline). Okonkwo's distancing from all other 
characters in the novel is total. The only figure which is significant in terms of 
proximity with the protagonist is that of Obilagieri, in the sense that he understands 
Okonkwo completely. Achebe however, ascribes to Obi a deeply empathetic, yet 
a non-influential role. Obi is used as the alter ego of both the author and the 
discerning reader. The treatment of plot, character and theme in Things Fall Apart 
depends on the following factors : 
a) The author's close familiarity with the locale of Amuofia and the cultural 
traditions attached to its milieu. 
b) The strategy of non-analytical revelation whereby the character of Okonkwo 
comes out in evocative impressions without the help of authorial comments. 
More significant than a) and b) are, the 'climactic peaks' which are woven 
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into the plot and which are foregrounded with the support of a tight, 
tension-ridden language. 
The ethos of locality is so powerful in this novel that often it works as 
a distractor, and unless the reader is truly discerning, he may be led into a 
fallacious notion that the novel's chief concern is a desire to paint a verbal 
culture-scape of Africa. It is not, however, difficult to see that the eerie Egnegwu 
dances, the sinister drumbeats, the treks through moonlit forest, the marriage 
ceremonies, funerals, the human sacrifices — all these are aimed at throwing 
into relief the central human figure of Okonkwo. Students of Greek tragedy, those 
familiar with Shakespearean tragic hero-figures, or Marlowe's Dr. Faustus or 
Hardy's Mayor of Casterbridge will recognize that the use of the socio-cultural 
backdrop is an effective means for a full realisation of character. As such, in the 
novel Things Fall Apart, the character of Okonkwo mesmerises the reader by his 
very intensity and tightly reined giant strength. 
The tension is built up right from the first chapter though a revelation 
of Okonkwo's negative fixation with the father image. This memory is his private, 
personal shame and it is this which pushes him headlong into actions and attitudes 
which are compulsively different from what he considers to have been his 
father's. The gentle, lazy, voluble, music loving Onoko seems quite a lovable 
figure except in the fevered and shamed imagination of Okonkwo (A subversion 
of the Ulysses-Telemachus relationship indeed!). Okonkwo forces gentleness and 
demonstrative speech out of his nature and models himself on some personal, 
abstract ideal. His major strengths (also weaknesess) are his stubborn allegiance 
to an adopted credo and his impatience with what appears to be weakness. 
Okonkwo is not a typical figure. Although one of Achebe's motives may 
have been an evocation of the typical, African tribal factor, it is more plausible 
to hold that the novel is a fictional probing into the fascinating factor of difference 
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from the norm which life throws up from time to time. To say that Things Fall Apart 
is about the African society, is to make Achebe out into merely a cultural and 
social historian. Historicity is certainly a prop for the realistic genre of fiction; 
but it is not the sole concern of fiction. 
The theme of the novel as suggested by the title is sustained in the high-
tension points which rise above the generally slow-moving tense narrative. 
Things fall apart under the pressure of event, but the real breakdown comes with 
Okonkwo's realisation that the assault to his sanity is for the most part, of his own 
perpetration either the result of his active will or his inaction. 
As the ghost of his father's weakness reappears in his son, Nwoye, 
Okonkwo waits, almost fatalistically, for Nwoye to renege. For a time Nwoye 
seems to negate Okonkwo's fears but the sacrifice of Ekemufuena becomes the 
turning point for Nwoye. Okonkwo's killing stroke on Ekem's trusting head is a 
deed which Okonkwo commits, not out of bondage to tradition but out of fear of 
his own weakness. Howsoever that might be, Okonkwo loses two sons that night 
and that night the first full horror of his own breakdown dawns on Okonkwo. The 
scene of Ekem's sacrifice is one of the most beautifully written scenes in the way 
it evokes the atmosphere of fatality and foregrounds a very important feature of 
the protagonist 's character. The post-sacrifice Okonkwo is an automaton, a victim 
of self-imposed eventuality, a man in a daze who can only live by forgetting. 
The subsequent 'peak' occurs at the funeral of Ezuedu. That this event 
is subtly connected to the downward hurtle of Okonkwo's life-graph is evident in 
the refrain-like evocation of Ezuedu's words, spoken a little before Ekem's 
sacrifice. It is artistically logical that the implied warning of Ezuedu is prophetically 
proved in the gratuitous killings at the funeral which spells the falling apart of 
Okonkwo's carefully built bubble of security, strength and the self-image of 
infallibility. Things are no more in Okonkwo's hands. But he will not accept 
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defeat. It is this obtuseness of Okonkwo which makes his character at once 
awesome and pitiful. We watch in horror as Okonkwo commits one act after the 
other, sealing his own fate, so to say. 
Okonkwo's personality is an embodiment of ego. Exile and growing 
isolation result in cementing this aspect of his personality. The hints of occasional, 
though repressed, emotionality and a capacity for reasonableness gradually 
become consumed by an unreasonable anger. The loss of his son by conversion 
provokes further violent anger. Fear of loss of status and public image results in 
illogical speech and action. The realisation of his total isolation goads him into 
impulsive and self-dictated heroism. Such an egotist could have died only at his 
own hands. The telling stroke, the tragedy of this is that, in such a death, he ceases 
to belong. 
Okonkwo's communal identity had held him together. Even in exile, he 
had been part of a world in the way in which he accepted the social structure and 
the dictates of a system. He was feared but never rejected. But in the last act of 
killing himself, Okonkwo renders himself, by a symbolic act of sheer egotism, an 
Outsider; because for his tribal community, death is sacred but the nature of death 
conditions its sacredness. 
No Amuofian will touch him, no Egnegwu will dance for him, no wife 
will mourn him; he is blighted. The novel ends on a note which suggests an ironic 
extension of Othello's death and Hamlet's and the deaths of so many heroic 
figures of great tragedies. The African novelist appears to be truly extending the 
scope of traditionally accepted definition of heroism, of life, of tragedy, of art. 
The mainstay of the narrative is its inwardness with the extraordinary 
depths of human spirit. The theme of the novel is projected through carefully 
formulated impressionistic scenic descriptions with maximum authorial selectivity 
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and minimum authorial interjections. Some of the scenes are so richly suggestive; 
yet the comments are so carefully withheld that they leave an impression of 
unfathomable depths and layers of meanings. 
One such unforgettable scene is the transportation of young Enzima to 
Agbala's shrine on the back of the priestess. The trek of the mother (the 
wonderfully but sparsely drawn Ekwefi) in helpless pursuit of her daughter, is 
followed by a highly impressionistic description of the figure of Okonkwo as he 
follows the priestess, loses her tracks and finally keeps company with his wife in 
her night-long vigil outside Agbala's cave. How suggestive of imminent crisis the 
scene is, with the giant figure of the hero standing in grand protectiveness by 
Ekwefi in the shadows of the forest, matchet in hand! However, the potential 
power of the scene as a climactic juncture in the plot is defused into nothingness; 
there is no consequence, no action, no rebellion, only exhaustion and a hangover 
of a sleepless night. 
Apart from these key scenes, these flags, the other remarkable feature 
of the novel is the use of the tribal diaspora as an effective artistic backdrop for 
the narrative. Achebe employs magic realism to etch out the fantastic scenes of 
sacrifices, ghost dances, etc., which are the inescapable and obvious features of 
the African life. Clearly, sensationalism is far from the writer's mind, and no other 
strategy but magic realism would have suited the intention of the novelist. Each 
'magic' image — be it the eerie cry of the Agbala priestess, the judgement of the 
Egnewu or the ritualistic harvest dance — is accompained by significant 
movements in the narrative. The 'magic' moments are perhaps the novelist 's 
correlatives for the indescribable dark recesses of human nature which the novel 
is trying to probe. The Commonwealth novelist seems to exploit the external 
images of strangeness to foreground his fascination with the complexity and 
mystery of the human soul. 
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Two Thousand Seasons : Ayi Kwei Armah (Nigeria) 
Ayi Kwei Armah's Two Thousand Seasons has been described as a 
mythical exploration of the African historic past. The African Novel achieves the 
culmination of the artistic vision in novels like these. Two Thousand Seasons is an 
exercise which frees the writer from the bindings of the form and the dictates of 
its spatial, temporal dictates. The novel may be described as a fictional history of 
a thousand years' subjugation of a land. 
On the surface of it, the narrative contains all the features of a novel -
it has character, action, identifiable space and event whose chronology may yield 
itself to sequential ordering if such an exercise was undertaken. A close study 
reveals however, that a number of strategies operate subtly under the narrative 
surface (like deliberate time-mix) so that, the stories of generations are 
superimposed one over the other, each throwing the other into relief. This helps 
to suggest a sense of timelessness and a non-causal relatedness. 
The fictionist-historian delves deep into human consciousness and 
finds patterns of enslavement followed by regeneration in the distant past. The 
enslavements of today are easily explained through allegory. An extension of the 
allegoric pattern also helps to establish the possibility of regeneration in the 
future to come, since that possibility is clearly suggested in the treatment of the 
historic past by the author. 
Armah's novel shows the scope of the Commonwealth Novel in terms of 
the power of the genre. The novel itself consciously combines strategies of 
modern fiction with the lucid amorphousness of the oral tradition. The writer's 
historic sense combines with his deep devotion to the notions of human diginity 
and freedom. The modes to achieve this human ideal, in the final run, are not 
violence and rebellion. The novel speaks of action, retreat, force and peace as 
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strategies of wisdom, to be chosen according to the need of the circumstances. 
The most unifying factor of the novel is the consistent use of the concept 
of collective human enterprise. The voice of the 'we' is the voice of a participatory 
entity and not a group of detached observers. This is no ritualistic recreation of 
history nor an analytical treatise by an erudite historian. As such the reader is 
drawn into the collectiveness suggested by the pronoun and empathy is achieved 
in an effective manner. 
Much has been said about the exotica of language and locale of the 
Commonwealth novel and about the self-consciousness of the African novelist 
as and when he weaves such features into his novel. Armah's art lacks such self 
consciousness. The art is deliberately underplayed so that fictional space is 
allowed for characters and human factors to be offset befittingly. The artisans, the 
planners, the skilled strategists, the camp-followers, the interpretors are all as 
important to a freedom struggle; and Armah's novel gives them all their due. Also 
significantly placed are the pitiful 'third' factor in the struggle, the renegades, the 
'reclaimed' whose tragedy lies in their blindness to truth and in their foolish 
megalomania. The presence of other types, as exemplified in characters like King 
Koranche, the Askaris, Kamuzu, the slave driver John etc., and the significant 
role they are shown to play through the long narrative at various junctures, 
indicates one of the novelist's central themes — ie, the malaise that lies within 
the structuring of any society. The 'white' destroyer himself is only hazily drawn; 
he is a shadowy presence (none of the 'white' characters are anything more than 
sketchy and are rarely named) so that strongly metaphoric meanings become 
attached to the 'white' entity with much of the responsibility of the degeneration 
and destruction being placed heavily on the incipient corruptibility and the weak 
self-centrality which are ironcally present within. The 'destroyer's' success 
depends on this factor. 
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Armah's novel rises above the simple dualities and confrontations of 
Us-Them or Insider-Outsider factors. Though the narrative is spatially fixed (in 
the sense that the black African history occupies centre-space), the broad themes 
which are foregrounded by these 'historic' actualities are not bound by such 
constraints. In that sense, the African centrality becomes a mere illustration and 
the details become exemplars of some universals. 
Such stances as a critique of enslavement, a condemnation of corruption 
and corruptibility,a caution against egotistic individuality, an advocacy of 
oneness, a common vision, can not be considered as indications of a 'native' or 
'local' parochial vision. Armah's vision encompasses not only the different stages 
in the African history that is gone by but also the ages in its history to come. The 
chief slogans which the novel raises are the "beauty of relationships", the 
"confluence of all the waters of life" and the "connectedness" of the seeing eye. 
Some of the motifs which stay with the reader are images which are 
woven into the novel, as part of the native ethos, and as part of the imperatives 
of the narrative movement; but these are images which are resoundingly echoed 
in very familiar and very 'modern' idealistic idioms. There is no question that 
what Armah is recreating is no ancient history but simply an allegory for the 
present-day human societies : the first of these motifs is the centrality accorded 
to the 'female' factor in the novel. 
'Anoa' is one such figure — (or is she a combination of entities?)—; she 
is definitely identified as a figure of continuity of the intuitive feminine voice 
down the ages. The 'twin' voices of Anoa represent the twin approaches to the 
problem of belonging; the first, that which loudly recalls past sorrows, follies, 
facts — the voice of the objective memory, and the second — the voice of 
wisdom, resolutions and adjustments. The essence of this voice is prophecy - a 
warning and also a holding out of hope. Then the voice of Noliwe ('hundreds of 
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seasons' later) continues the prophecy of future destruction which could be 
stemmed by eschewing complacency. 
Abena is another figure whose stamina, perseverance and wisdom is 
symbolic of the spirit of oneness, in that she is shown as choosing to be part of 
a suffering group in preference to being alone. The male counterpart of Abena's 
female selflessness can be only the centrally placed Isanusi. Together these two 
figures achieve much in terms of keeping alive the spirit of freedom. Idawa on the 
other hand is the achetype of the 'womanhood in women'; the companion to the 
man as exemplified in Isanusi - the two together forming the symbol of the 
instinctive coming together of the two life-forces. In these post-feminist times, 
the gender equating factor so spontaneously present in Armah's novel is a positive 
path-finder. 
The other motif which is beautiful and idealistic (yet as practical a 
solution as fiction can offer to the 20th century separatist self-destructiveness) is 
the space expended on the concept of ' language versus languages'. As the slaves 
are carried on the ships (in one of the crucial junctures of the narrative), the 
realisation of the need to communicate brings out the need for one language. The 
stupor of hopeless despair is broken by the need to 'connect'. Lini is the man who 
probes the issue. Each of the prisoners knows not less than two languages — a 
power whose potential had not been discovered earlier, "Seven languages, we 
found, were sufficient to reach every spirit there with us". Thus 'separate 
remembrances' reveal 'connected meanings' and open the future in terms of 
'common destiny'. This perception is the ground for the next fascinating scene of 
the great rebellion (p. 137). Sobo (who along with Juma stands for a hope of the 
regeneration of the native) sets fire to the explosive powder kegs. The ship is in 
fear of sinking. As the cargo (material and human) is loaded into boats, the blacks 
make a concerted move — all with the new-found weapon of ' language' . In what 
sounds like a happy 'worksong', the plan of action is conveyed from boat to boat 
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so that when finally victory comes, it is as a consequence of collaboration and 
connected will. Armah's fictional voice is performing the function that Ngugi's 
novels, Soyinka's plays, Rao's metaphysical musings and Ghosh's demographic 
fictions are performing, ie., to project the rich putativeness of the native Identity 
without confining it to solely native options of living. In such a treatment, the 
gestures of struggle and confrontation would represent the principle of courage 
and adjustment rather than conflict and rejection. 
Kanthapura : Raja Rao (India) 
Among the Indian writers in English Raja Rao is perhaps most suitable 
to be placed on a platform of commonality of fictional perspectives. The themes 
which occupy the centre of his artistic vision are not different from the artists 
across continents whom we have discussed in small and large measure. Nor are 
his preoccupations different from Indian writers divided by time and generations. 
The longevity of his literary career has, far from pronouncing his outdatedness, 
become a valid argument in favour of the timelessness of art. However much the 
novels of Raja Rao seem to be wrapped in an inescapable traditional cocoon, and 
a heavy metaphysical overtone, the final impression is of art which takes wing, 
transcending bindings of space, time and Identity. The best of his novels to date 
is Kanthapura. It is effortlessy free of the impositions of philosophic verbiage. 
The theme of the novel is Idealism and Courage in terms of the enduring essential 
human spirit. In this it is one with Armah's Two Thousand Season?,, Achebe's 
Things Fall Apart, Ghosh's Antique Land or with Ackroy d's imaginative recreations 
of the literary past. Raja Rao is different from these and also unlike himself in the 
fact that he wears his own philosophy and scholarship lightly in this novel. He 
weaves an artless tale in Kanthapura which itself is a sign of his artistry and 
technique. 
The innocence of Achakka the narrator is not ignorance. She is seeped 
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in a natural widom of her own, capable of making astute, intuitive moral 
judgement. Her education in Gandhism is a parable for the initiation of the whole 
village in a sense of oneness with a larger whole. As such this metaphor of 
identification of a part with a whole may be read as a reference to the historic 
event of the freedom.movement. It may be taken as a political statement of 
courage. The value of the novel is enhanced by the other possible levels of reading 
and interpretation that may be applied to this deliberately artless tale. Truly a 
Sthalapurana, at the same time a testament for courage, it is many more things. 
The rich strategies of oral narrative tradition are tastefully combined with a 
supreme mastery and inwardness with language structure and idiom. The perfection 
of language use is enriched by transliteration of native idiomatic thought into 
English. 
Achakka's musings and her stoic logic subsume the writer's voice so 
much as to close the gaps that might have existed, between the teller and the 
reader. Skepticism is suspended and true empathy becomes possible. The best 
passages, the coda of the text occur at the very end, foregrounding the faith of the 
writer, in the essential courage and endurance of the human spirit. It is a statement 
of the typical Indian faith in the inner strength of the soul which pervails, which 
is manifest in the last scene of Kanthapuraas it is in Nectar in a Sieve, or in 
Two Thousand Seasons. For all these thinkers, one may say, after the storm of life 
is done, what remains is stassis, a sthabdata, not of negative shock but one of 
shanta, an inner calm, a stoic awareness that loss or gain may be measured in terms 
of the strength that experience brings to the human spirit. This is a novel whose 
deep structure carries within itself layers of submerged knowledge and sensibilities. 
The reader who approaches a text like Kanthapura, supported by his own pre-
reading into Indian cultural ethos (with its specific religious or regional slant), is 
sure to find echoes of these underlying meanings — so that, his heart 'it (will) beat 
like drum'. 
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Shadow Lines : Amitava Ghosh 
The immediate Indianness of Shadow Lines is manifest only through a 
few "details of time, space and place and history".^' The novel uses all those 
strategies of form and style which foreground the central concern of Amitava 
Ghosh in particular and the Indian novel in general. This concern is a preoccupation 
with the inner dimension of life. 
Memory, inventiveness, plurality, in short, an impressive piling up of 
modernist literary strategies serve to bring to the fore the dizzying multiplicity 
and the simple oneness of life all at the same time. Innocuous-seeming suggestive 
selectivity is forever in operation. For eg., Tridib the eight year old unnamed 
narrator's idol and uncle, is an archaeologist. This kind placing and naming has 
suggestive implications. It plays the role of a supportive, pre-arranged environ for 
the painstaking 'digging into the past' which the narrative proceeds with. Ghosh's 
novel uses plot and event only as initiators or reflectors of an argument which is 
conducted inwardly. As such the obvious fictional features of plot and character 
are reduced to a rudimentary level. The peaks of the novel, the passages and 
scenes which remain with us having been aided by the sensational use of dramatic 
detail and tension-filled language are all aimed at underlining the theme and are 
elucidations of the title. 
The rich life of the novel lies in its introspective centre. On the surface, 
the narrative is marked with deep silences, the failure of speech or an inherent 
incapacity for expression supported by an experiential innocence. These metaphors 
carry deep meanings in terms of how the author is using the narrative medium to 
create metaphoric significations. 
The wonder of reading the Shadow Lines is in the many levels at which 
it appeals to and satisfies readers' sensibilities. There is political comment and 
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topicality for the critics who look in a novel for radical viewpoint; there is deep 
pychological material for those who define the novel as a study of the human 
mind. 
This highly imaginative novel may be also read as a sensitive statement 
against divisiveness, the meaninglessness of the factors of separateness like 
place, time, names etc. The evocative title is in the final run the author's thesis : 
that the lines that divide are only shadow lines, for, beyond the lines may be 
found, (if but one looked) a mirror image of what we are. It is at the point of the 
development of this thesis that Ghosh performs the artistic feat of turning the 
narrator into a protagonist, the alter ego for all children of today's world, who 
need to be educated about the realities of the so-called borders and lines which 
separate us. 
Themes in Peter Ackroyd (England) : 
The constructions of Peter Ackroyd's novels are brilliant. He deals with 
varied themes which call into challenge the narrative power and conscious effort 
to close the lines between real and unreal, present and past etc. Ackroyd 
challenges the basic philosophy of realistic fiction, like do most of the other 
writers of the post-colonial times. 
Peter Ackroyd's novels, for all their preoccupation with innovation and 
experimentation, do not achieve their perfection at the cost of readability. They 
are not fractured, tortuous, hyper-selfconscious samples of the author's genius. 
The chief interest and distinctiveness of Ackroyd lies in his immediate and 
obvious attempts to 'root' his novels in British tradition. His referential style, with 
overtones of intertextuality combines beautifully with his artistic inventiveness. 
For eg., in The Great Fire of London, Ackroyd employs many devices. To begin 
with there is a device of distraction in the title itself. The reading of the text puts 
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the title in a new light. The 'texts' which Ackroyd exploits for his creative 
enterprises are the 'texts' of history, biography and poetry, indicating that the 
fictional genre is in many ways merely a re-casting of what has already occured. 
This quality of historic perspective is essential to the life of fiction and Ackroyd 
is a good example of an artist who is conscious about this aspect of novel writing. 
Hawksmoor by Peter Ackroyd demonstrates how a historic base may be 
used as the text for the creative application of the art of fiction; because the 
historic aspect in a novel cannot be history but a "version of history", which as 
Ackroyd says, "is my own invention". This sophisticated technique helps to 
create internal echoes. 
The themes of Ackroyd's novels are explorations into the ambiguity of 
life, the divides between appearance and reality, deceptions etc. This preoccupation 
is manifest in the aspect of mystery and investigation which pervades the novels 
of Ackroyd one after the other. The Great Fire of London, a novel exercise in 
literary intertextuality, uses Dickens's Little Dorrit as a springboard for the setting 
and the plot-patterns. Hawksmoor itself moves in two strands of time — artistically 
related by obvious parallelising devices like the use of identicals of names, 
places, event and even language. 
Hawksmoor, in Ackroyd's novel by the same name is a modern-day 
detective investigating a series of murders in the churches in the East End. The 
killings in the churches forms the point where the novel experiences a time-shift 
and moves into time two centuries backwards, and recreates a quasi-historic tale 
of other killings and other deceptions. The investigations of the modern-day 
Hawksmoor then become the metaphor for the necessity of investigation into the 
earlier events. Extended further, it can also evolve as a metaphor for the function 
of fictional genre as interpretive investigation into the mystery of life, into the 
heart of the matter. 
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Like many modern novelists like Ghosh or Penelope Fitzgerald, Ackroyd 
overtly uses the pattern of detection and investigation at plot-level to suggest his 
insight into the essential role of fiction as exploration into the mystery of life. 
Themes in Ben Okri : 
Ben Okri's novels Flowers and Shadows, The Landscapes Within and The 
Famished Road, exhibit the Nigerian writer's involvement with the 'other' world of 
spirits, black and white magic and the unrelenting grimness of the social fabric 
of African life. The magic realism of The Famished Road t^Xulcqs it among the most 
modern of novels. At the same time, the manner of telling the story of Azaro 
firmly places it in the true oral tradition with specific reference to the conventional 
patterns of the African stories of the forest zones. Like Tridib of Shadow Lines, 
Azaro of The Famished Road is a literary functionary. The world of the child's eye-
view has a queer mixture of credulousness-credibility, observation-inventiveness, 
faith-skepticism and objectivity-subjectivity dualities to allow the author abundant 
elbow space of creativity. 
Themes in Graham Greene : 
Graham Greene's Heart of the Matter hints with deceptive naivete, at the 
quest motif which most modern novels are interested in using. The novel forms 
a metaphor for the modern-day ambiguities and uncertainties which surround all 
aspects of faith — be it in God, man, life or even reality. 
The most interesting feature of Greene's literary personality is his sense 
of fiction as a mixture of genres. His combination of the autobiographic, historic, 
epistolary modes and the use of the travelogue style and other motifs are overlaid 
on a delicately etched world of Greene's own making. Place-names and 
identification marks are Greene's peremptory concessions to the demands of 
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realism. Otherwise the world of Greene's works is consistent, capable of developing 
into a metaphor for what Greene considers to be the life under the skin of what 
we see. The post-colonial novelists share with writers like Greene this multipilicity 
of vision. They, like Greene, may be read at many levels. The final impression that 
Greene's novels leave with the reader is that the journey towards the unknown has 
many roads; and the final success of his novels is that their readability and 
credibility overreaches the passages of historic times. 
The story of the success of the Heart of the Matter in terms of critical 
praise is to be read with the knowledge of Greene's own dissatisfaction at the 
cause of this success. Like many novels which get burdened with critical 
arbitrations, Heart of the Matter has continued to totter under the burden of being 
labelled as a study of the Catholic sense of sin, the possibility of damnation etc. 
Scobie, the central character, is 'admired' as a character who embodies the 
Catholic virtue of 'pity and responsibility'. Critics, academics and readers 
continue to load these arguments with 'illustrations' from the text. Neither 
Scobie's character nor Greene's motifs are so static or so thesis-specific. Scobie 
is the study of the complexity of human personality as a combination of polar 
possibilites, different shades of moral, social, psychological habits. It is not a 
religious novel — at times it treads dangerous grounds of skepticism and as often 
touches the very human willingness for suspension of belief. The ease with which 
Scobie moves between the shadowy worlds of virtue and sin, morality and moral 
lapse has a wonderfully empathetic and evocative suggestion. It is in this that 
Scobie's life-story achieves a border-crossing. 
The common features that novels like Heart of the Matter share with 
novels written outside England are numerous. This novel is placed in Freetown. 
The central character is an Englishman. It could have been good material for the 
study of the colonial factor. But clearly Greene's intentions, like Forster's, are not 
focussed on the issues of racial or communal relationships. 
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It is evident that the placing of Scobie in the dull and oppressive exotica 
of Freetown ethos serves the purpose of appropriate atmospheric setting, and the 
establishment of a suitable background for the story of Scobie. The best feature 
of the novel is the constant double-layeredness of the narration The narration of 
Scobie's movements, his interaction etc. is presented in close oppositional 
parallel to the thought-stream of Scobie. The reader becomes conscious quite 
early that he is in a privileged position to understand the real (?) Scobie once he 
sees the growing distance between his spoken words and his thoughts; and that the 
ironies resulting therefrom are clearly what the novelist is drawing our attention 
to. So after all, the focus of the novel is on the inner dimension of the human mind. 
This is Greene's comment on the fictional enterprise (as that vision into the soul 
of man). It is also Greene's statement of universality of the human condition 
overridden with fallibility and nobility simultaneously. What Mulk Raj Anand 
has said about the novel in general is true of Greene's work as it is of many other 
novelists. The novel, according to Mulk Raj Anand is "soul drama in historical 
time, but with a certain simultaneous all time".^^ 
Themes in RK Narayan : 
Of all the senior Indian novelists, RK Narayan. has been perhaps the 
greatest sufferer of critical arbitrations and preconceptionalised motions. Raja 
Rao compels attention and a grudging awe for his compulsive habit of an overtly 
metaphysical idiom. Mulk Raj Anand's 'social concern is arbitratrily decided as 
the 'be all' of the Anandian fictional statement. But RK Narayan is difficult to 
define through an ambitious definition of anything like a fictional perspective. 
The Narayan reader especially the European (and the neo-European) 
readership needs to 'unlearn' some of their preconceived notions regarding RK 
Narayan's art as simple narration of the recanteur-style. The wonder of the novels 
of RK Narayan, the elusiveness of his art, is the result of this writer's stubborn 
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refusal to make overt statements about life. But the subtly hidden point of view 
of the writer emerges largely owing to a few significant facts related to his literary 
career. Firstly this writer has been highly prolific. Secondly, this prolificity has 
been accompanied by striking and consistently designed execution of character 
and plot. Certain flags have been seen to fly high, certain patterns foregrounded. 
Whether deliberately or not, RK Narayan's novels reveal the mind and the vision 
of the writer. 
No. He does not picturise life in India from the point of view of a South 
Indian novelist. His Malgudi is not merely a rounded picture of a village with so 
many landmarks. The Malgudi we know is a fictionally complete space which has 
gradually emerged piece by piece through the Narayan text. The consistency of 
ethos and the continuity of pattern definitely reveals a mind which is sensitively 
native to a philosophic slant —, the philosophy of first hand response to life, the 
wisdom gleaned from the very pages of the book of ordinary, daily life. His 
continued refusal to wax eloquent about this felt meaning in life is indication of 
the fact that RK Narayan is deeply conscious of the ludicrousness of applying an 
idiom of erudite pomposity to a matter which is so obviously available all round 
us. That is the essence of true Indianness. The rainman or the water-prospector 
does not need his measuring instruments or scientific gadgetry. He instinctively 
falls upon the truth. That is what RK Narayan does too. He merely verbalises his 
impressions. The reader is invited to take up the challenging task of unravelling 
the riddles hidden behind the seemingly simple but tantalisingly opaque narrative 
idiom. The old fashion flavour of the stories hides the writers profound philosophy 
and lucid comprehension of life. 
Some narrative techniques are exclusively Narayan's own. That would 
not mean that others have not used these techniques. But used as they are, these 
techniques mark out the style of RK Narayan and largely foreground what is 
implicit in Narayan's stories. Meanwhile, he travels light, with language 
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uncluttered, idiom neutral and plot neatly cyclic or linear. 
Some images are favourite with Narayan. They hang together and form 
unique motifs. Narayan also employs extensively the age-old narative devices of 
significant nominations, spatial identification, fictional historiography etc. All 
except the first are devices of realism. Onomatopoeic or synaesthetic naming is 
not really a realistic device. It is on the one hand so typical of the Indian habit that 
Indian readers hardly notice any artifice in this device. For the non-Indians, it is 
possible that the deliberate nominational device may sound as an artificiality or 
a cumbersome conceit. 
Implicit in such a device and the manner in which history is evolved, or 
character described is the ironic tone. Here Narayan is one with the universal 
class of modern ironists who also combined a sense of genial humour and a 
tolerance of the human factor. Shakespeare's sympathy for his weaklings, his 
liars, his egotists and his cads is brought to the mind. 
This irony extends from naming of the characters to the naming of the 
novels themselves. Nothing in Narayan should be taken at face value. In his 
potential for subtlety, Narayan moves beyond the two artists who are usually 
mentioned as being role modes for RK Narayan's art — Dickens and Austen. 
Narayan is neither inclined towards the social sloganist's dramatic sentimentality 
nor the social diarist's genial vignettes. 
The characters — the protagonists — of RK Narayan are not black or 
white. They are men of flesh and blood — with weaknesses — the novelist laughs 
at them but his mockery is not corrosive. His Indianism lies under the surface of 
his ironically told stories. The possibility that the saint that lurks in every sinner 
and vice versa, is presented through the stories of various realistic portrayals. 
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Margayya of The Financial Expert, is ironically named — one who is a 
master in the art of showing the path to others. He is an expert at financial 
manipulation — a veritable wizard with book-keeping. That is his virtue and that 
is his flaw too. He rises in material wealth, becomes a worshipper of Mammon and 
a grudging but willing camp-follower of the high priest of profanity ie., 
Dr Pal. 
The repurcussions are simple and telling. The recognition of the error 
of judgement is immediate. Narayan's Margayya is no Othello whose gullibility, 
the inner flaw, may justify his outer actions. Margayya knows Pal to be undesirable 
— there is a spontaneous disgust in him towards Pal and his shady deals. It is not 
Pal's glibness which pulls him on the road to depravity but some inner compulsion 
— his own predilection towards evil — a certain vicarious fascination for the 
darker aspect of life — momentary, quickly overcome, but leaving behind harsh 
consequences. It is the wisdom of the sages, the Upanishadic moral — using 
parable, examples to drive Truth home — and not a word of the sermonising kind. 
Herein lies the Indianness which is also the universality of Narayan, well hidden 
under layers and layers of ironic tone. 
Other facades are there too. Like most plots of Narayan which have neat 
closures, cyclic endings, creating the effect of simplicity and transparency. The 
Financial Expert is structurally neat, Margayya starts with the box under a tree and 
reaches the same stance at the end of the tale. But what a changed Margayya 
— how chastened and subdued! To ignore that would be to miss the point. To 
realise that adds a number of dimensions to the seeming simplicity and depths of 
the novel. 
Like in all other novels, in The Financial Expert also there are significant 
scenes — the book raises its own flags. The scenes which present Margayya in 
his moods of distractedness, introspection and sense of alienation with his own 
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self are not many. But we know that at these times the life of Margayya achieves 
a depth, an additional life, an inner dimension. It is where Margayya emerges 
from these Samadhi — the incarcerations — that he attains the final gift which 
will grant peace to his distressed and puzzled soul ie. Santa. From there, the return 
to the tree with the box is more a gesture of courage and dignity than of failure 
and defeat. This pattern is repeated in The Vendor of Sweets, The English Teacher 
and in Guide too, in varying shades of fictional embellishments. 
Read Narayan as a recanteur without a given aim, and Narayan can still 
please. A novelist like RK Narayan should be allowed the benefits of many kinds 
of presences, changing colour chameleon-like, to suit the environ and merge with 
it. 
Review : 
At the end of these separate analyses, it is necessary again to examine 
the data in the light of the original hypothesis. The chief points of the hypothesis 
were : 
Linguistic distinctiveness, apart from extending the dimensions of a 
language, offers a rich metaphoricity for future users. 
National or regional or tribal identities which appear to abound in the 
Commonwealth novels do not obliterate other more universal identities. These 
distinctions marely help to confirm a synthesis. 
The apparent conflict between modernity and tradition which the 
Commonwealth novelists generaly project, does not involve mutual reductionism. 
Tradition is used to validate modernity and not as a rejectionist measure. The 
preoccupation with the immediate present is artistically conditioned by an 
equally intense preoccupation with the past in the Commonwealth novel. 
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The strategies employed by the Commonwealth novel are apparently all 
drawn from oral traditions of the native cultures, but, close examination reveals 
a commonness in the strategies of the Western novels and the Commonwealth 
novels. The 'inwardness with life' which is the life breath of the Commonwealth 
novel, is its most beautiful aspect, that aspect which has been its strength in the 
light of critical evaluations (Vis a Vis readability, universality formal complexity 
etc.). This inwardness finds different manisfestations in the Commonwealth 
novel. 
The few and randomly detailed samples well indicate the factor of 
distinctive (as distinct from deviant) language use. This uniqueness, even if it had 
in early stages marked out the Commonwealth Literatures in English as exotic and 
therefore noticeable, now offers a richer artistic space for the Commonwealth 
writers so that they are free to create new metaphors and new voices for 
Literature. In this sense, even the non-specific a-tonality of RK Narayan or 
Khushwant Singh is also a deliberate artistic statement. Obviously the artist who 
goes to great lengths in making some aspect of his fiction totally understated is 
suggesting that there are other things to his oeuvre than merely indicating his 
proficiency in a foreign tongue. As for the National Identity question, the reader-
critic is much off the mark of true evaluation if he embarks on a career of being 
a dedicated weasel. To find authorial commitment and narrow regional allegiance 
in every fictional gesture is to stretch the fabric of art beyoned breaking point. 
Critical activity stands in fear of branching out into its own sub-
stratums in face of such over-anxious quests for colonial or post-colonial-
discourse in all and every fictional motif. If National and regional identities do 
apppear, it is more sane to regard them as confirmations of artistic efforts at 
synthesis than anything else. 
Wherever the Commonwealth author appears to project conflict in the 
duality of traditions and modernity, there is a great need to examine the authorial 
intention (as concretised by the text) carefully by taking into account the 'flags' 
and other tell-tale features which the author builds into his narrative. The Reader-
critic should take care to remember that not all fiction texts are true histroies or 
biographies but they are refracted statements. 
Two extremely polar critical viewpoints regarding Commonwealth 
fiction are : (i) Commonwealth fiction is too preoccupied with the past; it is 
overly nostalgic etc. (ii) Commonwealth fiction is too contemporary and therefore 
does not merit a future. 
The novels just analysed disprove the point quite well without any 
doubt. Actually one of the most beautiful aspects of Commonwealth fiction is the 
blend between a constantly relived past (a wonderful subjectivised historic 
consciousness) and a reasonable worldly concern for the present (an objective 
social consciousness). In view of this, both critical points cited above stand 
absolutely no ground. 
Though each of the Literatures from the Commonwealth tested out in 
this investigation are backed by a very distinctive tradition of its own (oral and/ 
or written), it is interesting to see a near-total commonality of literary strategies 
between them. A corrollary to this discussion is that many of these strategies fall 
within the purview of the Western novels also, both earlier and recent. The 
mainstay of the argument for commonality that the present study has attempted 
is the discovery of a spontaneous 'inwardness' with life — so gloriously 
expressed and in such novel ways. This inwardness is implicit in the way in which 
the Commonwealth novel never appears to be satisfied with logical, cerebrated 
realities. 
The detailed samples reveal a sense of awareness of, and an interest in, 
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an inner dimension of life, in almost all of Commonwealth fiction. The features 
which command the reader's attention in disparate literary units like African 
(Nigerian) Fiction in English and Indain Fiction in English are curiously alike. 
The Indian inclination towards inwardness stems from the religious mythological 
framework of the society and the Indian predilection for spirituality. The African 
novelists' close encounters with life in all its rigour and passion and the tribal 
ethos of Africa heve rendered African Fictions in English very deep and sonorous. 
These basic motifs in both Literatures have been wrought upon by common 
historic events and experiences that both India and Africa have gone through. The 
fact of the novels being written in English is not significant in itself but the use 
of a non-native medium appears to have added a subtle signification to the 
inherent inward-bound factor of the Indian and African literary character. 
I feel compelled to take note of the interesting phenomenon that most of 
Indian and African authors who have achieved popular and critical attention are 
expatriate writers. It is being made to appear as though expatriateness in itself is 
a virtue and is somehow central to a rounded artistic personality. This idea needs 
to be examined carefully and the notions of outsider's objectivty etc. need to be 
questioned thoughtfully. Two good examples of expatriate but fully Indian 
sensibility would be Raja Rao and AK Ramanujan. Among Africans, we have 
more complex and radical conversions, moving from a native innocence, to 
acquire sophistication, to a neo-native stand. The neo-nationalstic stand of some 
front line artists like Ngugi makes the issue very polemic; specially when they try 
to assert their vision and their credo through gestures of rejection of what they 
consider to be the concomitants of alien culture. However the question here is, 
whether expatriation adds a sharpness to their inwardness with the world which 
they 'half create and half perceive'. 
In the light of available insights into the Commonwealth character, this 
inwardness is perhaps mainfest in the general Indian or African persons' essential 
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unconcern for the material world, the obvious preference of abstract ideals over 
practical conveniences, the deep religio-traditionality etc.In the Commonwealth 
novelist this inwardness is expressed in terms of historiographic approach, a 
mythoepic vision, a veneration of the past, a respect for canon and a sense of the 
wonder and mysteries of human participation in life. 
In the true Commonwealth reader the inwardness will have to be felt and 
cultivated in terms of empathy and a willingness to move beyond actual historic 
fact or absolute contemporaneity into the oblique meanings which this genre 
suggests. The scope of such approach towards the central concerns of Fiction is 
so broad as to encompass the fictions from not only India or Africa but elsewhere 
too. The humane work of criticism by leading critici,like Raymond Williams 
exhibits the growing and welcome tendency to apply this very broad-based 
assessment to the new fictions in English as well as to the very old classic texts 
of imaginative Literature. 
Out of the group of younger writers who are committed to 'serious' 
writing in Indian English, Amitava Ghosh stands out for many reasons. While 
other post-Rushdian writers were trapped in the compulsions of glittering 
phraseology and gratuitious, ready-made symbolism, Ghosh comes up with new 
imagery. His craftmanship in his first novel. The Circle of Reason, was finely tuned 
to his Indian sensibility. The character of Alu is treated with the strategy of magic 
realism while the content of the fantastic tale continues to be truly Indian. AK 
Ramanujam renders apt praise for Ghosh's matching of Western narrative 
methodology to his native Indian sensibility. Ghosh's novels also mix the quest 
for truth (which historiography and historic anthropological research contain at 
their core) with a penchant for the narrative. In the hands of this scholar-novelist, 
the quality of the novel in English changes. Ghosh carries his tremendous pre-
reading and erudition lucidly into the text of his narratives. The focus of Ghosh's 
fictional work is on the exploration of possible metaphors to express his deep 
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sense of inwardness with life. 
The Indianness of Ghosh's The Shadow Lines is limited to factors like 
names, places and recognisable historic reference. The technique is based on a 
game with the motif of Time which the author continues to play. The Travel 
metaphor which is profusely used in the narrative matches the racy temporality 
with its frequent breath-taking time-shifts. The title The Shadow Lines has all the 
suggestiveness of dim divisiveness. It stands for the unification of the world in 
a strange, dismal bond of similar follies of war and hatred. For all that, however, 
Ghosh's intellectual cynicism is not rejectionist. It opts for the need to cultivate 
a world-vision, since he shows that what is seemingly the 'other' is but a mirror 
image of 'us'. 
Writers like Ghosh and Okri may differ in technique; (after all, they are 
only picking their cues up from the boiling pot of pluralist strategy). But these 
writers are continuing the spirit of the older writers who heralded in the 
internationalising function of the novel by underlining the commonness of human 
character and destiny. 
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Chapter V 
Summary 
In the preceding chapters, a few of the factors which agitate scholars of 
the novel from the Commonwealth countries were taken up Issues like the use of 
English by the new writers, the colonial temper and the ever-troublesome question 
of nomenclature have been the refrain in the Commonwealth studies for nearabout 
half a century now It is the virulence of national consciousness, a common factor 
in the literary histories of both India and Africa, which has thrown up these issues 
The unresolvable nature of these issues has prevented a sense of maturity from 
setting in, in the sense that, the critics of both Indian and African Literature in 
English still show a tendency to begin at the beginning and speak the language of 
wonder of men who step into strange new lands 
In the 50s, KRS Iyengar pioneered a considerable discussion on the 
choice of nomenclatures like 'Indo-Anghan' or 'Anglo-Indian' as terms of reference 
for the new Literature in India written in English, and concluded that a different 
name did not make an iota of difference ' As recently as 1988, Viney Kirpal is still 
tossing up the issue of nomenclature and talking of coming a new name, the 
'Literature of the Third World' in English ^ If it is an aversion to the memory of 
dependence which made scholars turn away from terms like Indo-Anghan or 
Commonwealth in the 50s, then there is equal reason to protest against the new 
term, 'Third World Literature', with it's slant on politico-economic groupings of 
the haves and have nots So the objections can go on, endlessly 
The issue of language use has also to be taken up in broad terms It is the 
critic who has to shake off the habit of attaching a nationality to a language The 
different new Literatures have given ample evidence of perfect and creative use of 
English — especially since literary expression has passed far beyond the stage of 
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questions about correctness in creativity. As already suggested in Chapter I, narrow 
considerations should not be attached to a language like English, which has shown 
a high degree of eclecticism during every stage of its growth. The English language 
has passed through so many stages of naturalisations that philologists have long 
since stopped resisting 'encroachments', and dictionaries are continually adding 
new expressions into the repository of the language. The use of English by Indian 
and African writers like Raja Rao, Achebe and Soyinka have added to English rich 
dimensions of metaphor, while writers like RK Narayan and Ngugi have given a 
simple directness which the language needed in the era of restrictive standardisation. 
The addition of the African rhythmic and ritualistic overtones to English 
has enriched it beyond description and English has regained much of its lost poetic 
resonance as a result of the African encounter. The colonial factor in the fiction 
from India or Africa was never the dominant and pre-possessing factor that some 
historical evaluations have made it out to be. Very early, the fiction writer from the 
colonies learned to distance himself from the immediate problem of enslavement. 
He turned inward, and, from the rich historical, racial, legendary and mythical 
traditions to which he was heir, he found his resolutions for his situation. The 
colonial period was, and is, to the fictionist of the erstwhile colonies, one of the 
choices of themes and metaphors. That is because the pattern of'ruler-ruled' and 
'coloniser-colonised' contained the potential combination of tension and resolution 
(or non-resolution) which is one of the given elements of fiction. 
The novel, whether the 'realistic' 19th century model or the modern 20th 
century one, does follow a mode of selection of junctures. Irrespective of the 
modes and the tones adopted in the novel, it does narrate, in sequence or without 
it, realistically or symbolically. It presents a selection of human experience. The 
selection is made on basis of some 'seen' pattern — of order-disorder, or a 
disturbance of a norm, or a defiance of an expectation. The novel survives onfrom 
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tension, a climactic event. The most non-conformist of novels conforms to this 
pattern of climactic selection. So the choice of colonialism as a theme, or the 
projection of the coloniser and the colonised as figures in the plot-drama, does not 
indicate any unique obsession of the writer of the colonies. The motif of 
empowerment or enslavement of the mind is a very rich and promising fictional 
theme, and the sensitive writer, be it one of the colonisers or the colonised or of 
a class outside of these two sets, would find it adventurous to exploit these 
possibilities in his fictional enterprise. Writers of varied ideologies like Tolstoy, 
Orwell, Forster, Conrad etc., have done it, and so have writers like Narayan, Anand, 
Ngugi and Meja Mewangi used the theme of colonialism in all its ramifications. To 
the credit of the Indian writer and also the African, it needs to be reiterated that this 
issue of colonialism has been beautifully and remarkably understated in their 
t, 
writings. This subtlety has been achieved with the help of the narrative strategies, 
with the use of irony and by means of a critical self-assessment. Thus the theme of 
colonialism is saved from being merely repetitive or melodramatic. It is the artist's 
myth-making enterprise whereby a real, historically verifiable fact is lifted out of 
life's experience and given ametaphoric significance. 
If then, we continue to use the distinctive nomenclatures, like 
Commonwealth Literature or Indo-Anglian Literature or Indian Literature m English 
or African Literature in English, we shall be doing so merely because they are 
convenient. These terms indicate an effort to find a representative wholeness, a 
binding force. A number of alternative frameworks can be constructed to evaluate 
the writers of the new Literatures. We can examine a Soyinka or a Tagore or a 
Vikram Seth against the great touchstones of World Literature, say Dostovesky or 
Shakespeare or Kalidasa or Emerson. Alternatively, we can place the newly 
discovered writers on a chronological parallel with contemporaries, disregardful 
of their nationalities. A third framework is to group the writers under some 
ideological group; or else, we can apply one common aesthetic to evaluate writers 
from different linguistic or cultural backgrounds. As Edmund Burke puts it : 
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"Apples can be grouped with bananas as fruits, and they can be grouped with tennis 
balls as round".' 
Suitable strategies for comparison have to be decided. The difference or 
the similarity in the positions of the artists living at the same time is shaped by their 
reading, travel, social, political and professional identity, temperament and also 
the intellectual practices of the times. The commonalities and the parallels have to 
be looked for in transcendence of all these features and yet in inclusion of all or 
some of these features. A one to one parallel like Derek Walcot read Jean Genet and 
so did Braithwaite is a frivolous exercise in comparison. 
What we need to remember is that, both India and Africa possess at least 
two fully developed literary traditions each. The indigenous and alien traditions of 
nations like these, become significant, not when they are constantly pitted against 
one another in a tussle for superior status, but in the way in which the two currents 
mingle to create a cosmopolitan system of ideas. The maturity of a Literature may 
be considered to be total when it learns to dissociate language from the idea and the 
attitude. Howard Seargeant cites an example of a writer called Douglas Livingstone 
who was born in Kuala Lumpur, bred in Australia, Ceylon, Scotland and South 
Africa, spent adulthood in Zambia and settled in the USA.'* This picture of 
intercontinental movement should be used as a testing ground to see if, when an 
experience like this is translated into Literature, it is able to create a world without 
borders, and also if it doesn't denote a cosmopolitanism more profound than the 
celebrated Eliotian one. A true case it will be, of art binding man and giving him an 
identity, rather than borders, languages, creeds or economic considerations. 
The Commonwealth writer has to move beyond an accidental globality. 
He has to know his roots. As Prof. Allen Curnow says, to ignore or to be ignorant 
of one's place and circumstance is worse than "chauvinistic obsession with them".^ 
The study of indigenous Literatures as pre-reading for the study of Literatures in 
•h 
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English is significant in itself, because the knowledge of the context of the new 
Literatures in English can be immediately obtained with some familiarity and 
training in the vernacular idiom. In any writer of the post-colonial period, there is 
a mix of the traditional factor and a collation of external influences. In the artistic 
temper of the later 20th century, Tolstoy, Shakespeare, Kalidasa, Sankara, Brecht 
and many more influences are synthesised. The call of tradition itself is a cause 
which attempts to unite. But in countries where many traditions are intermingled, 
tradition can become a very distracting issue, difficult as the question is, even in 
a culturally homogenous country. The lately popular slogan of National Identity 
with all its 'transmogrifications' into narrower identities viz., regional, linguistic, 
casteist, and religious identities, is a separatist clone of the tradition-based 
approach to Literature. No doubt, a writer cannot exist in a vaccuum. Especially in 
the Commonwealth countries, where men have found free voices after bitter 
struggle, the writer has to focus his attention, choose his idiom and use it. He has 
to work from the center of a vision and not move on the periphery of life's 
experience. But, we should be wary of nioving away from the mainstream canon, or 
the unified body of artistic, literary material merely because of nationalist loyalties. 
The new insights, though they are seeming arbitrations emanating from the literary 
metropolises, help us to make independent and diverse evaluations of texts. The 
Third World critics who learn to combine Western and native textual canon in their 
pre-readings will be able to bring a complexity as well a universality to the 
evaluation of indigenous texts. 
There are, of course, a few issues to be decided before we proceed on 
grounds of universalisation of the literary canon. We have to ask ourselves whether 
we wish to a) make the learner conscious of the canon first and then expose him to 
the universal strain in the indigenous Literatures, or, b) move from specific to the 
general — ie., present the native model first, and then move on to establish it as an 
integral part of World Literature. 
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Many new writers from the Third World are demanding the approach 
spelled out at (b). There is a general feeling that there is nothing new to be said in 
the existing canonic body of ideas, unless it's accepted criteria can be reiterated in 
the post-colonial context. Increasingly, these questions are being forced to acquire 
an active political colouring because the new writings are coming out red hot from 
the politics of language and the problems of National Identity. The conventional 
pedagogy of Literature has been one of political quietism. Many writers seem to 
feel that it is imperative to adopt the stand of an activist, secular criticism 
suggested by Edward Said.® 
At another level, in multilingual (polyglot) societies, English will have to 
adopt an interactive attitude with the local Literatures written in the vernacular. 
This is more so because, the new Literatures in English are merely restatements of 
the native thought in a new linguistic idiom. If a relevant canonical system needs to 
be evolved, (a canon which recognises the principle of universality in a multi-
contextual application), then the vernacular Literatures will help in exposing areas 
which the received canon might have ignored so far. The problem of critical 
evaluation in the post colonial times is that, an oversimplification of the concept 
of universality is attempted. The usual critical habit is to make out a strong case 
about the 'imitative' nature of the new writings. For example, it is stated that the 
Indian novel in English takes its inspiration from the 19th century English novel.In 
subtle gestures of subversion, even the models of imitation are arbitrarily decided 
as being some or other of the lesser English artists!). It is highly melodramatic to 
suggest that, a body of Literatures, (note the suffix of plurality), like the Literature 
in the many languages of India, all of which have long traditions and histories, 
should, when they try to express themself in yet another tongue, lose all their 
unique identity and become imitative at the best and a grovelling slave at the worst! 
There are usually two kinds of responses to the question of justifying the 
so called imitative phase : One response is critical of the colonised race and its lack 
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of original talent; and the other, the latest simplification, is the very well-documented 
'fact' of culture-subjugation via an imposed English educational system. It is 
assiduously maintained that the British had used the native Indians as experimental 
pigeons in a scheme of studied 'mis'-education of their own lower classes/ ' 
For both these arguments, there can be only one logical rejoinder. We are 
considering a generation of writer as who had been exposed to the language to a 
degree sufficient enough to have read into the body of Literature in English more 
intensively and extensively, apart from what may have been 'fed' to them by their 
masters. We are not talking of closed communities whose only touch with reality 
was what their warders doled out to them. Erudite scholar-historians are confounding 
the issue by mixing two different factors; by citing the case of mass education when 
analysing the status of the creative men of the colonies who were choosing of their 
own accord to write in EnglishjlThe men of letters of post-colonial India and Africa 
were men with sound English education, most of them having received it 
'unadulterated', on the English soil, at first hand. These men were men who had read 
contemporary European writings, and had made their choices — not only of the 
tongue for their creativity but of the genres and also the schools of thought which 
were worth subscribing to. Writers like Chinua Achebe have warned that the 
process of colonialism should be regarded merely as a change in the social order 
and the resultants of cultures in the mechanism of adaptation to change.^ If we are 
to look for any elements of commonness and shareable sympathies, we should learn 
to evaluate the Literatures in English not merely on the basis of the historico-
political factor of colonisation. There are other kinds of classification possible: 
1) Commonness can be sought to be established between new Literatures from 
countries with no past, in terms of literary tradition. 
2) New Literatures in which oral traditions are being recast in written formats 
may be grouped together. 
3) New Literatures may be seen as experimenting in a foreign language as part 
of widening scope, and, lastly, 
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4) Common urges among non-native Literatures to take up adventures with new 
forms, idioms and literary modes of English Literature may be listed. 
Alternative (4) seems rich in possibility while the other alternatives also 
expose areas of common approaches. Taking count of such alternatives has the 
advantage of weaning the readers away from separatist preoccupations with the 
strident and unseemly generalisations. This does not mean that we ignore altogether 
the study of colonialism and its effects on the literary mind. The conflict and 
resultant enrichment or surrender or collapse after the colonial experience in the 
different countries will turn out interesting strains of commonness, if studied 
carefully —, and then perhaps, we will coin a new label — 'Literatures of Tension', 
At least such a study will rightly 'explode the colonial myth' and will give the study 
of the latter day Literatures in English their due. 
So far, the distinct-ness or the otherness of the new fictions has been 
found to lie in the extra-formal signifiers which were directly borrowed from the 
culture with which the fictionist and his created world of fiction were associated. 
In other words, the African novel could be distinguished by the presence of exotica 
like the names of places, persons, objects, and through transliterations or even 
simple translations of local languages. The other much discussed mark of distinction 
is the deviance in language use. But, in the absence of any actual evidence as to 
whether the deviance springs from a natural felicity or faulty linguistic equipment, 
it is difficult to decide that deviant language use within a work of fiction (or a poem 
or drama) was not a conscious artistic device. In the same manner, with inter-
cultural movement and familiarity so common, mere use of Indian place names or 
the mention of Indian sweetmeats or clothing items would not make a novel Indian, 
nor can the African place-names or descriptions of the African tribal milieu etc. 
make a novel African. 
Regionality has been one criterion on which many novelists from the new 
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nations are judged and proscribed by critics for possessesing a parochial vision. 
The misreading of many a Western critic have been, to some extent supported 
paradoxically, by the over-anxious stands taken by the native intellectuals 
themselves. In their effort to create a true and 'positive' image of the native 
character, many native intellectuals (both Indian and African) have gone to great 
lengths in presenting the pre-Colonial scenario as having been glorious and ideal. 
Now the Western critic should be wary of accepting this kind of statement as fact. 
If he fails to understand the true nature of this statement as a statement of point of 
view, a personal search for an anchor for thought, a subtle sign of rebellion against 
the mastery of ' the other', then the Western critic is falling into many fallacious 
positions. 
For example, when the African intellectual describes his own society or 
hid tribal region, or his region-specific landscape, culture, custom and language, he 
invariably is doing so from a desperate need to be understood and to be respected. 
There may be an element of romanticising the real, which is a natural gesture of 
anxiety regarding acceptance. Now, if the Western interpreter takes all these 
gestures at face value and evaluates them against the yardsticks of his own attitudes 
and familiar socio-cultural norms, the result is definitely bound to be unilateral and 
arbitrary. 
The summary of the above argument is that, a position of contrast and 
conflict is not a healthy position to take in the evaluation of any unit of culture or 
literary form to which one is not native. 
As Bernth Lindfors maintains, "these critics do not seem to be sure 
enough about what they mean by these categorisations and hence allow them to 
encourage some simplistic readings. If the categorisation s are useful they must be 
shown in more precise definitions and more accurate readings of the works, 
acieved with their aid". As it stands, the root of the misreadings seems to lie in a 
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tendency to accept generalisations about other people that we would never accept 
about ourselves. It is with such generalisations in mind that James Olney {TellMe, 
Africa, Princeton, New Jersey, 1973) comes to Things Fall Apart ready to find that 
the African author is inevitably synonymous with his culture, and the African 
individual, unfailingly and inevitably one with his group. He does not seem to feel 
the necessity to distance different groups and interest within a particular culture. 
It is hard to avoid drawing the conclusion that he assumes not only that African 
cultures are monolithic, but that all can pretty much be summed up in the same way. 
And it is with such generalisations in mind that Austin Shelton argues for the 
relevance of abstract values appropriate to a political tract for a comedy that sees 
human behaviour in all its contingent norms. Unfortunately, such critical assesments 
justify Soyinka's accusation that the Western critic in condescending — "takes a 
simpleton to understand a child" 
In terms of more committed criticism, it has been a commonplace to 
consider the new writings in English against the yardsticks of the Western novel, 
whether to prove or disprove allegiances. The exercise of disproving allegiance is 
naturally more strident, and has the flavour of parochialism about it; more so 
because it is the indegene assessor who is more prone to adopt this tone. The 
tendency to look for imitativeness and lack of originality does (coming from the 
Western critics) carry a flavour of a continued "literary imperialism". 
It is customary to speak of the birth and the growth of the Commonwealth 
Literatures. It is also not uncommon to trace the imitativeness of the new novels 
and to comment upon them as entities which are gradually coming into their own. 
Barring a few critics like Meenakshi Mukherjee, there have been almost no 
disagreements regarding the popular notion that the novel is purely a Western form, 
and that there is no tradition for fiction in India. An interesting verdict is that which 
is inspired by Meenakshi Mukherjee's thesis of a 'twice born Fiction':^ the form as 
assimilated directly into Indian Literature in English from the English literary 
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tradition, and, the form as first borrowed from the West, then naturalised by the 
vernacular Literatures and finally used by the writers in English. About African 
fiction also, dual traditions can be justifiably claimed. It is easy to see the minglmg 
of the oral tale tradition and the English novelistic tradition. 
These are laudable efforts at maintaining a respectable and recognizable 
identity for the new Literatures in English, while at the same time trying to connect 
to the mainstream of English Literature. Mukherjee, however, creates a small 
complexity for herself and her readers by suggesting that Indian Literature in 
English (and by the same logic African Literature in English) should not be 
considered as a "tenuous extension" of English Literature. It appears that the sense 
of being attached in any way to the mainstream Literature conjures up the historic 
nightmares of empowerment and enslavement. There is no other reason there 
should be any objection to regarding the new Literatures in English as 'extensions' 
of English Literature;'® especially since the term clearly suggests enrichment and 
progressive movement. With the dissolution of the narrow concepts of nationality 
and with the advent of an era of rich pluralism, this ideal gradually becomes a viable 
possibility. 
The 70s had started with the ideal of universalisation of Literature 
Studies and many academic bodies had taken up the task of globalisation. As Said 
has said "the separatist or nativist enterprises are exhausted enterprises because the 
extended meaning of Literature cannot be attached to any one essence or to the 
discrete idea of only one thing"." 
With the onset of the post-modern and the post-structuralist slant in 
theoretical approaches to Literature, it appeared as though the hegemony of 
Eurocentric culturalism and Western literary systems would be broken forever; but 
the very blessing and the bane of the dominant deconstructive exercise is that, the 
last theory should be demolished by the very latest. As recently as 1989, voices like 
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Alastair Niven and Peter Forbes were talking of how the 'other' Literatures were 
potential catalysts for the enlivening of the present-day non-reactive state of 
English fiction It is also being suggested that even the term 'post-colonialism' 
was a hegemonic legacy which the Imperialist left behind, in the sense that, the 
historic consciousness of whole nations continued to be controlled by the Western 
power factors, even along time after they have ceased to be so 
The Commonwealth critic seems to be quite happy to fall in with this 
theoretical universalisat ion of Literature Increasingly, the writer of the 
Commonwealth countries and the indegene critic have adopted the new critical 
terminologies of the west of the 90s Critics like Rukun Advani hail the new 
generation of Indian writers in as post-modern Much is said of the influence of 
Austen, Dickens, Huxley, Tolstoy and Joyce and Orvell on the new writings, as 
though an indigenous literary tradition of story telling, humour and Irony did not 
exist at all The European turn of phrase is awesome enough to attract terminology-
hungry reviewers English criticism, interestingly, has become a convenient channel 
for European critical theories 
According to Helen Tiffin, the attempt of these Western slogans of post-
modernism and post-structuralism, is to invoke a 'neo universalism' In falling in 
with these theories, the new Literatures are falling into the trap of hegemony which 
has been lately reinforced by the European theoretical refinement and from which 
they had earlier tried to escape by means of the call for National Identity 
Post-colonial fiction is not merely a fiction of rejections It is a fiction 
of revival, too If a large percentage of the post-colonial fiction makes its mark by 
an involvement, (in imitative terms or m terms of rejections), with the Imperialist 
factor, there are as good a percentage of novels in India and Africa which herald in 
a sense, the Renaissance of the Human Self Raymond Williams concentrates on 
examining the Novel and the novelist from the point of view of humanness and 
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personal vision. He questions the modern Novel in terms of the paradox inherent 
to it: the paradox of an avowedly anti-supernatural realistic mode which yet 
contains an abundent inwardness of movement, whether it be into an Area of 
Darkness or into the Heart of the Matter, beyond the Shadow Lines of reality, or into 
philosophical tangles of 'Serpents and Ropes'. 
The strategies of both the groups have many elements of commonness 
with the Western fictional strategies. Helen Tiffin has enumerated a number of 
strategies which are common to the post-colonial fictions and the post-modern 
fiction, while stressing that this commonness is not necessarily governed by any 
power-factor of the European system over the Third World Literature.'^ These 
strategies are : movements away from realistic expression, the refusal of closure, 
the interrogation of forms, the attack on binary structuration of concept and 
language and, "the rehabilitation of allegory".''' That these strategies are part of the 
native Indian traditional narrative and also the African pre-colonial oral traditions, 
has been amply proved. (These and other strategical commonalites shall be attempted 
to be evidenced through textual analysis in Chapter IV. 
Thus it is possible to reconsider the issue of commonness as a reality 
without any further talk of power-politics. The question of whether the commonness 
is a result of friendly borrowings or incidental resemblance, can be looked into by 
the application of a comparative yardstick. Like other terms of description, post-
colonialism need not any more send us into a flurry of alarmism. Post-colonialism 
may be considered as a term of convenience and it may safely be assumed that the 
post-modernism too, is as a-political in its spirit as any enterprise of Literature 
would desire it to be. 
Conclusions : 
At this point in the study, it is opportune to make broad distinctions in the 
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creative and critical positions found in simultaneous existence today. Among the 
critics, there are those who begin with a theory and wish to judge all fiction 
according to ideological stands. Such critics are not open to fiction which does not 
fit their theory. The other type is what we have earlier referred to, — the Reader-
critic, the one who, with true humility and true knowledge of a scholar, will "walk 
behind his text, processionally",'^ giving the text the benefit of respect for having 
existed there before him, in many forms, while the 'see-able' printed form is only 
a symbol of the actual 'text'. Such a critic will 'read' the text and be aware that his 
reading is one of the many paths of approaching the truth of the text. 
Elizabeth Dipple, in her book. The Unresolvable Plot, identifies, in 
reference to the post-modern era, two kinds of authors:'^ a) those who rely on 
tradition (therefore dull, according to Dipple), and b) those who experiment 
unceasingly (therefore acerbically unapproachable). 
However, this classification is too simplistic and overly definitive, as is 
her treatment of the modern, (post-modern ?) fictionists. Dipple herself finds in 
the fiction of the Seventies and the Eighties, a sense of anxiety of having arrived at 
the end of alternatives and untried choices, which sends the authors on a feverish 
search for new languages of fiction. The latest terms like metafiction, sur-fiction, 
and parody are formal nomenclatures of 20th century revivals or artistic counterparts 
of earlier theoretical "classifications" like naturalism etc. As one ideological 
framework is displaced by another, (refer to the phenomenology-Structuralim-
Post modernism replacements that go on), the artistic norm operates under pressure 
and fictionist performance undergoes changes which are at one time subtle and at 
another drastic. 
Even in Britain, the picture of fictional performance is difficult to label. 
The conventionality and national consciousness which marked the British 
sensibilities in the 30s seems to have given way to a "carnival of mixed genres" .^ " 
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There is a sense of being in continuous change. Today FR Leavis is passe, the 
'realistic' novel being truly emancipated in terms of style, structure and even 
content. 
Recent trends in the attitude to the function of Literature are more and 
more leaning towards radically contemporary stand. A merely polite respect for the 
masters is accorded, but the writer seems to say that the 'here' and the 'now' is far 
more important and should be solely attended to in the new writings. The attitude 
to the past is that, a sense of history should act as a warning, or as an endorsement 
of some event-pattern of today. Not uncommonly, history or the mythical past is 
evoked as a factor which can generate hope or care. 
Literature itself has been so much internationalised. Amitava Ghosh 
says, "I don' t think Literature happens nationally anymore".^^ Older writers had 
appeared to fear that internationalsim would submerge their identities, whereas 
younger writers believe that preoccupation with the national culture would narrow 
down their art. Still, there is a consciousness of the close relationship between art 
and society. What seems to be happenmg is that, new voices are resistmg the 
domination of indigenous literary traditions. The greatest value is being placed on 
individual honesty and other aspects of the individual condition. One fears that this 
trend will militate against the formation of any literary tradition henceforward, and 
may also resist the perpetuation of older traditions, native and otherwise. 
The politcisation of private commitments, which is the hallmark of the 
last decades of the 20th century, influences the artistic stances. Antonia Byatt 
believes in authorial commitment to current social and political events^^ Sanchez 
Julio of Spain, in an interview on Dooradarshan with Prof Ganguly says that, the 
"future of Literature is its present". He feels that the writer is complete only if he 
can respond to what's happening around him. Indu Saraiya refers to the eclecticism 
in British literary tastes today; and argues that the insularity of literary Britain has 
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disintegrated today, having become "subsumed under Europeanism". According to 
Saraiya, as a consequence of globalisation, the "instantaneous now has become the 
only stability in an unstable world. There is a feeling that man is no longer a part of 
the shaping forces of history. Continuities are suspect. Nothing needs to be taken 
seriously because life is in a limbo. Post-Modernism is post-history in the making. 
The mood is one of free falling. There is a free mixing of genres. Literary genres 
have become porus'. 
In face of so much globalisation, and centrality of the image of the pan-
world individual, there is the fear that the writer of today may become over 
cautious, and, being afraid of limiting his dimensions, make self-conscious and 
deliberate attempts at neutrality. Malcolm Bradbury, in his New Writing I, names 
Graham Greene and Angus Wilson as the British writers who together~"ushered in 
the incipient internationalising of British literary sensibilities".^"* 
In the critical idiom, however, there is a stalemente, inspite of the 
evolution of a sophisticated language of criticism loaded with theoretical 
terminologies. Writers like Doris Lessing and Antonia Byatt are proclaiming 
themselves 'anti-theory';^' even while fully conscious of the state of the art in ' 
literary criticism, they dislike being 'deconstructed', and stand fully and proudly 
aware of the reality of the author's personality behind every word that is written. It 
is ironic that, though the artists have shaken themselves free of any narrow 
allegiances, the very survival of contemporary fiction continues to be at the mercy 
of critical pronouncements. While Rushdie or Amitava Ghosh or Carryll Phillips 
have achieved a laudable neutrality and universality of tone and thematic perspective, 
the critics are still caught between questions like 'Ind-lish', 'Africanness' and 
'Britishness'.^® Cunningham baptises the merging of writers like Timothy Mo, Hanif 
Kureshy, Rushdie, Ishiguro, McGrath with Golding, Martin Amis, Antonia Byatt, 
Angela Career etc., as "new Britishness". 
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The history of English studies and the Indian literary criticism in English 
reveals the continued hang-ups of both teachers and scholars and critics about 
English language, English cultural and political hegemony and its insidious 
domination over the Indian psyche as well as literary writing in English or critical 
readings into English — including the Literature produced abroad and on the home 
soil. The story of how English was imposed on India by a colonial order has been 
well recorded. There have been in-depth studies in this connection establishing the 
studied repression of a race.^^ 
Labels are enterprising critics' hobby-horses. Terms like Post-
colonialism, Neo-colonialism, feminism, now lately Patriarchal Discourse etc., 
have been coined and justified in powerful arguments. The language of criticism has 
acquired a sophistication which is admirable. But the competitiveness in this field 
is showing an alarming tendency of each label getting an overnight replacement by 
a newer and more fascinating alternative. 
The trend of historicity in literary criticism in combination with a 
quickening inquisitiveness into the nature of language use as a sound yardstick of 
evaluation — has concentrated the attention of the critics of the last decade upon 
explorations into discourse strategies, especially in fiction. 
The common critical enterprise is to embark upon a hunt for that strategy 
and literary device in fictional works which supports the respective hypotheses of 
the different schools of thought: for example post-modernists like to identify as 
devices the following: 
Self-reflexivity, Intertextuality, Allegory, Pastiche, 
Historicism, and Diverse narrative. Narrative complexity 
and, merging of high and low Literatures.^® 
The group of critics who see all fiction from newly free nations as post-
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colonial discourse find what they consider to be unique literary strategies in select 
fictional works. One of the strategies identified by them is what is termed as 
Historicising Post-colonial element. According to this school of thought, post-
colonial writers attempt to repossess their colonial history and to rewrite it 
through overt evocations of post-colonial discourse. 
Twain mixes the educated American stand of the white boy Tom with the 
primeval longings of the river-bound free spirit of the black urchin Huck Finn, in 
celebration of the true spirit of America. The novelist Faulkner employs the device 
of 'connecting' the disparate American features of the white master and the Negro 
slave, i fe takes great pains to suggest a marked degree of respect for the natural 
strengths of the Negro race which not only endures but contains within itself the 
will to sustain the white race. However the critics of American fiction (which is 
also an output of an erstwhile colonised race) do not feel the urgent and continued 
need to speak of the story of restlessness, loneliness and defiance of Huck Finn as 
a colonial or post-colonial traumatic discourse, (Perhaps the high success story of 
the Americans overpowers it's not so very ancient colonial memory !!!) 
The post-colonialist voices insist that they are raised against the 
humiliation of a race in terms of political, religious, social and above all, literary 
dependency. These assessments, in their defensive zeal, tend to find subjugation of 
the colonist on all counts. In the creative voices of the new writers of fiction in 
English, in the imagery used, in the narrative strategies, everywhere and in every 
literary gesture are alarmist signs of colonial repressions as the critics would let 
us see it. If this view were to be accepted the critic would have to pinpoint certain 
literary strategies which are the exclusive innovation or invention of writers of the 
colonial and post-colonial periods. The critic then will have to follow a sweeping 
mode and declare all Literature of the period as broadly 'connected to' and 
influenced by the historic actuality. Individual differences, myth, universality of 
Literature, the a-historic and timeless quality of creativity — all these possibilities 
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would get ruled out, once total historicity becomes the yardstick of standardization 
The second definition of post-coloniahsm is based in the conceptual 
aspect of the term As critical terminology the term 'colonisalism' acquires a-
historic features Colonialist discourse is associated with the politics of 
interrelationships as and when they are affected by patterns of authority-subj ugation 
From this point of view, it is easy to find strains of post-colonial discourse in any 
text which thematically or otherwise employs the interplay of class, gender or 
hierarchical relationships 
A third approach, and to a large extent, a rider to the historic 
conceptualisation of the term 'post-colonial' attaches to the prefix 'post', the 
meaning of a conditioner for the term 'colonial', so that a sense of opposition 
between two ideologies is created Taken m this sense, the prefix would represent 
a relationship with colonialism either of succession or supercession Critics like 
Helen Tiffin and Vinay Kirpal are critical of the Western inclination to read Indian 
Literature in English only from the colonialist point of view Helen Tiffin's 
criticism of Malcolm Bradbury is quite clear on this count in her essay 
'Commonwealth Literature and Comparative Methodology' So also is her 
recognition of the impulse of decolonisation present as 'prime impulse' in all post-
colonial Literatures ^^  
The mam feature of the Post-colonialist school of criticism is that it 
assumes a successionist or processionist stance on part of the writer of the 
Commonwealth nations The irony here is that it has succeeded in heading a 
procession of Commonwealth critics The absence of known critical tool or clarity 
about the nature of the critical tools which can be suitably applied and the search 
for a viable and credible critical idiom, has sent the Western critics on a journey 
of slogan hunting And the local critic has not lagged behind in picking up exotic 
voices from the West It should be pointed out that 'post-colonialism' as a critical 
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ideology is usually expressed in terms of disquiet. The critics of this school are 
heard lamenting the loss of a cultural identity or 'cultural memory'.^" Their main 
purpose seems to be to rebuild upon the pre-colonial past glories; and to point out 
the need to break free from contemporary 'colonisation of the mind'. But such a 
noble zeal goes awry because of the single minded thesis that all Literature of the 
post-colonial times essentially suffers from the malady of a repressed and fractured 
colonised psyche. 
To ascribe colonial attitudes (the term 'colonialism' is obliquely capable 
of standing for both the coloniser and the colonised !!) to the writers of the 
colonised nations is to neglect the pre-colonial creative setting and to assume a 
total amnesia on part of these writers. The facts, however, show that the colonial 
experience is exploited artistically by many a writer of these erstwhile colonies. 
In these cases, the experience becomes an additional source of material which 
feeds the genre of fiction and accords it the realistic tenor that it aspires to and 
deserves. 
It is equally easy to demonstrate that almost all the narrative strategies 
which the post-colonialist critics like to enumerate under the head of 'post-
colonial discourse', are devices which one encounters even in the novels of the pre-
colonial times. Vinay Kirpal, in his essay 'What is Modern Third World Novel?' 
mentions the following generalisations about the Third World novel which 
distinguish it from the Western n o v e l . T h e implication is that such device would 
have to be taken as the Commonwealth writer's wish to break free from the Western 
hegemony by setting up his own fund of native strategies. : (a) 'Loose episodic 
structure' which is said to be the 'Fable and Folk Tale Form'. Examples of Mulk Raj 
Anand, Achebe, Naipaul, Soyinka and even Tutuola are cited as users of this 
strategy. 
Simple search, however, will yield a large number of Western examples 
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which also possess the strategy of 'Loose Episodic Structure' and follow some 
form of native traditional narrative. (For example, the structure of Sound And Fury 
is episodic and the biblical genre is exploited.) (b) Proverbialisms, metaphors, 
song and dance which seem to distinguish the novels of the colonies are features 
which lend these novels a ritualistic, timeless and mythical quality. 
To read fictional works as discourse is a broad critical activity. The 
conditioning of the term by ideological or politically oriented labelling limits the 
scope of interpretation of a text. The fictive text is a reality which emerges after 
the culling together of many actualities of the human experiential spectrum. This 
very complexity of its make-up allows it to be interpreted in as many ways while 
retaining the cohesion and unity of text. It will be wise to remember that no 
fictional work should be subjected to the concept of total alignment or total 
dependency on some hypothetical 'master texts'. If there are echoes of other texts 
in some novels of the new nations (especially of the post-colonial time), such a 
presence should be honoured as a manifestation of that timeless narrative device 
— intertextuality. Doing otherwise would be to push the issue beyond logic and 
would merely demonstrate the politics of interpretation. 
Selective and tailored hermeneutics can yield any result which is desired 
by the interpreter. Here I would like to refer to the latest, increasingly popular and 
sensational critical exercise of finding a father figure, Prospero, for the imaging 
of the arch-coloniser, and Caliban as the myth generating literary persona of the 
arch-colonised. This whole exercise is extremely satisfying for the new faddist of 
post-colonial discourse since it obtains for him an immediate metaphor for 
colonisation and its effect on speech (taken in a metonymic sense). Actually, taken 
in a positive light Caliban's idiomatic and idiosyncratic rebelliousness marked out 
by these interpretations as examples of post-colonial consciousness indicates the 
a-historic nature of such rebellions and places them in a rich perspective of the 
primeval longings of the human spirit for freedom and its refusal to be contained.^^ 
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Investigation into post-colonial discourse is one of the possibilities of 
interpretation and can be applied to authors of all ages, nationalities and gender. 
Prometheus Unbound yields as much material of recapture of the Self against a 
relegation, as does the figure of Satan in Milton. Across the continent, the central 
motif of O'Neill's Hairy Ape can also be read as a post-colonial expression of 
extreme protest. The theorist is always in search of a terminology which can find 
closest proximity to his latest and more attentive readings into conceptual problems 
of narration and creativity. He endeavors to make his argument lively and credible 
by the use of textual evidence. Unfortunately, the significance and independence of 
the text gets subsumed under the logic of the moment offered by the latest 
interpretative idiom and its slick sophistication. The history of criticism has been 
one of multiple schools of opinion and counter opinion. A bedlam of disparatenesses 
has surfaced but the true creative act has gone on; and, fed less by theory or 
ideology and more by that undefinable urge for creativity, it lives a full life. 
Self-conscious, pragmatic and ideologous novelists are few and far 
between. Most fictionists prefer to maintain silence on theoretical issues and 
prefer to desist from commenting on their own texts. This natural reticence 
combines well with the strategic use of silences and absences within the text itself, 
and is the sensitive writer's private homage to the independence of the created work 
and also to the reader 's liberty to read his own meanings into discourse. 
I would agree with GN Devy's criticism of the colonial epistemology.^"^ 
He squarely places the responsibility on the Indian critic who operates under the 
pressure of a felt need to protest against what he senses to be allegations of 
colonial hangover, and yet follows exotic banners just so that he can join an 
authenticated group. Western critical hegemony does play a covert, subtle and 
subversive role in guiding the trend of evaluation of Indian Literature in English. 
Local critics who have been conscious of this subtle arm twisting, have reacted 
rather violently by formulating frantic defenses in favour of what they prefer to call 
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'nationalism' in the new Literature. The terms used by this defense group, viz. 
search for identity, discovery of the past etc., carry a thinly veiled desperation and 
lack of self confidence. Half baked and fortuitous 'critical' statements like "Mathew 
Arnold in a Sari", said to have been authored by someone of no subsequent 
significance, named Gordon Bottomley, have the surprising power of sending the 
Indian critic and writer into a flurry of offended self- esteem.Unless and until 
criticism breaks fee from the colonising habit of mind, and unless it rises above the 
concerns of ' se l f and 'the other', these misreadings of the text of life will continue. 
A Case for Commonality : 
In explication of his view that "many modern novels from Asia and the 
West reflect a common modern environment which is so overwhelming that it may 
be more important than the forces of tradition and culture",^'' CD Narasimhaiah 
quotes some examples from a few known American, Indian and British authors to 
prove that a writer who is so clearly contemporary, is closer to his collegues half 
a world away than he is to his own literary forefathers. 'Literary Confluences' is the 
term used by F Odun Balogun in his essay 'Russian & Nigerian Literature' in 
Comparative Literary Studies, 1984, to describe the emerging commonness and 
synthesis. According to Balogun, "Literatures which converge in theme or style 
without the advantage of influence instance 'confluence'. He feels that similiar 
socio-political, historical conditions promote similiar works of Literature, 
On the other hand, 'influence studies' as evidences of 'cul ture cringe' or 
'Neo-Colonial temper' can be replaced by the application of an ideological approach 
to the works emerging from the Third World; and by placing them m an equating 
forum with other writers of 'world Literature' who are progressive and committed 
to the concept of international solidarity. This kind of commonality will help us to 
overcome fears and traumas of literary colonisations which arise out of canonising 
studies and notions of literary priviledgedness: And we will learn to look for 
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in te l lec tual commonness in choice of themes, inner tau tness , h i s tor ic 
consciousness, intertextuality and other evidences of universality. 
In a period parallel to the growth of Commonwealth Literatures in 
English, ie., the Post-war post-colonial period, modern Western novel had begun to 
exhibit strains of a post-war fatigue. The rejection of the past, and a uni-dimensional 
concern with the war-torn modern psyche, undoubtedly gave a contemporaneity to 
the Western novel. But it also resulted in depriving the Western novel of a 
deployable fictional space. In Against Dryness, Irish Murdoch critcises modern 
Literature for "romanticising the neurotic solipsistic individual and for reducing 
art to symbolistic forms entirely".^® By a brilliant strategy of 'double vision', the 
Third World novelists have gifted to themselves and to the fictional genre, a vast 
area of motifs and meanings. According to Murdoch, the tension between 
contemporary and traditional worlds, the social and personal values etc. forms the 
life and breath of the modern Third World novel. 
In a standpoint which is quite in contrast to that of Iris Murdoch, Alan 
Friedman includes, in his list of innovations made by the new novelists — "cumulative 
explorations" of the 'inner' dimension of characters; replacement of objective 
realism by the suggestive and evocative world of day-dream and nightmare; the 
double layeredness which results from a juxtaposition of the present with layers of 
the past (all time buried in consciousness), open-endedness and incompletions." 
Friedman's list indicates that the Commonwealth artist has also arrived at 
the same kind of strategies as the Western artist has. Obviously, this is so because 
the artistic consciouness, affected by similar historic, social and political environs, 
responds with strategies which, if not identical, are atleast full of the possibilities 
of commonality. The differences, (it is natural that there should be differences), 
are then, the results of discrete individual experience and response to the experience. 
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The study has conclusively proved the above thesis while recording one 
major difference between Indian and African writing ie., the African writer 's 
intensity of political involvement and the Indian's lack of the same degree of 
intensity. Mostly, the Indian novelist has exploited the political trauma and turmoil 
as a sensitive and evocative backdrop to an intensely private drama of the human 
soul. Politics do figure in the Indian novel in English but only as a part of the 
dynamics which bring around thematic movements. ^ ^ In his unwillingness to involve 
t 
himself in political statements, the Indian novelist is like the modern British 
writer, whereas the writer in the Africa is necessarily an ideologue. 
The central characteristic that marks the Commonwealth writer is not his 
allegiance to this or that tradition; but is his innate respect for the concept of 
tradition itself. More and more the Commonwealth voice is speaking out with 
respect, in favour of'memory', of history and the 'myth' of origin. In this quest of 
roots and traditional sources the Commonwealth writer does not need to declare an 
anti-West or anti-British literary creed anymore. The scholar-critic VA Shahane 
points out that there is no need to take the tradition-based approach of the 
Commonwealth writings as anti-West or radically national or parochial. In Shahane's 
opinion. Western criticism itself emphasised the value of tradition even before the 
first Commonwealth critic had so much as visualised the concept of nationhood in 
Literature.^^ 
Whatever be the strategic and stylistic differences, majori ty of 
Commonwealth novelists are biased, strongly, in favour of the concept of Good as 
against Evil. The deep-rooted belief in the goodness of the unconscious makes 
Literature of the Commonwealth meaningful. Another significant common aspect 
of the Commonwealth novel is that "the best, the most powerful moments in all 
works of fiction, are those where there is a straining after the Unknown".'^'' In the 
West also, it is such artists as have exibited a fascination for experience which 
transcends the 'seeable' reality who are long-lived in terms of reader-appreciation.'^' 
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The contexts and thematic perspectives of the New English Fiction need 
just be placed alongside old canonical or non-canonical texts like the Bible, 
Odyssey, Shakespearean drama, Tolstoy, Ibsen etc. for this commonality of the 
pursuit of Truth to emerge.''^ 
The arguments in the earlier chapters have established that the 
Commonwealth novel also stands on common ground with the Western novel in 
features like the 'ordering' of the form, interaction of modes, stylistic variations, 
spatial-temporal adjustments etc. For, if formal order forms a basis and a boast of 
the general Western novel, a preoccupation with 'ordering' of the imagination is 
also an essential feature of the oral narrative. In terms of the avowedly modern 
technique of interaction of modes, Izevbaye maintains that this is not specifically 
a Western innova t ion .Formlessness in the Commonwealth novel has been an 
issue with most critics who subscribe to the formalist approach. The 20th century 
artist, whether Western or otherwise, exhibits the inclination to transcend 'form'. 
The 'thematic flags' that one sees flying in the Commonwealth novels fly 
above the territorial boundaries in common space. The themes of sin and guilt, 
conflict and conformity, rootedness and exile — these are common themes of 
fiction of all times and chimes. Race, family, nation etc., are useful and relevant 
issues which a fictionist examines on the way to Eternity, which is the intended goal 
of the fictionist. 
Meanwhile, opinion on the Commonwealth Novel will obviously move on 
a multi-dimensional stratum, investigating into the heart of this complex literary 
exercise, into its strategies, its modes of narration and into its thematic perspectives. 
In the final analysis, it is to be conceded that the life of the Commonwealth Novel 
depends on a combination of approaches. 
C Paul Verghese feels that the Indian novelist has exhausted his themes 
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and finds it a healthy sign, Verghese feels that this kind of exhaustion will 
necessitate the artist's redefining his position more precisely vis a vis the culture 
to which he belongs, launch a search for new frontiers adventurously and search out 
the "essence of human l iv ing" .Accord ing to Mulk Raj Anand, Indian Novel in 
English represents "the rendering of the drama of each soul of the crisis of change 
under the impact of the human situation"."*^ Anand maintains that the content of 
fiction does'nt change, though the technique alters. Ngugi moves away from 
English to Kikuyu while OV Vijayan will move from Malayalam to English. 
The artist, all in all, moves in boundariless space, the walls are 
countinuously scaled or demolished; lines get increasingly shadowy. But, the 
onerous task of interpreting these moments of merger, synthesis and confluences 
lies with the critics and the academics. It is they who can prevent habits of alarmism 
and political anxieties that threaten us so persistently in all our enterprise. 
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